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The VLT Goes to Paranal!
The Coun '1 of the European Southern
ObservatoJin session on December 4.
unanimously decided that the world's
large3 opticat telescope, the 1&metre
equivalent very Large Telescope, shall
be placed on Cerro Paranal, an isolated
mountain top at 2664m attitude in the
central oart of Chile's Atacama desert.

some 130 kitamres south of the town
of Antofagasta and 12 kilometres frorn
the Pacific coast.
In anticipation of the choice d Cerro
Parand as the future site of the VLT
Observatory, the Chilean Government
has donated a 725 kmz area around Pamnal to ESO in order to ensure the

continued protection of the she aggJnst
all a d m e influences, in particular light
pollution and mining activities.
For more than six years, continuous,
accurate measurements have shown
that Paranal is the best continental she
known in the world far optlcal astronomical observations, both in terms of

This a&?/ picture of Gem Paranal was taken In late 1 9 0 frorn the south. The PacMc mast is to the left, at a dlstance of 12 km. The
constructions at rhe left am the living quafiem for the site survey team, In plm d m 1083. On the top of the rnount8in various imhmet?tSam
instM%dwhleh p m w n H y monitor the atmmph&c quality and p e r f m m t & ~ i e a l measurements.

number of clear nlghts and stsbilb of
the atmosphere abwe.
The meteomlo@caland climatological
Investigation Incorporated a detailed
comparison between Paranal and the
present site of €SO'$ telescopes, La
Silla, by means of identical measuring
equipment. Despite La Sitla's worldwide reputation for excellent obsewlng
conditions, Paranal was found to be
wen better, mainly becauser of its location in a more stab18 and drler clmate in
the most arid part of the Atamma desert.
(emtinu& on page 6a

Superseeing
at Paranal
The engineers who build the ESO
16-m equivalent Very Large Telescope

and its tscisteclated instrumentatim are
faclng great challenges ahead because
the sites in the Chilean Atacama desert
may be even better than originally
thougM.
As the ESO seeing monitors (DIMM)
have now reached their nominal accuracy, the sltes under study have begun to
reveal their very best obsetving quaC
Itlles. It Is Irnperatlve that the VLT must
be able to take full advantage of h$hts
of suprb seeing and transpamncy
which will be used as performance
criteria for the total error budget of the
telescope after completion.
Though hwrly seeing averages better
than 0 5 mseo are not uncommon at
Cerro Paranal this happens during apTable: s i n ~ x b e s t n
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proximately 16 % of the total obsetved
time, with a median seeing of 0,6@am-9
set w e r the y
m the longest periods
of excellent seeing are the easlest to use
in a semi-flexible scheduling mode of
C E W PARAMAt
.8 operation. In that rwpect, a record of
excdlenca was hR this September when
September 20, l O 9 O
.7 the w i n g was better than 0.5 amsec
+.
during a full nlght, including three
consecutive hours better than 0.3 arc- f0 - 6
L.
sec.
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site parameters which wlll be used for
a
the development of a prediction
-2'model for Rexibb scheduling.
amlysing the effect of 1sources
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of thermal pollution like the wake of
buildings, of metalllc structures, and
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of electronic units, and
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pursuing m a r c h and development
time (Hour-UT)
work on the monitoring of parameters Figure 2: New seeing record at Gem Pafami: Me dots am indivjdcael n t e m u m t s by the
related to intstferometry, such as MMM: horftgntal bars mwqmnd ?o one hour linear blnnlng. Tib w i g detined as tila
speckle lifetime and outer =Is of FWHM at zenith, at w a w h g f h 0.5 pm, and Ie memured S metres above g w n d on ha
turbulence.
M. W I N , ESO m m B .
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An Optical Counterpart of SgrA* at the Galactic Centre?

' Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of Wiirrburg, Germany
The Space Telescope European Coordinating Facility, ESO
Affiliated to the Astrophysics Division of the Space Science Department of ESA
ESO
The nature of the very Galactic Centre
is still mystet-lous: It could be a cluster of
seemingly normal young luminous stars,
or a somewhat massive black hole
surrounded by an accretion disk (see
Genzel and Townes, 1987, Ann. Rev.
Astron. Astrophys. 25, 377) or even
something more exotic. The charaeteristic feature of tho innermost region Is
the coincidence withln 2" (1.9. 0.1 gc) of
the unresolved nonthermal radio source
Sgr A' with the peak of the diffuse infrared stellar light distribution. The fact
that there Is no discrete infrared counterpart to Sgr A* adds to the curiosity as
to the relation of Sgr A" with the Galactic
Nucleus. A detalled optical study of the
region and the candidate sources is hindered by the enormous foreground extinction reaching 30 mag in the visual.
However, by pushing as red as CCD's
practically allow (i.9. near 1 ym),one can
reduce the extinction to about 14 mag
and at the same tlme increase the datectabiljty for intrinsically blue sources
ultimately with the hope of detecting a
"hot" counterpart for Sgr A".
On July 24, 1990 we used the 3.5-rn
N7T telescope on La Silla to Image the
Galactic Centre region through a Gunn z
filter (ESO f 417, cut on 920 nm, long
pass) using EFOSC 2 with a Thomson
chip, 1024 by 1024 pixels, image scale
0.3 arcsec/pixel, and a sensitivity of 6%
at 950 nm. The total response produces
a bandpass of 100 nm centred at
950 nm with a peak throughput of 3.3%.

-

-

However, since the bandpass is nominally open In the red, albeit with very low
throughput, the effective wavelength
may be shifted towards or even beyond
1 pm. Thls Is because the high absolute
values of the extinetlon encountered towards the Galactic Centre (A, up to 30
mag) imply very high differential reddening effects, which may easily overwhelm the decrease In the CCD response.
The seeing was mediocre but, more
impottantly, very stable (1!05 FWHM).
With this seeing we oversampled the
PSF by a factor of 3. We obtained five
frames with an exposure time of 40 rnin
each and random 10-20 % field centre
offsets, plus dome and sky flat fields.
Careful alignment including a resampling by another factor 4, and rejection
of detector defects and eosmics, gave
us a coadded 200 rnin effective exposure. A 1 0 by 12" window from the
summed frame Is shown In Figure 1. The
two brightest sources are IRRI and
IRR2 of 17,6mag at 980 nm (Henryet al.,
1984, Ap. J. 285, L27). The limiting magnitude of the image is 24 mag at 950 nm
(sky level 25000 e- per original pixel;
125000 e- for 18R1 and tRR2). This is
the deepest sub-1 pm) CCD image ever
obtalned of the Galactic Centre region,
Given the high signal-to-noise ratlo,
we were able to apply image deconvolution techniques on far-red images of the
Galactic Centre region for the first time.
We used the Lucy algorithm of iterative

deconvolution (Lucy, 1974, A.J. 79,
7451,implemented into the IDt envlronment by H.-M. Adorf (ST-ECF). The
largest field size treated was 512 by 512
image elements, corresponding to 36"
by 36. The gain in resolution obtained
after 50 iterations was a factor 2.5 (i.e.
0:'4 FWHM for point sources). During
deconvolutlon, the image of the star
lRR2 (the upper left one of the two bright
objects in Fig. 1) remained very circular
and unresolved, while IRRI (the bright
star In the centre) became elongated
from SE to NW. A slight indication of this
can also be seen in the original. Figure 2
shows the sharpened frame, modifled
by subtraction of a scaled unresolved
stellar Image from the centre of gravity
position of IRRI.
To our surprise, two faint sources (2021 mag) were hidden behind the seeing
disk of IRR1. We designated the slightly
fainter SE object GZ-A and the bdghter
NW component GZ-0, It is remarkable
that GZ-A and GZ-B coincide with the
position of Sgr A" (indicatedby the white
cross In Fig. 2) to withln 0'3 and 05,
respectively. Transformation of the absolute radio posltion of Sgr A* onto our
frame (with an r.m.s. error of K5) was
achieved through the 950 nm counterparts of a dozen previously known 2-pm
sources, most of whlch have been dstected here for the first time. Among
these are IRS7 (the object due north of
Sgr A' near the upper boundary of
Fig. 2) with a total of 2000 e- recorded,

as well as IRS9, IRS13, IRS21, tRS29, the obseaved magnitudes could be conIRS35 (d.
Tallastmp et al., 1989, A.J. sistent with either a group of young
98, 204). GZ-8 may be Identical with

IRSIGNW, whlle GZ-A seems to have no
prornlnent 2 y m counterpa&
Because of the near colncldence of
GZ-A and GZ-B with Sgr A', it may well
be that the two sources are indeed In
the Galactic Centre. If this is the case,

stars or the optlcal radiation from an
accretion dlsk around a black hole. The
estimated luminosity in both cases
would be of order 5 - 1O8 LO A nontherma1 origin of the radiation, in particular
for GZ-A, cannot be excluded either.
Also the posslbillty of chance alignment

with falnt foreground objects or a physical companion of IRR1 cannot be rejected at present. Clearly, these new
objgcts are Interesting enough to deserve further detailed observations: high
angular resolution imaging at dlffwent
wavelengths, spectroscopy and perhaps even polarlmetry.

PROFILE OFA KEY PROGRAMME

Optical Identification Content of the ROSAT All Sky Survey
1.J. DANZIGER', J. T R ~ M P E RK,
~ ,BEUERMANN~,
H B~HRINGER', T. FLEMING',
M. G077M!AlJ2, G.HASINGER*, J. KRAUTTER4,H. MACGILLIVRA Y? L. MILLER^,
M. PAKULL', Q. PARKER', L. PASQUINI!K. REINSCH~,H.-C. THOMAS: M. -H. ULRICH',
w VOGES*, H.-u.ZIMIWERMANN~
'ESO;*#ax- ~lanck-lns
titut fiir Extraterrestrische Physik, Garching, Germany; 'TU Berlin, Germany;
4Landessternwarte,Heidelberg, Germany; 'Royal Observatory Edinburgh, United Kingdom; 60bservat~irede
Besan~on,France; '€SO; 7~ax-~lanck-lnsfifut
fiir Astrophysik, Garching, Germany
On June 1, I990 the X-ray satelllie
ROSAT was launched from Cape
Canaved on a Delta II rocket (Fig. 1).
The project is a collaboration between
Germany, the United States and the
United Kingdom with the Max Planck
Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics
(MPE)as the leading scientific institution. During the first 8 months of the
mission, ROSAT is performing the first
a!/-sky survey made with m Imaging Xray telescope. The data rights for this
suwey He with MPE.
Among the instnrments on board
ROSAT (Fig. 2) is the Positional Sensitlve Proportional Counter (PSPC) which
will be used for the all-sky survey. This
imaging detector has a low resolution
(AWE = 0.4) spectral capability over the
soft X-ray energy range from 01.-2 keV.
This energy range is considerably softer
than that of the Hnstein Obsenmtory, so
that one might confidently expect different proportions of different known
classes of X-ray sources to be detected
and, of course, even new classes of
objects.
On the basis of the Einstein Obsewatory &ended Medium Sensitivity Survey (EMSS) one would expect to detect
.= f00,OM1X-ray sources over the whole
sky. This will enable the acquisition of
X-ray data for large samples of various
classes of astronornlcd objects, In particular stars, AQN and clusters of galaxies. Obviously, one cannot hope in the
foreseeable Mute to optbally identify
100,000 sources. Our proposal aims at
defining and obsewing a viable sub-

sampte of the ROSAT survey In order to
completely identify the X-ray sourcee in
that sample.
During the all-sky survey, ROSAT will
scan along great circles of constant
ecliptic longitude roughly perpendicular
to the position of the sun. As the sun
moves along the ecliptic, the scan path
of the sateltiie follows and after a period
of 6 months the whole sky will be covered. The exposure time varies from =
600 seconds near the ecliptic to 30,000
seconds near the ecliptic poles. Other
effects malnly involving background
radiation and hydrogen column density
will modify this sensitivity for detecting
sources in a predictable manner. Figure
3 shows a small part of the survey, a
strip of = 6' x 13" centred at a =
5h30m,& = -570, accumulated from flve
days of data from August 9 to August
14. The area shown consists of 28
square degrees on the sky and therefore
represents 1/4 of the ESO Key Project
Fidd II. The bright source in the lower
right hand comer Is LMC X-3. So far 34
sources have been detected in this section of the all-sky wnrey. For weak sources (c20 counts) a 09% confidence
error radius < I arcmin is expected,
whib for strong sources thls radius
would be 3 M 0 arcsec.
The average X-ray flux llmit of the
ROSAT survey will be roughly 3 x
erg/cm2s.The resutts of the identification
process will provide the basis for statistical studies of the X-ray properties of
stars, quasars, AGN, BL Lac objects
and clusters of galaxies. In particular,

log N-logs and X-ray luminosity functions will be determined. This unbiased
sample will also wrve to calibrate all
other samples selected from the all-sky
survey. The existence of the Parkes and
Australia Telescope radio surveys will
permlt correlations with radio properties.
Our sub-sample covers an area of 575
square degrees divided into 4 regions
from which, on the basis of the EMSS at
hlgh galactic latitudes, we would expect
to detect
380 extragalactic objects
and = 610 stellar objects In our Galaxy.
With 380 objects,we will have the basls
for statlstloal studies of the proportions
of quasars, AGN, BL k c objects and
clusters of galaxies. Since the areas
have been defined partly because of
optical work planned or In progress by
others (6.0. objective prism surveys,
multi-colour surveys at low NH column
density, and other multl-colour surveys)
there is also the possiblllty of comparing
samples made using completely dmrent citeria. For example, the proportion
of X-ray quiet to X-ray loud AGN is of
some Interest both from the polnt of
vlew of physlcal properties of AGN
themselves and from the point of vlew of
cosmology. Another important and toplcal questlon Is that of the large scale
structure and distribution of extragalactlc sources. Equally irnporkant will be the
follow-up programme of indlvldud objects that emerge as a result of the particular energy range of this sutvey.
Among the stars, again using the
EMSS as a guide, we might expect the

following proportions of objects: dMe,
dKe
20 %, non-accreting, active
binaries - 15 % , cataclysmic variables 2 %, pre-main-sequence stars - 4 %,
3 stars - 4 %.This leaves >50% in a
loose category of normal, solar-type
stars. What proportion of these may be
white dwarfs is not easy to predict, but it
could be quite high as a result of the soft
energy range of the PSPC detector. This
may prove to be a highly efficient means
of detecting white dwarfs.
Our approach to efficient optical
identification will be as follows. In
conjunction with the detected X-ray
sources and their positional error boxes,
we propose to use the following type
of data, most of which are already in
hand and require no further telescope
time.
Candidate identification for the all-sky
survey will be made by cross-correlating
with the Royal Observatory Edinburgh's
(ROO aIready digitized catalogue of the

-

Figure 2.
SERC Southern Sky J Survey. However,
since there is expected to be on average
more than one confusing star as well as
the correct identification per X-ray error
box, we propose to use colour information obtained from Schmidt UR and
existing J plates to isolate the most
likely candidate. Since the Einstein and
EXOSAT deep surveys indicate that
80% of all identificationsare likely to be
quasars, AGN or M dwarfs, we can
separate M dwarfs by their very red
redshifi
r < 2.2
colours,
and
quasars (which will comprise the vast
majority of the quasars) by their UV excess. Prior identification of brighter M
stars would prevent longer integrations
on fainter confusing stars. An increase
in efficiency of a factor 2 is expected by
using colour information.
Digitized measurements from U and R
plates covering the selected areas are
virtually complete, white the J band data

already exist in catalogue farm.
Spectroscopy will be carried out on a
variety of telescopes according to the
brightness of the candidates. Using the
EMSS as a reference, we estimate that
of the expected 990 X-ray sources in our
sample, 790 will be brighter than B =
18.5 and 200 will be fainter than 18.5
(this may be an underestimate of the
proportion of fainter sources in the
ROSAT survey which is expected to go
deeper and to detect fainter extragalactic sources).
The 200 or more sources fainter than
18.5 must be observed with the ESO
3.6-metre and NlT. Of the 790 objects
brighter than 18.5, about 325 will be
stellar objects brighter than B = 15 and
will be observed at low resolution with
the €SO 1.52-m telescope. 230 candidates can be observed with FLAIR4

5

on the UK Schmidt telescope. FLAIR4
is a fibre-fed spectrograph which will be
able to obtaln spectra of up to 100 objects per exposure down to B = 18.5
and agreement has been reached to rlde
piggy-back on another programme
working at the SGP. The remaining 235
candidates in this magnitude range In
the ottler selected fields would need to
be observed with the 2,2-m, 3.6-m or

Nl-r,
In addition, experience from the
EMSS follow-up has shown that often
more than one stellar object with a
reasonable
ratio is associated wlth
one X-ray source. The secondary criterion for stellar X-ray idmtlfication Is the
presence of chromospheric emksion
llnes or rotatlonally broadened absorption lines In the spectrum of the star.
This wlll require higher-resolution spectrampy particularly for RS CVn and
W UMa blneries and solar-type stars
wlth moderate levels of chromospheric
activity. Therefore, towards the end of
the survey this type of spectroscopic
work will be necessary far an estlrnated
250 stars.

fav

All members of our team feel that it is
important to allow time for follow-up
obsewations of Important, exciting, interesting or new objects as soon as
possible. We have therefore requested
that, contiguous with the time allotted

rn
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specifically to meet the requirements of
idenmcation, an extra allocation be
made to allow for follow-up. This will

allow team members to profit better
from the somewhat arduous tasks d
survey identification.
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Stellar Evolution in the Galactic Bulge
J.A. BLOMMAERJ, A.G. BROWN, U.J. HABING, J. LUB, Y.K. NG,R.S. LE POOLE,
P.T. DE ZEEUW, Sterrewacht Leiden, the Netherlands
G.BERTELLI,A. BRESSAN, C.CHIOSI, Osservatorio As tronomico, Padova, Italy
W.E.C.J. VAN DER VEEN, Columbia University,New York, USA
H.E. SCH WARZ, ESQ
M. W. FHST, South African Astronomical Obsewatory, Cape Town, South Africa
targe-scale maps at infrared wavelengths obtained with IRAS and COBE
show our Milky Way as an edge-on spiral galaxy, and clearly reveal the Galactic Bulge. This separate component of
our Galaxy can be considered as the
nearest ellipsoidal stellar system.
Studies of its stellar content are crucial
not only for our understanding of stellar
evolution and stellar populations in generat, but also for calibrating the rneasurernents of the cotours and line
strengths of the integrated light of elliptical galaxies (Whitford, 1986).

Some parts of the Galactic Bulge outside the galactic plane can be studled
optically, In particular, there is a 6 5 by
6:5 field (900 pc by 900 pc) of low and
homogeneous extlnctkn, centred at
I = O0, b = -1V, which in the rnid-fifties was chosen by Baade and Plaut as
a good field to search for variable stars
by photographictechniques (cf. Blaauw,
1955). It is often referred to as the
Palomar-Groningen Field Nr. 3, or simply as the Baade-Plaut field. Its location
IS illustrated in Figure 1. Recently,
Wesselink (1987) has repeated part of

Plaut's painstaking work by measuring

B and R Schmidt plates with an automatic measuring machine, and using a
photo-electric callbration sequence. He
obtained more accurate magnitudes,
and confirmed Plaut's list of variable
stars. As a result, nearly all Miras, LongPeriod Variables, Semi-Regular Variables, and also the RR Lyrae stars have
now been identified. Accurate perlods
and light curves have been determined
for all stars with periods less than 300
days. We are extending Wesselink's
work, with the aim of constructing a

Mwm€~er,4@
14-75), The phofogreph c a m appmxlmtely 80 by 45 degree~f.
The
7Re Bulge of our Galaxy (ESO phtqm@h8 1986,
dew CCD phohmtiy fieids are denow by a s t a h k fhe dpen drcleg
Baade-Plaut neld Is indicated by the ccashed square. T-p's
am B Q m and TBmdn@s (1-1 sumy Wds W late-type glmts. Thed i d reetanQleindIcete~the central W studied h the IR by Catchpole
et a/. (1NO). 14aa&'s Windows: NGC 65ZP,Sgr I end Sgr 11.

Hertzsprung-Russdldiagram for a sample of mow than one million stars In the
Saade-Plaut field. This Is done by
means of automated photographic photometry (in U, B, R, I)which yields magnitudes and colours to an accuracy of
0.03 mag. Because the number of stars
is so large, we expect that even "fast"
evolutionary phases will be well represented.
The evolution of low and Intermediate
mass stars (1-8 MQ) ultimately leads to
the Asymptotic Giant Branch phase
(AGB), which is followed by the formation of a planetary nebula. M i and
OH/IR stars are situated at the top of the
AGB. Thy are very luminous, long
perlodlc, mass-losing variables: M tras
have periods up to 500 days, while IR
stars have even larger periods. During
this phase the stars enshroud thmselves In a clrcumstellar gaddust shell.
General scenarios for AGB evolution are
available (e.g., van der Veen 1989), but
much more quantitative work has to be
done and several details have to be
cleared up. In particular, at present it is
Unclear whether or not there Is Increasing mass loss on the upper AGE, and 1f
there is, what consequences this has for

the evolution of these late-type stars. Do
Miras evolve Into IR stars by an incraasIng mass loss or do these two groups
repremt late-lype stars wlth different
masses and therefore differed
lumlnosltles?It has always been dlfflcult
to distinguish between these two
scenarios as dlstanms and therefore
lumjnmities generally are uncertain.
The Baade-Plaut fleld is Weal for a
study of the late and luminous stages of
stellar evolution in the Galactic Bulge.
Ail the objects are at abwt the same
distance, and many of the AGB stars
have been found already through
Wessellnk's work. In ddltion, we have a
sample of candidate IR stars selected
from the lRAS Point Source Catalogue
by means of the F25F 12 dux ratio criterion (cf. Whitdock et al., 1986). We are
carrying out near-infrared photometry
on these objects to Investigate the nature of the IRA$ sources, and to determine the bolomebic luminosities of the
AGB stars (cf. Whitetock et al,, 1990).
When repeated wMciently often, such
measurements will also give the pulsatlonal period of the star. Finally, we will
also search for planetmy nebulae by
comparing narrow band exposures with

the ESO Schmidt telescope - centred
around the prominent Ha or [0111] emis-

-

sbn lines with available continuum UK
Schmidt R plates.
We expect to obtain many objects in
all phases of the AGB evolution, so that
a comparison of the relative numbers
will yield the duration of each phase,
including the fast ones. The results will
be analysed using state-of-the-art &Ilar ewrlutlonary tracks. This should allow
a precise delineationof the link between
Mlras, Long-Period Variables, SmiRegular Variables and OWTR stars, and
a derivation of an accurate periodluminosity relation. The direct relation
between mass-losing giant stars and
planetary nebulae can be established
independent of distance-scale related

problems.
We are taklng optlcal spectra of many
of the Mira's, from which we hope to
derive their metallicities, so that we can
address the luminosity/metal abundance differentiation. The spectra wlll
also provide radial vejocitles, thus sheddlng Ilght on the dynamics of the Bulge.
The mix of stellar objects as a function
of galactic latitude (or mMlicity) can be
determined, In particular when our study

of the Baade-Plaut field is combined
with similar studies of other Bulge fields,
such as Baade's window (Terndmp,
1988; Rlch, 1989). and the central region
(Catchpole et at., 1990). This is important also for the understanding of the
stellar composition of the bulges of
other galaxies.
In summary,this Key Project aims at
Improvlng our understanding of stellar
evolution on the AGE by a comprehensive study of the Baade-Plaut field
in the Galactic Bulge. Thisa will pro-

vide information on the history of the

Temdrup, D.M., 1988. Astron. J., 98,884.
van der V m , W.E.C.J., 1989. Astron. Astroph., 210, 1&.
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Kinematics of the Local Universe
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Introduction
How matter is organized in the Universe is a fascinating problem to solve
because it imposes severe constraints
on the scenarios describing how matter
was created and how it has evotved.
Unfortunately, the way is hard because

of our necessarily subjective point of
view and the subtle biases which affect
this description. Historical evidence
shows that understanding the determination of the velocity field is of fundamental significance. For Instance, the
discovery of the location of the centre of
our Galaxy is one of the most typical

examples: the location, first discovered
by H, Shapley (1) from the asymmetry of
the dlstributlon of globular clusters, was
accepted only when dynamical arguments were glven by J.H. Oort (2).
Later some astronomers (3, 4) pointed out that the galaxies are a m g d in
a kind of belt almost perpendicular to

-a0
Figure 1: Flamsteed's equal area projection in supergalactic coordinates showing a strucfure connecting Perseus-Pisces, Pevo-lndus and
Centaurus Superclusters (see Paturel et a].. 7988).

For this purpose, weentidly two difWent approaches opeme:
The first one conslsts In measuring
the dlstance d end the radlal velocity V,
of a sample of galaxiea and derlving the
peculiar velocity V, V, Hod, where H,
is the Hubble constant. It has been used
by Lynden-Bellet d.(12)to infera rather
complex peculiar velocity field implying
the exlsbnce of an imporknt mace mcentration (5.4 x loi6 Mm) - the socalled "Great Attractor" (hereaiter GA)
located in the dlrectlon of the HydraCentaurus superduster but lying beyond it (at 4 350 kms" instead of 3 000
kmms-')
The second m e reltes on the obaervation of the distribution of galaxies
and provides the peculiar velocity field
from the gravitational acce!eratlon
ahrough the linear pmurbation theary
(13).The use of an IRAS galaxies sample
(14,15,16, 17) and of an optical sample
(I 8) confirm the anisotropy of the velociiy fietd but do not suppart the idea of a
GA lying beyond the Hydra-Centaurus
supercbster.
Why do both ways not lead to the
same oonclusion? We may suspect that
the disagrmment arises from distortions
induced by erroneous determinations of
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2
3
kinematic distance

Distance Determination and
Malmquist Bias
Both msttwds need accurate relative
distances. A ismpolnt error may affect
the determination of the Hubble con-

stant H, but not the study of the velocity
fidd, which requires only a good Iinearity of the distance scale. Unfortunately, it
Is not easy to be sure of the linearity
because of biases.
In a series of papers started In 1975,
Sandage and Tarnmann claimed that
dlstance determinations are biased;
many astronomers were reluctant to
accept this Idea with its implications
probably because of the lack of clear
proof. In 1975 and 1W,
Teerikorpl(19,
the plane of our Galaxy. In 1953 de 20) studied from a theoretical point of
Vaucouleurs (5) described this kind of view the bias arlslng when determining
Milky Way of galaxies as the Locat Su- distances from a magnltude limited
per Galaxy (now called the Local Super sampIe {the so-called Malmquist bias).
Cluster). Again the existence of such a This analysis has been confirmed with
hrge system was acceptd only when actual data (21, 22, 23). Let us explaln
dynamlcal evldence appeared (6, 7).
how if woks:
Today, astronomers are in an almost
If a class of galaxies is characterized
arnilar situation. The gxistence of a very by a symmetrical luminosity functlon (for
large structure has been suspected example a Gaussian functlon of mean
(8, 9, 10, 11). Figure 1 shows Flam- &solute magnRude M, and dispersion
atered's equal arm projection in super- u), any sample of these galaxies, limlted
wtactic coordinaba. An S-shape con- to an apparent magnltude m,,,, wlll not
n@cting Perseus-Pisces, Pavo-lndus contain the less lumlnous galaxies, due
and Centaurus Superclusters is visible, to this cut-off. The llmltlng absolute
The search for dynamical arguments is magnltude Mllm at distanoe r is simply
thus highly suitable to test the reality of given by mn,-Mam 5 logr+25, If r is in
such a large aystem.
Mpc, Themfare, at any distance r, the
Figure 2: A given
a M e d by the
IWalmq&t Mag: Theory and obswvatidn. The
H U B constant
IS plotted Y B the~
kinematic distarm ( w p e w d In units ofM
Virgo clustw dishme) for three lurnindty
elasses: EJgure2a Low l u d m galaxies:
Rgw 2b MediumIwnlnosltygalFigure
2c Hfgh lumlndty H k .At a g I m dis.
&nee, the higher the Ivmino&ii,the lalllrnr the
(see BottidIi st a/*, I#&).
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mean absolute magnitude of the galaxIes belonging to this sample is brighter
than M
., Then, if one measures the
apparent magnltude of a galaxy In this
sample and assumes that Its absolute
magnitude Is M, the derlvsd distance
will be, on the mean, underestimated
and this undemttmation increases wlth
increasing distances. However, if the
sample is deep enough (faint mid, at

small distances the underestlmatlon becomes negligible. Figure 2 shows how a
given sample is affected by the bias
according to the theory (assuming a
gaussian luminosity fundlon) and to obsewations. The agreement between
theoretical prediction and observation Is
satisfactory.
To overcome these pemlcious
effects, It is essential to work with complete samples llmlted by an apparent
magnitude (or an anguiar diameter) as
faint as possible. The problem Is thus to
build an adequate sample.

The Sample
Since 1983 we have bwn buildlw an
extragalactic database (24)in which the
most important, avallabte measurements are collected for 73,000 galaxies.
The Catalogue of Principal W e $ (25,
26) constitutes the frame of thb w&
Thii database has been used to
homogenize the relevant data; special
care was paid to HI data (27,28) and to
apparent diameters (29). h i d e s , our
participationIn the Thlrd Reference Catalogue of Brlght Galaxies (30)provided
us with accurate apparent magnitudes

and rrwrphologlcal types.
The apparent diameters are available
for 72 per cent of the galaxies. When
they are reduced to the standard system
a25 (diameter defined up to the llmitlng
surface bdghtness of 25 rnag.arc98c-2)
t h y constitute a good substitute ta
magnitudes. The conclusion is that it is
feasible to derive the distance from the
Tully-Fisher relation (hereafter K,31)
expressed In diameter:

In this relation V, is the maximum
velocity rotation deduwd from the
21-cm line wldth corrected for inclination and dispersion Meets (32, 33).
Thus, a study of the peculiar velocity
field has been u n d d e n from a cornplete sample of 3856 spfral galaxies
having photometric diametres larger
than 1.6 arcmin. For each galaxy it Is
necessary to know both the radial velocky and the distanoe estimated from the
diamder-TF relation.
When the radial velocity is known, it Is
easy to derive the distance modulus
from 21-cm line observations with the
merldian radio telescope In Nanwy

and the radlal velocity of the reference
stafl is automatically deduced from the
maximum of the correlation function.
The last batch programme (called
MEUNOS) atlows us to determine the
radlal velocity just by plcklngout the line
on the calibrated specttum. Giving the
rest wavelength of the line to the batch
programme wl result in printingthe corresponding radial velocity. This programme is well adapted to deal with
emission llnm or spectra with poor SM
ratio (typically when Ule maximum of the
cross-correlation function does not ex-

d 0.4).
Flgum 3: An Bxample of a MllMted specfwm obfained a few seconds after the end of the

expmum

It is highly recommendedto derive the
veloctty from Mh CROCO and
MEUNOS In order to take into
all information oontahed in the spec-

trum.
(France) which can observe declinations
above -38 degrees and where guaranteed observing time has been granted.
Thus, the most important target is to
quickly obtain optical radial velocities.
Among our sample, more than 600
galaxies stlll lack this fundamental information. Fortunately, the very efficient
modern spectrographs allow us to carry
out such a large programme. The main
part of these galaxies lies in the southem hemisphere and constitutes the subject of the present ESO Key Programme
at La Silla. A joint programme has been
undertaken at Obsenratoire de HauteProvence (OHP) for the Northern Hemisphere.

Radial Velocity Measurement
The ESO 1.52-m tetescope and OHP
I .93-m one are both equipped with very
similar spectrographic acquisltion systems.
ESO observations are performed with
the B&C spectrograph (gratlng No. 16
with dispersion 187 kmm-') at the
1-52-m €SO telescope. The coverage in
wavelength Is 3956-6820 A. At OHP, the
CAREEC spectrograph attached to the
1-93-rn telescope has more or less comparable characteristics. The dlsperslon
is 250 Amm-' and the coverage is
3733-7633 A.
The same procedures, based on lHAP
software, were developed at both observatories. Let us give more detalls
about this efficient method to derlve radial velocltles.
Four IHAP-BATCH programmes have
bean written; t h y work at ESO as well
as at OHP.
f he first batch (called CALIGUM) Is
used for the callbration at the beginning
of each night: l,e. measurement of the
OFFSET, determination of the FLATFIELD, and test of the He-Ar calibration
tamp (He lamp h OHP).

The second batch (called SPARTACUS) produces a calibrated astronomlcal spectrum. The automated
callbration is made using a spectrum of
the callbration lamp measuredjust before
the astronomical spectrum. Such a callbrated spectrum is shown in Figure 3.
Generally, the first spectrum of the
night is a spectrum of a standard star.
Thus, It Is posslble to reduce each
galaxy spectrum using the cross-mrrelation batch programme (called
CROCO). The operator must first select
the spectral reglon which wlH be used (In
order to avoid some poorly detected
regions or some strong emission lines).
The programme autornatlcally perfoms
the transformation into a log scale for
the wavelength axis and then displays
the cross-correlation function (crosscorrelation between the galaxy spectrum and the standard star spectrum;
see Fig. 4). The radial velocity of the
galaxy (more exactly: the difference between the wdlal velocity of M7e galaxy

Last Step: H1 Measurements

W e n the radial velocity is known and
properly corrected to the heliocentric
reference system, It is quickly wmmunicated to the Nanpy radio telescops for
measurement of the HI line width. It has
happened that some H I measurements
were finlshed just a few days after the
measurement of the radiat velocity. Figure 5 shows the H1 line profile for an
ESO galaxy detected In Nanqay.
, Obviously, not only the width is derived from the HI line profile: the HI
velocity and the Hlflux are also valuable
by-products.
At the present time, one observing run
has been performed at each Obsemtory (ESO and OHP). Thus, it is too early to
draw scientific conclusions; nevertheless, after only 7 nights of effective
work, 77 new radlal velocities have been
obtained. The target of this key programme therefore seems to be quite
attainable. Whatever the result may be,

Figure 4: Crosscornlation between the galaxy spectrum and the standard star spectrum. This
method B my fast; the radia/ ~ I o c l t ycan often be obtained before the start of the next

exposum-

our understanding of the kinematics of
the local Universe will be improved.
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PROFILE OF A KEY PROGRAMME

Arc Survey in Distant Clusters of Galaxies
B. FORT, J.F. LE BORGNE, G.MATHEZ, Y. MELLIER, J. P. PICAT, G.SOUCAIL, Observatoire
Midi-Pyrenees, Toitlouse,France
R. PELLO-DESCAYRE, B. SANAHUJA, Dept. d 'Astronomiai Meteordogia, Universitat de
Barcelona, Spain
First Steps in the Study
of LuminousArcs
The first luminous arcs were discovered in the centres of rich clusters of
galaxies by Soucail et al. (1987) and
Lynds and Petrosian (1986). The redshift

of the giant arc in Abell 370 (z=0.725)
was flnally measured with EFOSC/
PUMA at the ESO 3.6-rn telescope In
October 1987 (Soucail et al., 1988). It
definitively confirmed that they were
gravitationally distorted images of

background galaxies by clusters of
galaxies (Fig. 1).

During the same period, Tyson (1988)
obtained uttra-deep CCD photometry in
a sample of empty fields and detected a
numerous populationof very faint galax-

A
B
Figure t : Images of the most spectacular cases of arcs and arclets already observed: A. The
giant an: in A370: G ~ ,-0.374,
,
&c = 0.725 (CCO Imege from the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telwscope).
B. The "straightarc" in A2390:
= 0.232,& = 0.913 (CFHT image).
C,The complex system of arcs and arclwts in the centre of the clusterA2218:k
(CCD Image from Calar Alto, Spain).

&,

ies. From their blue colour, the low surface brightness and the number counts,
he concluded that these objects are
most probably distant galaxies with a
mean redshift between 1 and 3.
Fort et a!. (1988) finally noticed several
small tangentially elongated structures
in the cluster-lens A370 which were
named "arclets" with reference to the
giant arcs. These arctets were immediately Interpreted as gravitational images
of other distant sources, the cluster acting as a lens for all the background
objects. The comparison of their blue
colour index (B-R= 1) with evolutionary
models of galaxies supported the hypothesis d galaxies at redshift about 1,
also consistent with the formation of
distorted arclets in a cluster at z=0.374.
Although the arcs and Tyson's blue
population were independent discoveries, it appeared that they could together open a new and fruitful field of
investigation in observational cosrnology. No more than 3 years after the first
discovery of giant ares, we are ready to
start an extended survey of clusters of
galaxies and to take advantage of the
new opportunities offered to us by the
use of these giant 'natural telescopes".

The "ArcSurveyn:Observational
Strategy
Up to now, about 10 large arcs,
whose brightness is about one tenth of
the sky brightness, have been identified
in rich clusters and more than 50% of
them have a measured redshlft. For example the redshift of the giant arc in

C12244-02, obtained after about 15
hours of integration time, is z=2.238
and corresponds probably to the most
distant field galaxy observed up to now

-

g,
0.171

(Mellier et al., 1991, see Fig. 2). The
frequency of discovery of luminous extended arcs is now smaller and probably
many of the brightest ones have already
been observed. On the other hand, the
faint arclets are much more regularly
found in rich clusters. However, the
price to detect them is to do photometry
at a surface brightness level of p ~ > 2 8
to 28.5, correspondlng to the brightness
of most of the galaxies of Tyson's population. Under thls condition, and If the
background sources are indeed at large
redshift (an assumption that we should
futther be able to check properly) we
should find up to 50 arclets per cluster in
the most favourable cases vyson et al.,
1990): rich clusters at intenedlate redshift (0.2-0.4) with intense X-ray emisslon.
In practice, with the 20 nights allocated on the N7T for this ESO Key Programme, and considering the long exposure times necessary to reach the
faint levels required to detect the arclets
(3 to 4 hours per filter per field, segmented in about 50 randomly shifted
exposures of 300 sec. each), we expect
to survey 15 clusters with redshifl between z- 0.1 5 and 0.8 in 3 photometric
bands (8,R and I).We refer to the report
of a preliminary run we had on the N I T
in January 1990 with the TH 1 0 2 4 1024
~
CCD to demonstrate the feasiblllty of
such a programme. The survey is
strongly supported at CFHT and benefits from a collaboration with T. Tyson
and his collaborators on American telescopes (CTlO, KPNO) in order to build
up, through a joint international effort, a
comprehensive and homogeneous data
base of "cluster-lenses" for statistical
analysis of the arcleh' distribution.
Moreover, a side-observing pro-

I

gramme was initiated in collaboration
with the University of Barcelona, with
access to the William Herschel Telescope in the Canarian Islands (R. Pello,
B. Sanahuja) and the University of
Durham, with access to UKlRT In Hawal
(R. Ellis and collaborators) to study an
unbiased sample of distant magnified
galaxies (r-0.8 to 2.5) which are intrinsically fainter by one or two magnitudes
compared to the present-day deepest
spectroscopic surveys (Cowie et al.,
1990, Mellier et at., 1991).

Mapping the Dark Matter
in Clusters of Galaxies
It is well known from observations of
multiple QSOs that the deviation angle
due to the gravitational lensing by a
typical galaxy of 10" Mo is of the order
of a few arcseconds. For a cluster of
galaxies with a veloclty dispersion larger
than a= 1000 km/s the distorted images
(whosesize depends on 3)fall inside a
radius of typically 1 arcminute around
the cluster centre, a size comparable

with the cluster core radius at intermedi-

ate redshift.
After the first redshift measurement of
the giant arc In A370, it lmrnedlately
followed that the mass responsible for
the large arcs corresponds to M / b 90
for the cluster. It was a confirnation of
the guess that at least 90% d the matter is unseen in rich clusters of galaxies.
The evaluations of masses and dark
matter distribution from lensing are independent and complementary to other
dynarnical methods such as the vlrid
theorem (which is questionable in m e
clusters) and constitute a new powerful
tool for mass diagnostics over large
scales, provided we are able to constrain the parameters by a statistical
study of clusters.
Two main approaches are used simultaneously for the modeling of the arcs.
First, since giant arcs are located on the
critical lines of the image plane, it is
possible to constrain the cluster potentid using the position and the shape of
the largest arcs (Kocbnek et at., 1989)*
However such models suffer from a
large number of free parameters, usually
larger than those observable. The redshift of the arcs is essential though not
sufficient to limit the space of the solutions since it only fixes the llnear scales
of the problem. For such an approach,
high resotutron Imaging in good seeing
conditions is particularly important because it can strongly constrain the

-

shape of the source and the cluster potential. Due to the large tangential magnification e m , Image reconstruction
can provide a super resolution in the
direction where the source stretches out
(better than 0.1 arcsecond if seeing is
smaller than 1 arcsecond).
Second, compared to galaxy-lenses,
cluster-lenses strongly distort many
background galaxies and form a lot of
arclets in the same cluster. The efficiency
of the lensing mainty depends an the
projected mass density along the line of
sight. So using the uniform projected
distribution of background galaxies, one
can derlve the shape and the profile of
the projected potential from the "distorsion map" ouUlned by the arclets (see
FIg. a), with a r~olution
of about 20 arcsec. This can be done either by using
ray-tracing modding (Grossmann and
Narayan, 1989) or from purely analytical
calculations with simple models such as
a pseudo-Isothermal sphere with possibly an elliptical term and a core radius.
A statistical approach has been developed by our group (Meltier, Longaretti, in preparation) which uses the
whole set of &ets to reconstnrct tfie
map of the dark matter in clusters without any assumption on the shape of the
potential. All these modelings provide
good constraints on the gravitational
potential distribution and the total mass,
but in order to derive a complete
assessment of the matter content in

clusters (visible matter, hot intmcluster
gas, and unseen mass) it Is highly deslrable to get X-ray maps for these cluster
lenses. A proposal has been submitted
in collaboration with the MPE (MaxPlanck-lnstitut fur I3tratemestrische
Physik, collaborators H. Boehringer,
M. Pkrre and R. Schwan), to survey
the best cluster candidates with ROSAT.

Giant Natural Telescopes
to Probe Hlgh Redshift Galaxies
Since the sources of the arclets are
lensed only because they happen to lie
serendlpitously behind a totally unrelated cluster, selection effects are kept
to e minimum and the family of the arclets repre~ntsa large sample of a-priori
very dlstant field galaxle$.
For any glven dlstrfbutlon In redshlft of
these galmles, the number of arclets
produced by a very rich ctuster wlll depend strongly on the cluster redshm (or
the distance lens-source). If most of the
background galaxies lie closely behlnd
the cluster the convergence of the lens
wlll not be large enough to create large
dbtorsions. Thus the multi-colour photometry and the number counts of arclets wlll be a new way to estimate the
redshift dlstributlon and the colourevolution for these very Mnt objects
(Hlls, 19gO). Note however that the
number of arclets can also change
dramatically wlth the dynamtcal state of
the dlstant clusters (Fort, 1990) and can
be used as a critical test for the dynamical evolution of clusters.
Far the luminous arcs in which a redshift was measured, it is dificutt but
possible to perform a large spectral survey from the UV to the near IR. The large
tangential magnification increases the
S/Nratio of the data either for spectroscopy or IR photometry, for a few objects
which would be unobservable without
this gravitational telescope effect. The
IR data are crucial to characterize the
oldest stellar population of the galaxy
and they can constrain the epoch of
formation of such a galaxy. That is why
IR data are taken at UKIRT in collaboration with the Durham group, comple
rnenting our survey in the visible. It is
tikely that the study of arclets could reveal some distant and more primeval
galaxles (Mellier et al., 1991).

Other Cosmological Con-

sequences of the Arc Survey
Gravltatlonal lensing Is sensjtiv~to the
cunrature of the universe. In principle
ngure 2: Integmted speotntm of the arc in CI2244-02 obtained at ESO wW the 8300 grim
one
obtafnmme constraints on
-l
time 6 hours). ?h
specspsctrurn is #ux ~ ~ I l b t a t eIndFh (arbitrary units) and a synthetic
c05mol~ical parameters from the
spectrum of a non-evolved Irn galaxy ( G u ~ ~ oand
n l Row-Volmge, 1987) redshiftad at
the dls2-2237 is superimposed. Some of the best IdentifiedHnm at this redshift are averplatted. One Study lensing- For
should especially note the emiaslon II# at 3938 8 A d e m wlth Lya redshifted at z=2237. tribud~nof several arcs in the same
cluster Is sensitive to qo through the
This spectrum represmts the most dlstant field galaxy prasently known.
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consequently determined H, for a large
distance modulus.
It h clear that this obwnrational programme calls for large telescopes with
sub-arcsecond seeing. It is extremely
tlme-consuming, both for ultra-deep imaging in multi-band photometry (B, V, R,
I, K) and for the spectroscopic follow-up
of the most luminous arcs. The future
European VLT will give new Insight Into
the domain opened by this Key Programme. Obmatlons wlth the VLT of
tlw images produced by these Very
Large Natural Telescopes are likely to
open a completely new window to the
early Universe.
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PROFILE OF A KEY PROGRAMME

High Resolution Studies of Quasar Absorption Lines
E.J. WAMPLER, ESO
J. BERGERON, institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, France
The Key Programme described here
intends to study the physics, chemistry
and chemical cornpositlon of diffuse gas
clouds between a redhift z- 0.6 to red-

shifts beyond r=4. With long integration
tlmes, it is now possible with CASPEC,
and, for the first time, EMMl (I), to
observe
quasars
fainter
than

17.5 mag with a spectral resolution of

10 km s-', and signal-to-noise ratios as
high as 50 from the UV to the near IR.
High quality spectra of a selection of

bright quasars wlll probe several long
cosmlc sight lines. This will penit d e
Ealled astrophysical analyses of the
diffuse gas In intervening galadic disks
and halos, gas clouds in the Intergalactic medium and, for those clouds in the
physical vicinity of quasars, it will be
posslble to study the interactions between the quasar radiation and the absorbing clouds.
The immediate flrst goal of the research will be an understanding of the
ionization conditions, cloud temperatures, veloclty structures, ionic abundances, and dust content for those
douds wlth sufflclent column density
that they produce observable absorpUon llnes from enough metalllc ion transitions that these cloud parametem can
be constrained.
Past attempts to study the narrow Hne
clouds relbd on tw-resolutlon spectra
and curve of growth analyses. Since
these eadler spectra achieved only
comparatively poor !YN ratios, or had
limited wavelength coverage, R was often dlfflcult to produoe definitive, accurate results. High SIN ratio spectra are
required In order to model convlndngly
the weak absorption lines and determine the b values and wavelengths of
the pdncipal clouds in a redshift system.
Once the weak lines are modeled It Is
possible to extend the model to the
stronger lines in the system and defermlne the column densities with fair confidence. The strong line column densities am needed to detemlne the abundances of the pmvalent C, N, 0 group of
elements relative to those of the le&s
abundant metals. If the metal Ilne clouds
have low wtocQ dispersions (as a few
tadlo studies of the hydrogen 21-cm tine
In particularly strong cIouds and isolated
high resolution optical studies have
shown to be the case) then data from
transitions with a wlda range of osclllator strengths wlll be need6d bafore
the physlcal and chemical properties of
the clouds are clearly understood. Careful measurements of tines with different
hf values for the same Ion and the Invsstlgatlon of the relllve abundances of
the elements as a function of their grain
volatlIMes are required before the chemical composltlon of these distant clouds
can be settled. Obsewattons of sweral
Ionization stage9 for key elements, such
as N, C,$1 and S can lead to accurate
models of the ionization structure of the
clouds, ll is important that the spectra
have sufficient wavelength coverage
that many spectral lines of different
strengths are available for analysis.
When the observations have sufficient
spectral resolution, It is possible to measure the gas kinetlc tempemure for
metal line clouds wlth low turbulent velocities by comparing the doppler

wldtb of the metal lines to those of h e
hydrogen lines. For low Ionization
clouds that have damped hydrogen Lyman lines, fine structure excitation of
low ionization metal Eons often produrn
measurable fine structure lines that, In
addition, can give an excltatlon temperature. CASPEC sof UM-402 gave
vev different ternpemtures for different
ctoud systems (2). In the 2-2.523 redshiff complex C Il ffne structure llnes
suggest an excitation temperature
T <I
5 K, a typical tempemhre for cool
interstellar clouds In w r Galaxy. At high
redshift this temperature provldes a
useful check on the Cosmlc background
temperature, since theory predicts that
the background temperature will scab
as 1 +z. Other metallic fine structure
llnes and measurements at other redshifts can sample the background radiation at different wavelengths relative to
the pe& of the Planck curve. In marked
contrast to thls low temperature cloud, a
second doud in a hlgh redshift complex
seems to be interacting with the radiatlon field of UM-402, and gives a doppier temperature for one h drogen Ly-a
cloud that exceeds 5 x 1
J
K
.
The dust content of the high redshift
clouds can be estimated by comparing
elements with small (St, Mn, Zn) and
hlgh (Gr, Fe, MI) depletion factow onto
grains In Galactic Interstellarclouds. Absoblng clouds with large HI column
densities, 1.8. the damped Ly-a systems, are the best candidates to estlmate abundanoes bscause their HI1
content b frequently negligible, as
shown by the low ionization tevel of the
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gas (3) and from photoionimtlon model
calculations (4). When the hydrogen tya Ilne is damped, the estlmate of N(HI)Is
independent of the velocity dispersion
b, of the gas. Absorption Ihes from elements wlth low cosmic abundances are
opticalfy thin, even in clouds with high
column densities. Since their transItlons
are unsaturated, the corresponding
ionic column dendtles are then also Independent of b. At hlgh redshift (2-2)
the Important Ions to be studied are Cr,
NI and m.At lower redshlft (t 0.8) Ca
and Mn can be used, or the more abundant Fe+ ion If the Fe 11 W366, 2373
tlnes whlch have very small oscillator
strengths are used. The dust grain depletion factors In the GalacUc Interstellar
mdlum are of order unhy for Zn, lo-'
for Mn, I O* for Cr, F8 and NI, and a few
lo4 for Ca. There Is presently no
damped Ly-a system known at z 4.3,
but such systems wlll be detectablewith
the HST (one of us, J. B., is CQ-l In the
HST key programme on "Quasar Absorption Une Survey"). Dusty clouds
should also show detactabjs amounts of
H, absorption; molecular hydrogen absorption has now been reported in PKS
0528-250 (5). For this study the maximum spectral resolution was 5000, 1&
the resolution now achievable wlth ESO
lnstrumentatbnfor thb quasar.
In several cases with z<l metal line
absorbing clouds are clearly associated
wlth an identified host galaxy (6, 7,8).
We therefore know that at least in these
cases the absorbing clouds are part of
very extended gaseous halos assmiated with the intervening galaxies. Cir-

-
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WAVELENGTH
Flgure 1: A porHon of the CASPEC sp&%Tm of UM-402,showing llnes h m Me low bization
z-2.523system (Cll lines) end the high (onhtion 2-2.88 systm (Ly-a line with braad hmal
win^^). The thin Nne shows a model M.
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cumstantial evidence suggests that
most of the dense clouds, those having
absorption systems with damped Ly-a
Hnes, are also galactic dlsk complexes,
despite their surprisingly frequent
cxxurrence in high redshii quasar spectra (9). The study of the condltions and
evolution of these cloud systems can tell
us much about the evolution and conditions in the host galaxy Itself. The ionic
abundances and dust content In disks
and outer gaseous envelopes of moderate to high redshift galaxies are important parameters for the study of primevd galactic evolution. Also, the dust content of distant galaxles strongly aWms
the opacity of the d y Universe.
CASPEC obsemtlons of the BL Lac
object 0215+015, alrned at studylng the
Ionization level of absorption systems
wlth N(H$- 1018-1O2Ocrn4, have permltted an estimate of the column densities of Mg Ill Mn lI and Fe II in the
z-1,345 absorber (10). In this system
the derived abundances of IWg, Mn and
Fe are all equal to 0.15 (f0.5) tlmes the
s o b values, implying no depletion onto
dust grains. The abundance of Nt ll has
been derlved In the 2-2.81 1 system toward PKS0528-250 (I I), suggesting
that much less NI is depleted In this
system than In Galactlc interstellar
clouds. In these two absorbers the
abundances are about 0.10 and 0.05
tlmes the solar values and the dust-togas ratio is approximately one order of
magnitude lower than the Galactic value. In contrast, the damped Lya
(N(HI)- 10l9cm-7 system at ~ 2 . 5 2 3
toward UM-402 has metal abundances
close to solar. Obviously, while there Is a

spread in the abundances in these high
d s h l f t clouds, some high redshm
galaxies are able to process hydrogen
into heavy metals in short cosmlc time
scales.
Often the high column density,
damped Ly-u line, dwds are accompanied by much lower column density
satellite llnes (2, 12).Thess satellite lines
may arise from clouds In a turbulent halo
phase or in an aacompanylng galaxy
cluster. The total velocity spread of the
Individual components of the damped
Ly-a llne rarsly exceeds ane hundred
km s-', appropriate for a galactic disk,
while the satellite lines span a velocity
range of several hundred km g' , and In
a few cases up to one or two thousand
km s-3 comparable with velocity dispersions in galaxy clusters. The evolution of
such complexes of lines with z (if any)
may glve insight into the -Innings of
galaxy clusters.
The brighter high redshilt quasars can
now be studled wlth Mgh spectral resolution using ESO telescopes and echelle
spectrographs. For these studies ESO
has some important advantages over its
competitors. These include: (a) the
EMMl spectrograph Is somewhat more
efficient (1) than comparable instruments at other observatories and @) the
observing wndltions at La Silia are quite
good. Furthermore, the Barbieri Key
Programme and the Hamburger Sternwarte Key Programme will increase the
number of bright, Southern Hemisphere
quasars that will be available for study.
Together, these advantages represent a
slgnlficant capability that should be exploited. The experience gained in these

initlal studies wlll point the way to future
work and give valuable experienoe in
the extraction of the peak performance
from the telescopes, their instrumentation and the data reduction facllitiss.
European astronomers will then be in a
good positlon to fully exptolt the revolutionary possibilities represented by
the future availability of the VLT and its
powmful complement of instruments.
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Discovery of the Most Distant "Normal" Galaxy
J. BERGERON, lnstitut d 'Astrophysiquede Paris, France
Normal galaxies at epochs about one
third or less the present age of the universe, tH, are extremely difficult to detect directly since they are very distant
from us and thus have very faint apparent luminosities. However, it is crucial to
search for young normal galaxies at high
redshift for understandingthe formation
and evolution of galaxies. The existence
of high redshift gas-rich galaxies has
already been inferred from the absorption signatures that their interstellar and
halo gas imprints on the spectra of more
distant objects which may happen to lie
on the same line of sight. Such absorption features, due to hydrogen atoms
and heavier elements, have been detected in the spectra of dlstant quasars

(see 8.g. the flrst surveys of Weymann
et al., 1979, Sargent et al., 1980 and
Young et a!., 1982). In these studies,
quasars are used as background candles to probe all the intervening matter
between us and them.
The first identification of a galaxy givIng rlse to a Mgll absorption system, at
a redshift z = 0.430 or about 2/5 fHl was
obtained in 1985 at the ESO 3.6-rn
(Bergeron, 1986). This first identification
has been followed by a dozen of others
for simllar redshifts In a survey done by
Bergeron and Boissb (1990). These
galaxies have huge gaseous halos,
roughly three times larger than the extent of the stellar components and their
centres are separated from the quasar

image usually by 5 to 10 arcsec. Comparing these observed impact parameters, an average close to 3 Holmberg
radll RH (RH = 22 kpc with H, = 50 krn s-'
Mpc-'), to those predicted from statistks of Mgll absorption llne samples,
Bergeron and Boks6 conclude that all
fleld galaxles at z
0.4, brighter than
0.3 L' should have extended gaseous
halos of roughly spherical geometry,
Furthermore, there is also a similar level
of [011] h 3727 emission, thus of star
formation activity, In the absorbing
galaxies and in those of faint (field)
galaxy surveys at z 0.3 (Broadhurst et
al,, 1988, Colless et al., 1990) which is
higher than that observed in local galax18s (Peterson et al., 1986). Consequent-

-

-

ly, the study of galaxles glving rise to
absorption lines in quasar spectra is giving information on the overall fidd
galaxy population. The presence at z
0.4 of extendsd galactic gaseous halos,
wHch no longer appear to exist today,
and of enhanced star formation acUvity
suggest a m n g evolution in tecent
times, and these halos could be the
remnants of the inttial huge gaseous
clouds whose collapse led to galaxy formation.
Encouraged by this successful search
for "absorbing" galaxies at z 0.4, J,
Bwgeron, S. Crlstlani and P. Shaver
submitted a proposal for an Identification survey of intervening galaxies at
higher redshifts z 1.0 to 1.5,or t < tk
k which was accepted as an ESO Key
Programme, Observations have heen
conducted in March and September
t S O at the ESO New Technology Telescope, and In the September nrn the
first ldentlficdon of an "absorbing"
galaxy at r
1 was obtained. Last
March, several candidates have been
detected by deep broad-band imaging
In the red, but the spectroscopic search
for thdr redshift was then Inconclusive
due to the faintness of the objects and
the absence of strong ernlsslon Ihes In
the selected wavelength range for the
spectroscopic folIow-up. The Identified
"absorbing" galaxy, G 0102- 190, has a
redshift z, = t ,025 f 0.007, as me&sured from a strong [Oll] emission line
detected in a red spectrum of total exposure time of 4.5 hours. The redshift of
the Mgll absorption doublet present in
the quasar (UM 869,
3.035) spectrum Is & = 1.0262 and, given the accuracy of our galaxy redshlft determlnation, q = &,.As shown in Figure 1, the
absorbing galaxy lies 4.8 arcsec south
Of the quasar. The linear separation between the galaxy centre and the line of
sight to h e quasar glves a lower llmit for
the radius of the gaseous halo, which Is
of 53 lrpc (adoptfng qo = 0) or 2.4 RH.
Tha galaxy has a magnRude In the r
band of 23.2 which, at Ule tima of our
observations, cowponds to an Intendty of 2 % that of the sky. Close to the
quasar sightline, there are two other
galaxies at f 2 arcsec south-east and 14
amec south-west wlth measured redshifts of
0.9 and 0.8 respectively,
Therefore, contrary to conclusions
whlch could have been derived based
solely on imaging data, the absorbing
Balmy does not belong to a cluster or
tigM group. Our pencil-beam obsewations appear to sample different sheets
of galaxies as Observed in the large
scale distribution of local gataxles (see
e. Q, Geller et al., 1987).
This ftrst identification ofa z Iabw'bing galaxy suggests that galactlc
gmeous halos were at least as ex-
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Figure 1: BlDBdband r h a p d e 120 aresec squ8re centred on the quasar UM 669. IV&
east Is at the top IeR comer. The 3 = 1.025 absorMng gatmy Is the faink r e W abjmt 4.8
w m c south of the quasar.

-

than at later times,
tended at t
t-% tH,and confirms the validity of our
approach for detecting "normal galaxies" at early epochs t S 'A tt(. The idsntified galaxy has an absolute Luminosity
M, -21.6 drnilar to those of z 0.4
absorbing galaxies and this Is dso true
for our candidate abeorbers assuming
that they are indeed at z, = &. This
points towards a tack d strong woiution for the luminosity of galaxies. Slnce
deep photometric surveys of very faint
field galaxies suggest that there Is an
increase with redshift either in the comoving density or in the lurnlnosity of
galaxies, wr identification survey will
help clarifying this problem.

-

-
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ESO Mini-Workshop
on Quasar Absorption Lines
A mini-workshop will be held at ESO Garching on 20-21 February 1991 to
discuss recent dwdopments in studies of the absorption limes in quasar
spectra. Those wlshing to attend should contact the Secretariat of the

Science Division for further information.

European Astronomical Society Founded
The 12th European Regional Astronomy Meeting of the IAU "European
Astronomers Look to the Future", organized jointly with the Astronomy and
Astrophysics Division of the European
Physical Society, took place from 8 to
11 October 1990 in Davos, Switzerland.
Some 300 astronomers from all over
Europe attended. The scientific programme included presentations on
Neptune, Solar lrradiance Variations,
Supernova 1987A, the Neutral Interstellar Medium in Galaxies, and Prospects
in Cosmology. The status of the astrornetry satellite Hipparcos, of HST,
and of a number of other projects was
discussed. The programme also included thesis presentations, unpublished discoveries, and more than 150
paster papers. Very successful panel
discussions took place on "Cooperation
in Astronomy in the New Europe", and

On 10 October, the European Astronomical Society was founded in
Davos. The idea of an EAS has been
around for a long time, but only during
the last few years have Its form and aims
been more specifically defined. The
constitution of the EAS foresees a society of individual members who will determine its activities and elect Its tenmember Council. The Society aims at
fostering the progress of, and the cooperation in. astronomy in Europe, and at
serving as a forum where specific issues
of common interest may be discussed.

Professor L. Wolfjerannounces the foundation of the European Astronomical Society in mvos,
(Photo:8. Shustov)
Switzerland, on Octob8r 10, 1990.

The constitution foresees that existing
national or language-based societies
can become "affiliated societies" so as
to ensure a smooth and cooperative Interaction with the EAS.
By 25 October, already 681 astronomers had signed up as Founding
Members d the EAS, and an additional
111 persons had announced their intent
to become regular members.

For the coming several months, the
EAS will be run by a small committee
composed of A.A. Boyarchuk, M.C.E.
Huber, J.P. Swings and L. Wokjer
(Chairman). In the meantime, a nominating committee composed of present
and past General Secretaries of the IAU
(chaired by R. West, ESO) is preparing
the nomination of the first Council of the
EAS.
L. WOLTJER

Report on the 12th European Regional Astronomy Meeting
Davos, Switzerland, October 8- 11,1990
When this meeting was planned in
September and October 1989, nobody
could foresee under which totally different conditions it would take place. But
early in the planning state it was clear
that 1990 is really the "Year of Europe"
and no better tlme could be found for
the long planned founding of the European Astronomical Society: Travel restrictions were abolished and many scientists from Eastern states were, after
many years, or even for the first time in
their life, able to travel to Western countries. Above all, younger astronomers
were eager to make use of these new
possibilities.
Within months the organizers of the
conference were swamped with hopeful
applications - and with requests for fi-

nancial help. Travelling was possible.
but the economic situations of many
countries was - and still is so difficult,
that there were no financial means to
make use of the new possibilities. So it
was clear for the Organizing Committee
that its main task was to make available
as much financial support as possible.
This has luckily been possibleto a rather
large amount.
Among the 300 participants were
about 170 from countries of Eastern
Europe. Many were young astronomers
who could for the first time take part in
such a meeting, eager to present their
work to the international community and
to listen with interest to the plans which
were developed in the panel sessions
about the future of European coopera-

-

tion in research in astronomy, A lunchtime excursion under a cloudless sky to
the mountaintop restaurant at Plschahorn and a reception celebrating the
formal founding of the "European Astronomical Society" made informal contacts easy.
In addition to the two Panel Discussions on
- "Cooperation in Astronomy in the
New Europe" and
"Instrumentation beyond the year
2000 (see page 19)
there were reports on the newest developments:
- "Neptune" (A. Brahic, Paris),
"Supernova 1987A (I. Danziger,
€SO,and N. Chugai, Moscow),
"Prospects in Cosmology" (I. Novl-

-
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kw,Moscow, and M. R w , Cambridge),
'The Neutral Interstellar Medlum In
Galaxies" (R. Genzel, Qarchlng),
Assessments of the satellite projects
Hipparc~~
and Hubble Space Talescope (M.Penyman, ESTEC, and F.
Machetto, STScll),
and, besides more than one hundred
poster presentations, a substantial
number of shorter cammunlc~ions.
U. W. STEINUN,
Astronomisches lnstitut
der Unlvemit1t Basel, Switzerland

New ESO Preprints
(September - November 1990)
Sciwltifk Preprim
725. J. Breysacher and C. Perrisr: Decdlng
of the Ught Changes in WoCWyeI
Mipstng Blnarles: An Application to
HD 5980 in the Smdl Magellanic Cloud.
lnvfted contribution IAU Symposium
No. 143 on "Wow-Rayst Stars and Interactions wlth Ofher Maaslve Stars In
Galaxlesu. Dmpasar (Bali), Indonesia,
June 18-22,1990.
7%. G.Zhao and P.Magain: Abundances of
Neutron Capture Bements in MetalPmr Dwarlt~1. Yttrium and Zirconium.
Astrammy and Astropnfi(es.

-

727. G. Plotto: Propertfes st the GlobuIar
Cluster M w Functions. M. Stfadl1 et
al.: Dlsk-Shtxking and the Mass Fun*
tlon of Globular Clusters.
9. Dfwgovslcl et a]+:Color and FopuIatlon Gradients In Globular Clusters.
S.R. Zaggia et al.: Csntrtll Velocfty 01sperslon M e a s u m t s In M30 and h e
Other Centrally Concentrated GGa.
To appear In Fonnafbn and Evolution
of Star CIUSW( ~ d .K. J8n85). A.S.P.
Conference Sehs, In press (1991).
728. P. londrlltaeta].: .:selpatlonlw& Galaxy
Formation Revisited. M.N,R.RS.
729. 0. MncIvennl et al.: The Young Magellank Cluster NGC 2004. As&nomk:a/
Jaumal,
730. EA. Valentyn: Opaque Spiral Dlsks:
Some Empirloal Facts and Consequences. lnvtted paper p m n t e d at the
IAU Symposium No, fr14: T h e Interstellar Dl&-Halo Connection in Galaxlea. Lalden, the Netherlands, June
1890. To be published in the Con&ence Pmceadlngs. Ed, J.B.G.M.
B l o m n , Kluwer, Dordrecht.
731. J.1. GmzBlez-Senano and E k Valentijn: A Rotation Curve Study of the
Dwsrf Se Galaxy UGC2259.Astronomy
and Astrophysics.
732, 0. getton1 et aI.: Sfellar and Gas
Kinmati& of NGC 4548, the DoubleSpin SBO. M.N.R,RS.
733. R.M. Wssk A Photometric Study of
(2080) Chlron and its Coma Asfronomy
and Astrophysics.
734. R.M. W%st et d.:C~nImlssionnl: P d tions and Motlons of Minor Planets,

Comet8 and Satellites (Pos'Wone et
mouvemems des petites plsdtes, des
com8tes et dm satellttes). To ba published in IAU Transactlms, VoI. XXI A,

1991.
735. A. Bragaglia at 4.:Dwble Degenerates
Among DA Whit0 Dwarfs.Astrophysical
Journal.
738. R. Morganti ei al.: The Nature of the
Optical FHamenCs In Centaurus A: Evldence fw a Beamed Ionizing Cantinuum. #.N.RAS.
737. A, Momti and H. linnecker: Infrared
lmsging Photometry of Binary T Tauri
Stars. Astronomy and Astrophysics.
738. P A Patsis et at.: Self-Consistent Spiral
W a d e Models. A s t m m y and As-

trophyslcs.
739. T. Zwitter et al.: Wlotometry of 55433
and its Imgrticatlon on the Nature of the
System. Astronomy and Astrophysiiw.
740. P. w h e t et d.:The Bolometric L~QM
Curve of SN 198i'A II. Results ffwn
Vlslble and Infrared Spectrophotm,
try. A s t m m y and Astfophysks.
741. H.E. Schwatz: Dtscwery of a Nsbua
Around AS201. Astronomy and Ast w m
742 M. Capaccioii el al.: Empirical Conelatkns Between Globular Ctuster Parameters and Mass Functlon Morphology. Astronomy and Astmphydcs.

Technical Preprid
26, L Noethe: M e d Minimum Energy
Modes far MDdal AcW Optlcs Cormtions of Thin Menlseus M i m . Jouma/
of Modem O p b .

Cooperation in Astronomy in the New Europe
Report on a Panel Discussion at the XI1 ERAM in Davos'.
The initial interest for a discussion on
this theme was much stimulated by the
exceptional attendance from Eastern
Europe. Clearly, the frame of this discussion was shaped by the opportunities offered by the new situation in
the East, as well as by the increasing
interest of the European Community in
fundamental science, mobility and University programmes. Free circulation of
People has now been achieved over
nearly all of Europe (although some visa
limitations still remain in force);English
has emerged as a common language in
astronomy, and while "all astronomers

'

The Panel members wem k Boksenberg (Cambridge), A, Boyarchuk (Moscow), P. h a (Paris), R.
LOst (ESA), G. Settl (Bologna), J. Srnak Warsaw). R.
Weal (ESO). F. Sanchez F~nerlfe)and P.O. Undbtad (Stockhotm) were unableto attend. In thls short
summary. oplnione or w m w t s are not necessarily referred to thelr actual author. The Chalrman (P.
Un4 takes the responelbillty for his summary d the
dlscusslons, Including remarks from the audience.

are born equal", it is only now that equal

programmes, suggesting a goal for the

opportunities progressively become a
reality. It is the responsibility of the astronomical community to recognize its
privileged life and to optimize the use of
Its costly resources in the most efficient
manner, taking into account not only
scientific, but also economic aspects. In
tile USSR, the difficulties related to the
non-convertibility of currency creates
problems, also for remote observatories, but the number of new projects
(Radio-Astron, X- and Gamma-ray, 1.7m EUV Telescope), which are open to
international collaboration, should offer
new opportunities.
The mobilify of people is first addressed as a key Issue in the construction of the new Europe. G.Setti underlines the existence of exchange programmes at the post-doctoral level,
most often bilateral, sometimes within
international agencies (ESA, ESO). He
pleads for a vigorous axtensjon of these

astronomical community of 200 fellows
per year, with a price tag of about 10
MDMlyear. The most likely agent for a
corresponding action is the European
Community, which currently discusses
Its new Science programme (and especially the Llne 6 - Human Resources
and Mobility). One could envisage that
Societies as the newly founded EAS
may become partners of the EEC for
such action. in order to reduce bureaucratic overloads. Exchanges must be
balanced within Europe. To further this
goal, it is suggested to create a llmited
number of focal points in Eastern
Europe, which could channet the International exchanges. Reference is made
to the virtue of a broad post-doc programme In the United States, since no
tenured position Is achieved without
some exposure to mobility and to a context distlnct from the one where the PhD
was prepared.

A. Boksenberg underlines how modem science, born in Europe, has a culs
can be recognized
tural r i c h n ~ which
by all Europeans acting in cooperation.
J. Smak makes a passionate plea for
a balanced development where- the
"superpowers", in the astronomical
sense, do not neglect the work whlch
can be carried out in smaller institutes.
All the best students should not leave
the smaller institutes or countries, and a
propelly organized system of Visiting
Professors or lecturers coutd help to
maintain the vitalii of the smaller centres, given the present facilities of communication and decentralization. Small
may remain beautiful!
R. List points out how lucky the postwar generation has been to get postdoctoral opportunities in the United
States on a broad scale, and how important this has been for the renaissance of science in ~urom.H. van der
emphasizes the
Student
Offby the ESo
Programme.
N. Bochkarev (Moscow) Introduces
the newly founded Soviet Astronomical
Society, a professional society which
intends to foster cooperation by disseminating information on fellowship
programmes, evaluate projects, sponsor a new English-language publication,
organize meetings, etc.
The second part of the discussion
focuses on Mobility of ideas and data, in
the framework of easier and faster cornmunications. R. West describes the
considerable changes that have taken
place between "yesterday" when people
went to the telescope to observe, and
today, when the data come to the people, either from the telescope (remote
observing) or from centralired data
banks. An E-mai! connection is a most
important link to the rest of the world
which any institute must ensure today;
the recent, very positive experience in
Warsaw la reported by J. Smak.
A key issue is data archiving. Data
obtalned on the ground are now coming
at rates comparable to the ones obtained In space missions. And yet, their
formatting is usually not so well deflned,
their archiving is of dublous nature or
even absent, the right of access to astronomers not belonging to the observing teams is uncertain or with undefined
rules. Defining formats, archives and
rules of access in a professionat way is
an urgent task, especialIy in view of the
advent of large, new telescopes and
powerful detectors. Even existing data
banks may not be sufficiently
documented to offer an easy access to
the non-specialist.
R. List underlines the recent actions
talcen by the European Space Agency to
accept as coinvestigators on space mls-

ESO Guesthouse in Snow!
Many visiting armvlomsrsremember the ESO Ouesthou~in Santiago as a warm and sunny
place to rest after a hard &sewing run w a long flight IEurope. Few, however, have witn8ssed snow on the ground. The photo was made In July 19510 by K. Fuhmann (Munichj.

sions scientists from Hungaria, Poland,
Czechoslovakia. P. ldna recalls a
number of comments received during

the Panel preparation phase, which all
concern the high cost of scientific
books, and express the hope that some
efforts will be made to produce cheap
(paperback), up-to-date fundamental
books in astronomy for European students.
The available and future Obswving
resources in Europe constitute an lmportant chapter. A. Boksenberg reads a
letter from F. Sanchez, who outtines the
exceptional opportunities offered by the
Canarian site for long-term development of optical astronomy in the Northem Hemisphem and suggests the creation of an institution, similar to ESO,in
the North, This view is challenged by
several panel members, who would
rather favour the development of ad-hoc
cooperations, and not put available resources into monollthle schemes, which
may then lose efficiency and slow down
the emergence of new ideas. The cooperation within the VLBt may be taken as
a good example of such flexibility. Some
form of flexible association ought to be
invented, which would allow the optimum sharing and use of observing resources, data and talents, but without
leading to infinite extension of the membership in existing organizations. Funds
provided by international structures,
such as the EEC, could help to create
this type of partnerships. On the individual basis, the status of "co-lnvesttigatw" in a programme could also be

extended to scientists who do not belong to a "member staten of a given

programme.
It is suggested that the new EAS may
trigger an effort analogous to the regular
Reports to the NatlonalAcademy of Science in the US (the current Bahcall Report), in order to provlde guidelines for
the future plans. Ile other view is also
expressed, that one should keep flexib l l b and not necessarily provide a
unique plan for Europe, whew the
sources of funding are much more diversa than In the USA Naturally, this
must not rmrict the absolute ne%d
for optimlzatlon of resourca In the global sense. In hts connection, A. BOWchuk recalls that the USSR projects are
open to participation to all European
scientists.
The last item on the Panel agenda is
Communication of astronomy to the
public. l m e prevents an extended dlscussion on this, but R. West briefly outlines how much work is to be done:
planetaria, proper school education,
clubs, 7V programmes, He stresses the
great differences from country to country, and the urgency for appropriate
channels to be created for the transfer
of public information across the borders
as well as the desirability that "culture"
as well as "astronomy" properly develop
new interactions. He mentions the current agreement between ESA, ESO,
CWN, EMBL to create a joint scientific
exhibition that wlll tour Europe in the
coming years.
P. &NA, Pand Chairman

Hundreds of Rock Engravings Around the La Silla
Observatory
D. BALLE M U , Observatoire de Paris, DASGAL,Meudon, France
H. NlEMEYER F., Sociedad Chilena de Arqueologia, Santiago, Chile
Astronomers on observational trips to
the La Silla Observatoty and the permanent staff can combine work and pleasure by making the most of the sunny
days to take long walks on the mountains.
During these walks, they often discover strange rock engravings, sometimes
very numerous, spread over the basaltic
rock faces or on granitic blocks
scattered on the soft slopes.
There are rock engravings all around
La Silla, mainly on the eastern slope of
the mountain, towards the locality called
El Cementerio Indlo, and In particular on
the southern slope, on both sides of the
Quebrada 10s Tambos whose head is
directly below the 3.6-m telescope.
There are small groups of engravings on
the western and northern slopes, but as
yet little research has been done in
these areas.
In early February 1990, we carried out
a complete photographic and topographic survey of the engravings of the
Quebrada Los Tambos and we partially
explored those on the eastern slope. We
compiled a photographic atlas of over
1000 black-and-white pictures and hundreds of colour slides. Several sets of
contact prints were made, one of which
was deposited at the library in La Silla,
with an explanation of how the enlargement of the photos were made.
This article begins by giving a general
idea of the geography and the history of
this area, to help to situate the rock art
and prehistoric sites of La Silla in relation to the ancient history of the Norte
Chjco. We then follow the paths in
search of these hundreds of engravings,
in order to look at them, describe them,
define thelr specific style, identify their
ParticuIadties, determine their distrlbution and attempt some interprebtions.
Finally, we compare the La Silla style
With that of other known rock art shes in
the region and elsewhere.

C m La Sllla is situated in the basin
of the Rio Los Choros, which does not
originate In the high cordillera, unlike the
two major adjoining river basins, the Rio
Huasco in the north and the RQ Etqui In
the south. This explains why there is no
permanent watercourse in the bed of
Rlo 10s Choros. However, It may be
presumed that In the first rnillenlum of
our era, rainfall was more abundant than
it is now. The presence of prehistoric
sites around La Silla and in the
surrounding area supports this hypothesis, and the flora was certainly
more varied.
Chronologically, from the beginning of
our era until 700 or 800 AD, the first
culture in the semi-arid north was El
Molle, named after the village of the
same name in the Etqui valley (2). During
this period, agriculture was carried on
and pottery was produced. Then the El
Molte complex was superseded by
another culture, perhaps technicdly
more advanced, called Animas (3). This
lasted until abwt 1200 AD and gave
place to the Diaguka culture (4). This
culture reached its height towards the
middle of the XVth century, when the
Inca conquest came from Peru. The
symbiosis of these two cultures resulted
in the Inca-Diaguita period until the
Spanish conquest led to wholesale destruction from 1535- 1540 onwards.
The archaeological sites of la Silla
have not yet been excavated, but based

the Geographical and Historical
Context
In this semi-arid region of Chlle where
the European Southern Observatory has
been set up, four major physical
features can be distinguished from east
to west: the high cordillera, the midaltitude mountain range (where Cem La
Silla is situated), the wlde valleys which
Cross them, and the coastal plain (1).

Figure 1.

on sirnllarities between the rock art
styles, it is generally accepted that the
signs of human occupation at La Silla
can be attributed to the El Molle complex. The Archaeological Museum of La
Serena most attractively displays each
of these cultural periods of prehistoric
Norte Chico with many photographic
documents and innumerable objects
discovered during the archaeological
excavations.

The Rock Art Sites ofLa Silla
We begin our exploration of the east
slope of Cerro La Silla at the dormitories
near the Hotel. This is a gentle downward slope and we take the direction of
El Cementerio Indio. After a few hundred
metres, we come a c m two solar figures about 20 cm In diarnetw carved on
a block of basalt. Turnhg to look back
towards our point of departure, we see a
beautiful string of white domes silhouetted against the deep blue sky.
Further down, at an attiiude of about
2 000 m,we admire a magnificent set of
engmvlngs on a vertical panel In three
parts, facing south-east (Fig. 1). This
triptych was obviously carved by a single artist and over a short period af time,
because the patina is uniform. There are
two scenes showing men and animals
together and strange geometrical figures whose meaning escapes us.
Arriving at El Cementerio tndio, some

have been formed. Various stone tools

can be found

here (Fig, 3) with other
signs of human occupation. From this

level, the talweg of the quebrada again
veers towards the east and gently
slopes down to €I Cementerio Indio
which we have described earlier.
The mjorlty of the rock engravings in
thls quebrada are seen on the
thousands of granite b h k s scattered
over the western slope. Engravhgs are
also found on the eastern slope, which
is steeper and basaltic. The l a r g ~ent
graved surface in the region Is on this
eastern slope. Dozens of varied motlfa
cover the surface of a stone slab
measuring several quare metres, However. It Is dlfflcult to move back sufficiently to be able to photograph all of It.
On both slopes of Quebrztda Los
Tambos, we have identified and photographed a total of nearly 800 engravings. Continuing our path towads the
Figure 2.
south and a t , we found other groups
of rock art which we hope to be able to
engravings are visible here and there, explore in the future. The engraving
not far from a spring. The soil has been technique used by the Molle is direct
considerably disturbed by many llliclt picking out udng a blunt point. The outexcavations. Fdtowing the quebrada line is sometimes clumsy and superfidownwards, we reach the Rio Los cial, sornetlmes deep and carefully
Choros.
dona Unlike many shes In the United
The site richest In engravings Is b e States and Mexico, no longitudinal lines
yond dwbt that of the Quebrada Los produced by a repeated abrasive moveTambos, Almost all of this vast and ment are found.
gently sloping region can be o h w e d
We contlnue our route towards G e m
from the outside catwalk of the 3.6-m Las Vlzcachas beyond the area shown
telescope. Some years ago, this area in Figure 2. Up to the right, we pass the
was dmEcuR to reach because of the SEST of w r Swedish friends and one
steep dopes below the 3.6-m which had kitornetre further on, to our IeR, we obto be negochted. Mow the new road to s m e some dark blocks of stwle one
Cerro Las Vizcachas saves time and hundred metres lower down. Here we
energy. Figure 2 shows that the first dbc0VW one of the most b e a W l
groups of rock engravings are only one groups of engwlngs of La Silla, and
hundred mekes w so below this road.
perhaps the one which Is most famillar
The higher part of the Quebrada Los to weekend walkers (Fig. 4). This could
Tambos follows a s o ~ r l ydirection be termed a cohwent set of engravings,
and then gradually veers towards the since as In UI%case of the triptych on
east. A few hundred metres further the eastern slope the work appears to
down, it passes through a series of have been carded out at one and the
basaltic outcrops where some terraces m e time. The delicate central splral

Figure 3.
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symbolizes a serpent, while the rest of
the space is taken up by strange llttle
figuras, together with some simple
geumetrlc motffs and quadrupeds.
From Ulis group of rocks, it is no
longer posslbte to give e detailed itinerary, because engraved granitic rocks,
isolated or in groups, are found in all
dirWions. If we follow the contour line
to our left, we come across the important site whose high- elements are
shown In Figure 2. Heading directly
east. we come ta the important outcrop
of basaitic walls of the bed of the Quebrada Los T a m b where the engravIngs are so numerous and so densely
crowded that our heads spin! Almost
every stone has an engraving and most
of them have engravings on all their
sides. The only advice we can give to
the toutist is to follow a zigzag path and
In groups to cover the a m with a
minimum of "misses".
Continuing our path towards the east,
following the talweg, we come back to
El Cemented0 Indio. This path is atW e r e d with carved blocks of stone.

The La Silla Rock Art w e
Above all, a rock engrsving is a thing
of beauty which gives pbsure to the
eye. Thet great variety, their slze and
the divershy of themes of which they are
composd often make them authentic
works of art, which am admired in the
same spirit as paintings in a museum.
Here at La Silla the passing of centuries
can Iw felt d the site. Some rocks have
been fissured by weathering, in others
the surface has flaked due to thermal or
chemlcal aebion and the drawings have
been lost for ever. Over the centuries,
the sedentarized population of the area,
whose domestic life was bawd on agric u m and cattle rearing, cawed new
rocks or did new carvings over older
ones. The differencesIn patina indicate
that this practice was spread over tong
periods in time, As for the fundamental

Figure 5.

purpose of this art, this is difficult to
define. But there is no doubt that it is the
most familiar elements of dally life that
are represented here.
The engravings of La Silla can be dlvided into two well-defined groups. abstract and figurative designs, in the first
group, which is by far the most numerous, a large quantity of geometrical
signs are encountered, endtessly repeated: plain circles or circles with rays
(internal or external), isolated, Eonmantric or in series, plain rectangles or rectangles with internal parallel lines, spirals, stars, ovals, Isolated or parallel undulating motifs, Greek patterns, marelike designs. Figure 5 is a fine example
of the geometric use of the undulating
motif. The central element is a closed
undulation which is oftenseen at IASllla
(seealso Fig. 2). ngure 6 is different in
conception as it shows numerous surface elements, isolated from one
another, and with internal parallel lines.
One particular type of engraving is
V e i y common here. The sudace of the
m k is covered with a maximum of details so as to leave no free space. A fine
example of this form of graphic expression, which could be termed an "integral
Structure" is shown in Figure 7, where it
is difficult to determine any guiding pin-

Rgure 1.

Figure 6.

ciple in this jumble of circles, cuwes or
segments. This rock is situated very
near the road to Las Vircachas, at level
with the SEST.
The figurative drawings, fewer in
number, mainly depict human outlines
and animals. The anthropomorphs generally have a simple structure, a few
lines representing the limbs and a dot
for the head, but sometimes the style Is
more elaborate. The body is marked by
thick lines, feet and hands are portrayed
with toes and fingers, the head has a
mask and bears a large eeremonlal
head-dress. This type of figure can be
seen on the right In Figure 8. Its head is
framed by four large dots and is surmounted by a feathered structure. The
rest of the surface bears a tortuous network of irregular lines. Figure 9 is extremely Interesting as it shows a highly
stylized human form, identifiable by its
two small eyes and the two hands with
five fingers. Stylized representations of
this klnd are very rare at La Silla. This
carving is located on the eastern slope
of Quebrada Los Tarnbos.
Animal shapes are very numerous and
camelidae can be identified by their long
necks. Often, the animal Is depicted
near a human figure and we are in presence of a domestic scene. The extreme

Figure 8.

abundance of such motifs is an argument k favour of the essentially pastoral
nature of the Molle populations which
occupied these sites at the bglnnlng of
the modern era. The very pretty scene in
Figure 10 has the most plentiful animals
of the entire site, nearly 25 animats and
some human figures, very certainly
shepherds. In other engravings, animals
follow each other quietly In line . . .
Another animal frequently w p m
sented is the serpent, depicted as a
wave-like form ending in a large dot.
Curiously, one never now comes across
serpents when walking in this area.
We will end this description of the La
Sllla rock art style with the two anthropomorphs shown In Figure 11. Two
figures can be seen, whose morphology
is distinguished by a "thick" body, i.e. a
certain area of the rock has been
hollowed out by repeated impacts. They
have neither hands nor feet, but on their
heads they bear respectively 6 and
3 rectilinear or curved ornaments,
perhaps feathers. Their style is unique at
La 811a and they bring to mind representations of shamans. Such figures are
common throughout pmColombian
Amerlca. This scene Is located near the
road to Cerro tas Vircachas, not far
from the cerro, on a small mound a few

Figum 10.

Figure 9.

dozen metres away on the dght. We of the Limarl style is the El Encanto
would like to thank Mr. Scsrdia for tak- valley, 19 km from the town of Ovatle in
ing us there. We also walked around the the province d Ccquimbo. Some of the
mound and saw that the two shamans most beautiful examples of rock art in
enjoyed a sptendid isolation, untroubled Chile can be admired there. The repby the presence of any other en- resentations of gigantlc human heads,
rectangular in shape, bearing wide and
graving
complex adornments, are deeply engraved in regular furrows obtained by a
Rock Art in the Norte Chico
remarkable longitudinal bufflng.
The k Silla style thus seems to be
Between Rlo Copiapd to the north
and Rio Choapa to the south, 200 ar- well delimited in semi-arid Chile, b e
chaeological sites belonging to the El tween latftudea 27" S and 32" S, with
Molle complex have been Identified (5). some perceptible differences between
Rock art is in evidence at 43 of these the north (Copiap6 and Huasco) and the
sites. This Indicates the lrnportanoe of swth (Etqul and Lirnarlj.
Another well-known rock art site gives
this art form, which by its very nature
an opportunity for more detailed comwithstands the passage of Ume.
The gtW9St Molb rock & sites 8r8 parison of styles and symbols. This Is
found In the basin of the R b Limati, in the sit@ in Quebrada Las Pintadas de
particular along the Rio Hurtado in the Marquess, a northern tributary of Rio
north and around the town of Cornbar- Elqul, w h ~ waver 500 engravings have
balh In the south. The Lirnarf style is been recorded (6). Compsrjson whh La
characterized by the wide variety of Silla leaves no doubt as tu the similarity
heads wearing masks or extravagant betweenthe styles: the same invariants,
memodal head-dresses. Only one ex- the same human and animal figures, the
ample of this type of engraving Is wen same engraving technique. However,
at La Silla. The most representative site decorated heads are relativ~lynumer-

.. .

a

ous. This important symbol of rock art
thus shows a distinct progression from
north to south, hetween La Silla where it
is practicaIly absent, the Quehada
M a r q u ~ awhere it becomes more frequent, and the Urnad basin where R is
omnipresent.
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Report on ESO Workshop on Rapid Variability of OB Stars

Waves or Spots?
DmBAADE, ESO
Hlghllghted by some of the most
beautiful days which thb year's autumn
had to offer, a workshop on the rapld
variability of 00 stars tmk place on
October 15- 18 at ESO's Headquarters
In Garching. Seventy people had came
from twenty countries (as the Director
General, H.van der b a n , pointed out in
hls welcoming address, this number
also reflects the rapid polltical variations
In Europe) on five cantlnents to partlcipate In the meetlng. Fifteen ESO staff
members attended at least part of the
workshop.
Over the past ten years, it has become clear that a very large fraction of
stars in the upper left of the
Hemprung-Russell diagram show
weak but slgniflcant variations In IlgM,
colour, line profiles, etc. In some cases,
the patterns seen are compllcated; but
generally they are surpdslngly similar
over a range of more than 30,000 K in
effective temperature and 8 magnitudes
in bolomettic luminoslty. In a number of
cases, nonradlal pulsation (NRF), mostly
travelling waves, Is the widely accepted
explanation although the driving
mech&nism(s) Is (are) not finally identified,
In other stars, the evidence for MRP is
more dlsputed and especially for stars
whose probable rotatton periods are
statistically lndistingulshable from the
observed periods, corotating surface
features ("spots") might offer a W e t
different exptanatlon.
The primary alm of the workshop was
to provide the basis for a structured
discussion of the large and complex observational material which had often led
to only partial explanations. A secondary aim was an early reconnaissance of
the diagnostic value, if any, of the
phenomena. Especially pulsation may
provide interesting insights into the internal structure of rapidly evolving OB
stars which often is veiled by substantial
mass loss. The workshop was fortunate
in that it s u c k e d in gathering a very
large fraction of at least the obsmers
engagd in the field.
The Scientific Organizing Committee
(SOC;H. Ando, D. Baade, C.T. Bolton,
H. Henrichs, LB. Lucy)had invited nineteen r d w s In order to form the scienWic backbone of the meeting. The first
day was devoted to observations of tine
Profileand photometric variations in varlous sub-classes of OB stars. The second day started with presentations of
other variables, e.9. 8 Seuti, magnetic,

and cool spotted stars, where models
also considered for OB stars are more
firmly established. In the afternoon, papers on possible relations between variations at the photospheric level and in
the radiatlvely driven winds of hot luminous stars were followed by summaries
of some of the main models competing
for the explanation of the observations.
This latter part of the programme was
oonthued on Wednesday morning. The
remainder of the agenda addressed the
m e long-term questlon whether the
study of variabilities can provide information about OB stars which cannot
otherwisg be obtained. The topics covered included the modeling of stellar
atmospheres, chaos, driving mechanisms,the interaction between MRP and
rotation, and the connection between
stellar evolution and pulsation.
Thirty-three poster papers were
shown during two poster sessions. Together with the ten orally presented contributed papers, they brought the ratio
of papers to participants relatively close
to the ideal (provided neither number is
too large) value of unity.
Upon invitation by the SOC, AG.
Heam, J.M. Marlborough, and J.R. Percy gave brief, personal summariesof the
workshop. Apart from rounding off the
workshop, their remarks were also intended as nuclei for the special dlscussion session in the morning of Thursday,
October 18. The SOC had asked participants ahead of time whether they
would be interested In a more extensive
discussion which, contrary to the other
sessions, would not be recorded in the
proceedings. In fact, n d y two-thirds
of the particlpants came and a lively
discussion developed. The inherent risk
of a session without predefined agenda

was ably compensated by the careful
chairmanship of C.T. Bolton. So, the
obvlous advantage of this concept,
namely to re-assessthe maln topics h a
broader context after all observed facts
and inferred arguments had previously
been put on the table, could be fully
exploited. A general consensus seemed
to be that the main problems are now
seen much more clearly. A very encouraging observation was that insplte
of the necessarily controvewlai character of the discussion, particlpants trld
very constructively to identify the areas
of agreement. These may be larger than
could reallatically be expected before
the workshop: Nonradial pulsations are
the most widespread phenomenon. But
there are certain phenomena which
cannot In any straightforward way be
explained by standard NRP dgenfunctions. In the co-rotatlng frame their
phase velocity Is very small, If not zero,
but may nevertheless Include velocity
fields. Vlable drlving rnechmlsms of
nontadial pulsations may be withln
reach.
Workshop parklclpants have DWn
asked to provide their manuscripts in
camera-ready form by November 15.
The proceedings wlll be published in the
ESO Conference and Workshops Proceedings series and are Intended to
appear early in spring, 1991.
Many participants commented on the
smooth organlration of the workshop. It
is my pleasure to pass these compliments on to those colbagues who actually deserve them: Hans-JUrgen Kraus,
Harry Neumann, Britt S]6berg, Rebonto
Guha, Francesco Ferraro, to name only
a few, and especially Christina Stoffer
who gave an instructive example of
Swlss precision.

ESO Exhibitions in a European Frame
Thls autumn, the ESO Exhlbitlon vls- from ESO a n d h the Strasbourg Obserlted the Councll of Eumpa In Stras- vatory (our thanks are due to the Direcbourg, France, during sessions of the tor, Mlchel C r M and hls staffl) and the
Council, as well as of the European Par- astronomers had plenty of opportunity
liament. Followlng the festive opening to Inform politlclans and other specialon September 26 by the ESO Dlrector ists about whal Is gohg on In the UniGeneral, Professor van der h n , it was verse. Quite a few delsgates from counseen by a large number of delegates tries which are not members of €SO
from most European countries In the wanted to know why this is so. Who
course of the next 18 days. The exhibl- knows, perhaps some seeds have been
tlon was permanently manned by staff sown In the minds of 1nflueMial peop1el

Just two days later, another €SO exhibhioh was opened in Port0 by the
Portuguese Secretary of State for Sclen# and Technology, Professor Jose
Pedro Sucena Paiva, In the old market
hall. newly transformed Into a splendid
frame for exhfbitions. The arrangements
were perfect, due to the exmllent prepardons by Professor Teresa lago of
the Porto &trophysical Centre and her
corps of dedicated astronomy students,
headed by Matdrcia Uma, who all put In
a lot of work. It was visited by nearly
15,000 persons during less than four
weeks, including many school classes
from Porto and the surrounding country.
In the beginning of November, the
exHbition moved on to the capital, Usbon, where it will be on dlsplay untll mldDecember, at the Science Museum. The
local arrangements were handled by
Professor F. Duarte Santos and the
opening on November 7 was attended by
more than 100 persons, Including many
representatives of the media. The event

was widely reported in the press and on
TV with favwrable comments about the

new association between ESO and Portugal.

IAU Executive Committee Visits ESO
At the invltation of Professor Hany
van der Laan, Director General of ESO,
the IAU Executive Committee visited

ESO on September 7,1990.
The Executive Committee, headed by
the IAU President, Professor Yoshihide
Kozai, held its annual meeting a?ESO's
neighbour institute, the Max-Planck In-

stitute for Astrophysics, whose director,
Professor Rudolf Klppenhahn, is also
Vice-President of the IAU. After a hard
day's work, the EC members and the
IAU Secretaries walked over to ESO and
were shown around the various faclllties, Including the Image Processing
Centre and the Remote Control Centre.

At a subsequent buffet dinner in the

new Council room, the EC members had
the opportunity to meet with ESO scientists and visitors, and there was plenty
of time for renewal of personal links and
exchange of new astronomical information.
fhe Editor
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IX. The 3.6-m Telescope Project Division; ESO Collaborates with CERN*
A. BL4AUW, Kapteyn Laboratory, Gronjningen, the Netherlands
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"
pmcfically everyone[on the CERN Committeeof CounciJ - -emphasized the sei8ntifie importance
of the collaboration between astrummyand high-energyphysics and common technical developments- - -".
From a letter of C.J. Zilverschoon (CERN) to the author of November 27,1969.

In the second half of 1969, Council
and ESO Directorate changed course in
the effort to realize the 3.6-rn telescope.
Within the ESO management, but in
ctose consultation with Council members, collaboration with other scientific
organizations or with industry was contemplated as an alternative to relying
entirely on the engineering bureau of
Strewlnski.

ESO Approaches CERN
For several reasons, ESO tended to
turn first of all to CERN. CERN developed powerful and sophisticated instrumentation; the scientific, non-profit
aims of the two organizations were similar; CERN's Rules and Regulations for
personnel and its administrative procedures had served as a model for
those of ESO, and as we saw in article I,
the ESO Convention had been shaped
to a large degree after that of CERN. An
interesting and important circumstance
was also that for three of the six €SO
member states, government delegates
In the CERN and the ESO Council were
the same person: from the time of the
ratification of the €SO Convention in
1964 till the early 1970as,this had been
the case for Denmark (0.
Obling), the
Netherlands (J.H. Bannier) and Sweden
(G.Funke), Moreover, the ESO Councll
members for the Federal Republic of
Germany and for France, C. Zelle (from
1970) and A. Alline (from 1969), respectively, had b w n members for several
years of the CERN Finance Committee.
nus, there was much common ground
between the governing bodies of the
two organizations and ample possibility
for informal consultation [I].
Deliberations erlstallized at a meeting
at CERN on October 21, 1969. Present
Were from CERN: its Director-General
Bernard P. Gregory, the Director of Administration George H. Hampton, and
C. VKees") J. Zilverschoon, Head-Engineer assoclated with the construction
of the Intersecting Storage Rings. ESO
was represented by Heckrnann, Ramberg, Blaauw and Bloemkolk of the Directorate, and Fehrenbach as Chairman

-

' Previous artlcles In this series appeared In lloe
hssengevNOS 54 to 61.

of the Instrumentation Committee. An
extensive report on the meeting, dated
November 10, 1969, was written by
Ramberg 121. After introductory presentations on general CERN proceduresfor
handling large instrumentation projects
and on the current situation of the 3.6-m
Telescope Project, possible ways of collaboration were explored. Not only the
ease of the 3.6-m telescope was considered; reference was also made to the
recent proposals of the SPC for three
powerful telescopes described in article
VII (a large photometric telescope, a
"big Schmidt", and an estrometric telescope).
The most attractive arrangement
appeared to be what we shall call the
"incorporation proposition": ESO would
create the staff positions that would be
required according to CERN experience
for a project of the (financial) size of the
3.6-m telescope, and make these available for an ESO set-up at CERN. The
group would follow CERN rules and
grades and salary scales, and be under
the jurisdiction of the Director General of
CERN, whereas the ultimate scientific
responsibility for the project wwld remain under the Director General of ESO.
The draft organigram proposed at the
meeting is reproduced in Ramberg's report. Even farther reaching collaboration
was briefly discussed, including the
possibility of common research projects
and close physical neighbourhood of
the two Headquarters, A time schedule
was drawn up leading to completion of
the telescope project on La Silla about
six and a half years after the beginning
at CERN. An essential feature of the
proposed arrangement wwld be the
continuous availability of CERN expertise - technical and administrative and
even CERN making personnel available
to ESO "on loan" for timited periods.
As a first step following the meeting,
Ramberg on behalf of the ESO Directorate sent on November 12, f 969 the
following telegram to the President of
the CERN Council [3]:
"In view of the recent informal discussion between the Dimtor General of
CERN and the Director General of the
European Southern Observatory. on
which occasion a mutual interest in exploring a collaboration between the two
organizations was expressed, we re-

-

spectfully submit for your meeting of the
Commiftee of the CERN Council a request to explore the possibilities for
such a collaboration within CERN."
As the President of the CERN Council,
G. Funke, also was a member of the
ESO Council (and had been its President over the years 1966-1968!),
understanding for the situation could be
taken for granted, and the matter was
duly submitted to the CERN Committee
of Council in its meeting on the next day,
November 13. The reaction was very
encouraging. In a letter of November 27,
1969 addressed to myself, Zilverschoon
infomlalty reported as follows (In translation by me from the Dutch text):
"As you may have heard from
Bannier, our Cornmitt# of Council has
very favourably received the proposition
of collabo~ationwith ESO.
It was remarkable that practically
everyone
enfirely bst sight of the
original aim, the construction o f the
telescope, and rather emphasized the
scientific importance of the collaboration between astronomy and high-energy physics [and] common technical developments such as data handling and
the political aspect: formation of a
"Communautd sciantifique europknne': in which there would be m m also
for other organizations for fundamental
science. England, too, was quite positive. We expect that our Council in December will approve continuation of the
discussion.
"
In my reply of December 9, apart from
expressing appreciation for the reaction
of CERN, I elaborated especially on the
prospect of wlder scientific collaboration on which I may return in a later
article 141. Kees Zilverschoon, the author
of the above letter, would in subsequent
years become a devoted counseler to
ESO's TP Division.

---

- - -.

Consultationwith ESRO
CERN was not, however, the only sister organization approached by ESO.
The other one was ESRO, the European
Space Research Organization, predecessor of the European Space Agency. On November 14, Is69 1 visited its
Director General H. 8ondi at ESRO
Headquarters in Paris 151. Bondi, too,
reacted quite positively. However, as

various components of the project, As
thls situation haa been reviewed in the
previous article, we need not present
here again Ramberg's summary. I shall
return to the cost estimates of Cou-59
in artlde Xt.
Cou-60 ~onsistedof three parts. The
first patt discussed ways of proceeding
wlth the project wlth speclal reference to
the posslbls collaboration wRh CEFIN,
the second part discussed further as-

pects of the collaboration with CERN
including the proposition that the E50
Headquarters should move from
Bwgedorf to Geneva, and the third one
briefly dealt wlth wncem about the posltton of the ESO project relative to certaln national projects in astronomy. In
the present context I shall only refer to
the first part; in article XI 1 expect to
return to the other two.
Starting polnt for part 1 was a complla-

.

tion, prepared by Heckmann, of possible ways one might chose from In the

case of Involvement of Industrial flrms,
with v w n g degrees of participation by
Strewinski's bureau. A solution of this
kind would have been preferred by
Heckmann, but none of those suggested seemed attractive in comparlson
with the prospect of collaboration with
CERN. Wlth reference to the growing
Internal technical group headed by
Laustsen and described In the previous
article,the document elaborated on how
this Group mlght operate In conjunction
with CERN, and It expressed preference
for the "incorpomtion propositlon", the

In May 1970, the €SO Dlrectmte submitted
to CouneII a mpmal W.
Cw-66) for the
sinrcture, the constiiution and the time
schedule of an In-house group far the realIratbn of the %6-m Telescope. If was endorSBd
by Council in Its meetlng of June 11, M70,
and provjded the s M n g point for the axecution of the projiect by the ESO TP DTw'slon In
the next six years in OdIabwatIonwith CWN.
The two diagrams W u m d hem from
Cw-66 p m s ~ the
t proposed administrative
~ i u ofmthe Group and the estimated time
schedule far the period 7970-1976; the latter
diagram illustrates the v w n g d e g m of inv d m t of engineers, t e c h n m s and astronwnars and the sh~Wd fhif ectivlties from
Europe to Chile towards the end of the
period.

On September 16, 1970 at CERN,the mnlract was signed between €SO and CERN for coNabor8tlon in the mllzathn of the €SO 3.6-m
Telescopeand its auxiliary equipmeni. The two photographs show, horn left to right: J.H. BBnnier, President of the ESO Council, 5.P. Gregory,
D l ~ ~ ~General
t o r of CERN, G. Harnpton. Head of Administration of CEFIN, A. Blaauw, Director Generalof ESO, and E. Amaldi, President of the
CERN Council.
From photographs In the EHPA.

ESOt estaMIshments on the prwnI88~of E R N .
By the end of 1970, a few months after the collaborative agreement between ESO and CERN had been signed, the Telescope Divlsian had
established itseIf in the bulldilng made available by CERN and marked In the above photograph by TP. The photograph shows the extensive
complex of CERN's labwatodes, technical fadlities and administrative services, located at Meyrln n w Geneva as they were in 1970.
A few years later, as wiil be described in the next artic/#In thls s e h s , €SO'S Sky Atlas Laburatwy also was established on the CEFINpremIses;
it was housed In the building merked SA, facing the TP Division.
From photo~mphIn the EHPA.

the southern part of La SIIla, early W70. At that time, the i n t d i a ~ s i z td~9copss
e
were in mgu/ar operation; of these, we show hem, at
left, the I-m Photometric Telescope and next the Grand m m -if
(GPO). Next to this, in the b8ckground, the dome of the Schmidt
t e l m p e , at that moment sfill waiting for the tel8-'s
arrival (Ihls happened at the end of 1971). In the far background, beyond the hill w'th
the water tanks, the flattened summit prepared for the 3.6-m taI&sCope. This one,however, would have to wait longer. . .; early 1970 was the
time of the renewed planning of the realization d the telescope.
This photograph is om ofa set fakm for tha rirm of Hochtief that eonstmted the buildings of the first constnrcfion phase on La Sllla and the
Headquartets in Santiago. These photographs together with rather detailed d8swiptims of fhs bulldings haw b m published in the July 1871
issue of the magazh Hochtief Naehrichten (in EHA-LC.3.2.).

closest of the forms of collaboration
sketched at CERN on October 21. It
recognized, though, that besides the
many advantages of this solution (notably CERN's established experience in
non-profit scientific Instrumental development), there was the danger that
the negotiations with CERN might lead
to longer delays than negotiations with
private firms. In the most favourable
case they might lead to complete ctearance at the June 1970 CERN Council
meeting. A cornplicatlng, uncertain element In the discussions were the financial implications of the two forms of
Collaboration, with CERN or with industry.
The ESO Council meeting of December 1969 reacted by creating a
number of staff positions required for
the work of the Laustsen Group and
encouraged the {future) Director General
to further pursue the negcciatlons with
CERN, although more information on industrial participation remained desired.

Most outspoken in Its preference for
CERN was the French detegation. Let
me quote part of the statement of its
member, the astronomer And&
Laltemand:
"La rdal~sationde ce grand tdlescope
est B la limite dde nus passtbllitds techniques, toujours parce que I'expWence
d cette dchelle ndus manque en Europe.
Ce que je vais dire n'est aucunement
une critique de I'excellent travail fait par
le Comitd des Instruments et par les
ingenieurs qui ont travailld au projet,
mais il sumt de lire le documant Cou-59
du 8 ddembre 1969, pour Btre persuade de cefte inexpdrIence. - Ceci mantre que I'ESO a un besoin
imperieux de l'sssistance d'un organisms expdrimentd, ayant I'habitude
de taiter des questions semblables et
de rnhe envergure, et d'un organisme
n'ayanf pas des fins et des activifds d
caract& commercial et lucratif. Cetfe
assistance nous I'avons trouvde au
CERN et devant I'arnpIeur des difficultds

-

que nous allons renconfmr,je souhaite
qu 'elle soit la plus Iargg possible. --On peut dver A ce que pourra &re
/'€SO dans b futur, iI @stagrdable de
penser que non seulement E S O pourra
foumir des moyens d'observetlon extrt4metnentpuissante, mais qufellepourra &re arrssi un centre culture/ oO les

astronomes europeens pourront travalller en Btroite collaborafion, et oZI les
theoriciens et les observateurs pourrunt
Bchanger lmts id&s et leurs Fgsultats,

-- -

mais
I1 hut d'abord &liser vite ef
bien notre grand tdtescope, cette
r&ssite est I'enjeu de laexistencemdme
de I'ESO."
The German delegation, on the other
hand, insisted strongly on exploring
more extensively industrial participation.

Pursuingthe In-House Group
Concept: Doc. Cou-#
After the December 1969 Council
meeting. parallel to pursuing external

---

C.
For its tmk In Europe [the telescope on La Silla around April 1975,
group] should be located In a scientific and hence Rrst operations in the course
and technokgical milieu and be offered of that year.
No financbl schedule was given, but
good service facilIt;ess"
The various sections of the document much attention was paid to the detailed
dealt with Administrative Structure, Pro- personnel planning which should be one
ject Offlce, Building Section, Telescope of the principal bases for budget plmSection, Computer Section, Instrumen- ning. For astronomical and technical
tation Man, Personnel Plan for De- staff but not including admlrtistrative
sign Phase, and Long-Term Schedule and secretarial help -the following perand Personnet Plan, Throughout, there sonnd complements were foreseen: per
was r e f e r n e ta the possibility but not Januaty 1971, 24.5; per July 1971, 29;
necessity that the group might be per January 1972,27; and approximateestablished at CERN. and the document ly that same level for the following years.
was inspired by consultations with staff At the tlme of submission of the report,
Laustsen's grwp counted 5.5 memof CERN.
Starting point for the planning was the bers. The steep growth to some 25 or 30
situation at the end of 1969, laid down in members represented what had been
Ramberg's Status Report Cou-59. Mak- expected from comparisons with large
astronome~s, engineers, etc. which ing optimal use of what had been done telescope projects elsewhem; it also
group &dl be able to conduct the pro- so far on the project was a natural point underlinedone of the serious shortcornject through a// its phases including the of departure, although this was ham- ings of the previous arrangement; the
first period of operation of the instru- pered by reluctance of Strewinski's shortage of staff of the bureau of
bureau to provide documentation be- Strewinski. The personnel development
ment in Chile.
8. Theg r w p must at any time have at/ yond the design drawings already de- plan given in Cou-86 Is reproduced here
parts of the project under firm control. livered to the Instrumentation Com- in the accompanying diagram.
For the sake of comparison wlth proBut--- a mafir pad of the design rnlttee. The tong-term time scheduIe
work and all construction work will have f o r m w completion of building and jects elsewhere of comparable scope,
to be done by consulting and manufac- dome on La Silla by October 1973, com- Councll was also presented wlth data
pletion of assembling and testing of the obtained from AURA'S LargeTelescope
turing firms.

participation,the ESO Directorate woked out a scheme for realizing the tetescope by means of a powerful In-house
technical group. This led to the important document Cou-66 "The ESO 3.6-m
Telescope Project" that became the
basis for further policy decisions. It was
prepared at the Bergedorf office by the
working group for the development of
telescope operation and auxiliary instrumentation (of whlch t mentioned the
creation at the end of the previous artlcte): taustsen and his asswlates Blichfeldt, Malm and Scharnweber, with the
advice of the Technical Director Ramberg. It was presentedto the Committee
of Council for its meetingof May 6,1970
and had three points of departure:
"A. ESO must form Tts own group of

-

-

-

On December 31, 1971, J h n Rmberg resigned as Technics/
Director after having b m associated wiih ESO slncs November
1963 and having essentially contributed to its building programme
and to putting the 3.6-m T e l m p e Project on the new track. These
photographs, taken a1 his kmwell party, show:
upper lefk J M n Ramberg, MM. Bloemkdk, and Johan B l m k o I k
(Head ofAdministration).
upper dght: Mrs. Ramberg, Jliran Ramberg, a d Mrs. Bloemkdk.
lower lefk H. W. March (accountanu, Mrs. Wachmann, G. Bachmnn
(Head of Finance), Mm. Behr, and R Behr (consultant astronomer).
Photographs from &#PA.
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New Items from ESO
Information Service
Among the new Items prepared by the
ESO InfomatIan Service, the following
may be of particular interest to the readers of the Messenger:
A video Rm: "The Talls of Comet
Halley" which includes one of the
most spectacular sequences ever
obtained of the development of a
cometary ion tail. From February 26
to May 12,1986, more than 800 CO*
images were obtained by ESO as-

II
One of the mom than 800 images of Halley's GO' tall, shown In the new ESO vlde4 INm.
tronorner Holger Pedersen with a
wide-fletd CCD camera at la Silla.
Duration: -13 min.; Price: 70 DM;
available in VHS, S-VHS, Betacam,
M II; English commentary.
"Dlscoveriries at ESO". A collection of
the 80 ESO Press Releases (and
associated pictures), issued during
the first five years of the ESO Infor-

-

mation Service. Useful as reference
and also for educative purposes. Approximately 200 pages; Price:
25 DM. Available from mid-January
1991.
Orders should be placed with the ESO
Information Service (address on last
page), Please note that the delivery time
wlll be about 4 weeks.

Red Supergiants in Magellanic Cloud Clusters:
a Step Towards Modeling Starburst Galaxies
D. A LLOIN, Observatoire de ParidMeudon, France
E. BICA, UFRGS, Porto Aiegre, Brazil
For the purpose of developing a new
population synthesis technique (Bica,
1988) we collected integrated spectra
for a sample of populous and concentrated star clusters in our Galaxy and in
the Magellanic Clouds.
In the course of this study, we
noticed that one blue cluster, NGC
2004 in the LMC, was displaying a peculiar near IR spectrum with strong T i 0
absorption bands and Call IR triplet.

Having In mlnd the M supergiant phase,
well known from stellar observations
and studied In stellar evolution models,
we wondered about its possible occurrence an 8 large scale and its signature
in the integrated spectrum of NGC
2004. ~ecauseM supergiants represent a tlme-peaked evolutionary stage,
they would abvlously offer an interestIng opportunity to date starbursts in
composite populations. Therefore, we

decided to investigate further this
possibility.

Superf(iants in Star C,ustert
The LMC and SMC being particularly
rich in blue populous clusters {Hodge,
1961), we chose 39 of their brightest
members. As an example, a digital recordlng of NGC 2004 from an €SO sur-

m ESO w y 6 plate, to i l I l l u m the
cdncsntPeted globular appxtmm of our bkre MageIIanle duster sample (after Biea and

Wuw 1: Dlgifal mording of NGC 2 m , h n

tracks for 15 to 30 Ma stars demonstrate that these stars are good candidates for becoming, at some stage*
late M supergim Waeder and Mgynet,
1988), and (ii)evolution of the integrated
light from model star clusters shows a
conspicuous rad phase around 10 Myr if
a small enough time step is used in the
computation (Arimoto and Blca, 1989;
Prlefo, 1990; Schmidt, 1990).
Although the
dependence Is
dominant in Etgure 2, we cannot Ignore
some metalllcity dependence as well, In
pMicular for molecular absorption
bands 8ke Ti0 whid~are msltlve to
Z squared. And Indeed, of the three
star clusters observed R the SMC,
globally -I
metal rich than the LMC,
One cluster NGC 299 appears to be
In the red supergiant phase from Its flat
continuum and strong Call 1R triplet.
Yet, Its W w q value h far from being as
strong as that observed In M C star
clusters golng through the same phase
mg..3).
We wish to underline the difference
between the precise refemnce to M
supergiants and the use of a general red
supergiant term which often refem to
earlier spectral types. Prior stars comespond to the effect we discuss here as a
phase In the Integrated spectrum of
some LMC clusters and are ohenred as
a well-defined clump of stars at (B-V)

eottwl, 1B90).

vey B plate Is shown In FIgure 1 :notice
the c o n c m d globular appearance
of the cluster, quite suitable for obtaining Intagrated Information.
We have performed spectroscopic
observations of the 39 cluster sample a!
the €SO 1.52-m and 2.2-m telescopes,
with a CCD. We used an E-W oriented
long slit and we scanned the slit across
the star cluster h the N-S direction, wer
a spatial extent 15" to W, amording to
the cluster size. The surrounding
background was extractd towards the
edge of the sfit and subtracted from the
star cluster spectrum in a standard way.
The data covered a spectral range from
5600 to 10000 k at a 14 A resolution
pica, Alloin and Santos, 1990).
The age carlibration of the clustm,
d d b e d in detail In the latter reference,was worked out from the relationship between blue-violet coloun and
turnoff ages deduced for a subsample
of blue Magellanic clusters for which an
HR diagram was availabte (Van d m
Bergh, 1981; M e , Wilkinson and
Bagnuolo, 1880, H-B,
1982, f 983).
Remember that the blue-vlolet range ia
essentialty not contarninrtted by the flux
from c d stars and C v q sensitive to
age through the B a l m jump.
The observed spectra in the near IR
-show Indeed a spectacular change with

age, illustrated in Figure 2 for LMC dusters. We Identified two red phasas at
around 10 and 100 My. In Figure 2,
each spectrum, at a glven age, represents In fact a mean of abwt 5 clusters
so as to minimize eventual stmhastic
effects related to the very large luminosity and limitad number of M suprgiants.
The duster grouping has been done
following the age bins delineated in Figure 3 which displays the evolution of the
equivalent width of strong Ti0 bands in
the near IR.
Regarding the late red phase around
IW My, R Is certainly related to luminous AGE stars already identified in the
tMC fidd and In individual LMC blue
clusters (Frogel and Blanco, t 883).Their
quantitative contribution and exact age
range of occurrence remain to be modelk& in detail In the integrated light of
star clustws.
As to the first red phase at 10 Myr, R Is
quite prominent and we Interpret R as
being c a u d by late M supergiants [Alt
loin and Bica, 1989). Previous JHK photometry independentlyshowed the need
for red supergiants to explain the cob
wrs of very young clusters (Person et
al., 1983). A theoretical suppwt to the
interpretation of tlm 10 Myr red phase in
terms of M supergiants comes dong
two different lines: (1) evolutionary

mure 2: 4ge s e q m of the LMC btue
e~ustmshowing their
e w u m in
hnearIR. Notice forha t w o m d p h e s a t
10 and 100 h4yr, the enhanced W (no) and
W(Ca10 as wet/ as the mtlnuum slap8
ahangea (amB/m,AIloln and Santos, f$#j.

Figure 3: Evolution ofthe equlvabnent width of 770 absutptianbands fn the near .#I Opm e l m
refer to &MISblw dwsters and bleek dats ta W 3 SMC blue u/usters.Wm age bins for grouping
elus& specim, as sbown in Fbum 2, hve been drawn.
We have been prompted by the possi-1.7 in the HR diagram of NGC 2004
and MGC 2100 (Robertson, 1974). This ble use of the M superglant signaturn for
dump Is also present In Galactlc open Inmpmtlng c o m p ~ estellar populadustera of similar age at (EV) 1,8 llke
thwe In Mermlllodb composite groups
NQC884,457 and 3766.Such stars are
certainly the product of the evolution of
stars In the mass range 15 to 30 Ma,
depending on mass-lorn rate (Maedw
and Meynd, 1988). It Is interesting to
see that stars more mmslve than 40 %
do not reach, along their avolutlon,
effective temperatures low enough to
produce lvl superglants. Consequently,
eventual red superglants In star clusters
with ages less than 5 Myr, still associated with emitting gas,are not expected
to exhlblt M-type a p M features. This
would explain why the recently detected
HI1 region with strong absorption at the
Call 1Fl triplet, in NQC 3310 verlevlch et
d., 1M0]has no signature of molecular
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Towards Starbursts In Galaxies
Starbursts in galaxies might be qulte
complex and their spectral appearance
cauld depend on maw factors such as:
the burst strength relative to bid populaUon of the underlying gdw, it6
m s t d l l c ~ ,Its age, ha dumtion, the
possiblllty of havlnp a superposltlon of
sucwslve bursts. It Is dear from the
pwvlous d[scusslon a b u t SW olu8tem
that a detailed population sywesis will
be necessary to extract dl this Infmatlon. Such a synthesis should not only
use the 10 and Call triplet In the near
IR, but also other age and metalllclty
dlscrlmlnatocs llke the Bdmer Jumpand
Balmer lines, and metallic lines In the far

mop-
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mbw,

tions. As a preliminary study, we hew
pmfomed simulations of a statbw5t
occurring on top of an old population
0.a ' '

&

m

rn

m

-)1111

fmm 5 Myr to30
M y of the m p i f e /&!It (6-1 in the near
IR, d a starbust (Bj s u p e r i m W on an oW
popuIatlon galaxy (Q).7hemass ratio of (8) to
(i3) Is 1 $$ In that cam ( a h Bka, Alloh and
SchmMt, iW).
Figure 4: -1

g a h y and followed tlw s p e m evolution of the composite system @im,Alloin and Schmidt, 1990). We have considered various mass ratios of the burst
with respect to the oId population:
0.1%, 1% and 10%. The burst is represented by a star cluster at a given age
and the old population by a red, metal-

rich nuclear galaxy spectrum. The burst
duration, irnpllcit in these simulations, is
that of a single generation star cluster,
hence, amongst the staortest Consequently, we could explore In this work
only the dependences on the burst
strength and age. For illustmtion, we
provide in Figure4 the early evolutionary
stages from 5 to 50 Myr, of the compusite spectrum. Notice the rapid spectral
changes. The dependence on the burst
strength is shown in Figure 5a and b, in
terms of absolute tumlnoslty increase
and colour evolution of the composite
light the stronger the burst, the longer
its impact on the composite system, as
expected.
Ws are not aware that any starburst
galaxy has been detected so far with

10 bands as strong as those observed
in the UvlC btue clusters passing
through the M supergiant phase. This
suggests that starbursts in galaxies are
not timepeaked but rather made of
multiple, successive stellar generations.
Then, Uw absence of the M supergiant
motecutar signature could be understood as the result of dilution effects

the contribution from evolutionary
stages outside the 7 to 12 Myr, which
are free of molecular absorption, will
wash out the molecular bands from
the short-llvlng M supergiant phase at
10 Myr. A weak metalticity in the starburst could contribute also to a weakening of the molacular bands. The M
supergiant phase in a metal-rich composite population could be prominent
only If the burst duration were quite
short and the burst age were wound 10
Myr. In contrast, the near 1R Call triplet
should be a conspicuous feature In
most starbursts, because it is present at
all evolutionary stages from 6 to 500 Myr
(Fig. 2).
We are now in the process of simutatIng starbursts in low-metallicity galaxies
such as dwarf galaxies. In parallel, we
are performing direct population synthesis of a ample of 660 dwarf blue and
red galaxies.
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The Planetary Nebula NGC 3132: a Three-Dimensional
Ionization Model
M. BASSGEN, C.DIESCH, M. GREWING, Astronomisches lnstitut, Tubingen, Germany
1. Introduction
Planetary Nebulae (PNe) are an intermediate stage in the stellar evolution
from a red glant star to a white dwarf of
stars wlth masses between 1 & and
about 8 Ma. Most of the light emitted
from PNe consists of emission lines
from ions excited by the UV radiation of
the hot central star. As the PN consists
of material ejected from the red giant
star during the AGE Phase, investigations of the morphology and the dynamics of PNe can give Information
about the mechanisms that cause the
mass loss from the red giant star.
The major problem investigating the
morphology of PNe is the fact that there
is no simple way to get the three-dimensional density distribution In the
nebulae. As PNe are optically thin in the
light of emission lines, two-dimensional
lmages show the Integrated flux emitted
from all locations in the line of sight into
the direction to the observer. Thus there
are several three-dimensional density
distributions leading to the same monochromatic image. But most PNe show
strong evidence that a spherically

symmetric density distribution cannot
match with the monochromatic images.
Statistical methods lead to systems
assuming several PN morphologies repreeenting different evolutionary stages
in some morphotoglcal classes (Balick,
1987, in which a lot of PNe seem to f?t in
easily, but it is difficult to justify whether
a shgb PM really shows a specific morphology or not.
One possibility to check at least the
consistency of a glven density distribution for a single PM is to compare images taken from that PN tn the light of
d i i e n t ionization stages of several elements with artificial images calculated
with three-dirnenslonal ionization models. Assuming a given density dlstdbution, it is possible to calculate the
ionization equllibrlurn at each location,
depending on the temperature, the
UV ff ux from the central star and monochromatic images, that can be cornpared to observed monochromatic
images.
The observational methods for PNe
made a big progress In the last years.
With the availabilii of sensitive CCD

detectors combined with narrow interference filters it is easily possible to
obtain monochromatic Images of PNe
with high spatial resolution. At IA Silla
this can be done e.g. with the 2.2-117
telescope. Even Images in the weak
lines like 0111 463.3 nrn and sometimes
Hell 4886 can be obtained in most
cases with exposure tlmes less then 30
minutes. The extended old PNe can at
least be imaged In the bright lines like
0111 500.7 nm and NII 658.4 nm. With
the B&C spectrographs of the 2.2-m
and 1-52-mtelescopes combined with
CCD detectom R Is possible to get spectra of different positions inside the PN.
With the 22.4 nmtmm grating at the
1.52-rn telescope (15 prn high resolution
CCD) we obtained spectra (each In the
range from about 400 nm-700 nm) with
exposure times between 1 and 30
minutes. The spectral resolution of this
grating Is sufficient to separate the Important emission lines we n # d for comparison with our model ealculatlons. So
the observational presuppositions are
given to improve the old spherically
symmetric model calculations.

Corr.ected 0t)sel-ved Intensilies (mt= 0 12)
I11UI1

The spectmscopic bnratiwrs used
in this article were performed in F h aty 1989 at the 1.52-m t e l w p e in
combination wlth a Boller&Chivens
spectrograph equipped with a CCD detector (pixel she 15 w).The slid wldth
was chosen as 2".The resolution of the
grating was 22.4 nm/mm (0.34nmlphx).
We obtatnsd long-slit spectra from two
positions south and two positions north
of the centre of NGC 3132. The slit
orientation was east-west Knowing the
exact position of the spectrogqh slit
and knowing the total Hf3 emission of
the o b j j , It is possible to absoIutdY
calibrate the measured Hp flux. With this
local calibration at HB and using tfw also
o b h energy distribu~onof s p trophobnetric mndard stars, it is possible to calibrate the spectra throughout
the entire range from 400 nm to about
700 nm.
The dlrect monochromatic images
were obtained In April 1988 with the
2.2-m ESO/MPI telescope equlpped
wlth a CCQ detector (pixel size =
30 pm). The images were Mud using
standard MIDAS reduction procedum.
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Calctllated I n t e n s ~ t i e s(ext = 0 12)
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3. Model Description
Our modal consists of a cartesian

cube which contains about W,MO subc u b Vwr with t,j,k ranging from -15 to
+I 5. A local density is assigned to each
volume dement The central star is p
i
tioned In the centre of the cube at
@,0,0). In all volume elements the ionlzatlon and thermal equilibrium is calculated. The absorption on the way from
the central star to the volume element is
taken Into account For these calculations a COWEX vector computer of the
University of Tiibingen is u d . A m e
detailed description of our model is ghren in w
e
n
,D i w h and Grewing
(1WO].
One problem is to 'RII" our ~ u b ewith
a density distribution of a mat nebula. To
do this for NGC 3132 we fitted an ellig
soldal shell with density nj which
surrounds an ellipsoid with a very small reduced obwmd and the dculated
density q to observed Hg-Images. The spectrum of the posltbn 8" south oT the
exact procadurn is described in B&scentral star. We c b e a logarithmic ormn et, etl (1990). too.
dmte to make the weaker lines visible,
TQ obtain an idea abwt the t h W Figure 2a-2d show o h w e d and caldimensional distribution of an object, culated O Ill 500;l nm and N II E 8 4
high resolution spmtrasopw (e.g. CAT m
Iobsmations) plays an important role.

4. Results
Due to the cube structure of our model it is easily posslble to calculate emission line fluxes of distlnct rdgions of the
object and to construct artificial monochromatic images. Figure 1 shows the

5. Conclwlonsand future Work
With our new computer code we can
leave sphwicd symmetry in modellkg
PIJe, It is an adequate instrument to expfah the spatially resoivd monochromatic images and spectra avdlable
with d e m sensitbe detect-.

We plan to continue our work Into two
directions.
(a) We started to make two-diinsional cylindrical symmetric ionization
models with a very high spatla1 resolution (= pkel size of CCD images) so that
we can use GCD H$ Images d i m l y as
input density distributtons after m e
geam&ricrrl t r ~ f 0 m P a t i r n ~ .
(b)ThWimensional models as described above, but wlth th more accurate
treatment of the radiation transfer. The
problem is the Inmait$! mputer
time, Wih this kind of models R would
probably be possible to explain the low
ionization filaments in PNe which might
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Peculiar Kinematics in Interacting Elliptical Galaxies
R. MADEJSKY,Landessternwarte Heidelberg, Germany
Introduction
The investigation of gaIaxy encounters is important to understand the dynamical processes of tidal interaction

between galaxies and to probe the internal dynamics of galaxies. Encounters
between galaxies are not extremely rare
and they cannot be neglected in the
evolution of galaxies because even one

efficient encounter may substantially alter their internal structures. Efficient interaction can lead to merging of
galaxies.
Interactions between galaxies in the

aresec. During each night we observed
several KO Ill stars which were used as

templates for the Fourier correlation
quotient method (Bender, 1990). For
each long-slit orientation we made two
exposures of 90 min each. These long
integration times are necessary to yield
sufficient S/N. Two exposures are useful
to eliminate all cosmic events after
these long exposures with binning 4.

Morphology and
Related Kinematics
The elliptical galaxles NGC 4782 and
4783 are the domlnant members of a
group of about 25 galaxles @e Souza
and Qulntana, 1990). Both are bright
elliptical galaxies, The radial velocity
difference between the two galaxies is
880 kms The galaxies NGC 4782 and
4783 (Fig. 2) exhibit an interesting morfigure I: Arp 32t Is a group of five galaKim, whkh all have redshifts between MOO and 6800 phology. The central parts of both
kms-! The g m p is composed of two etliptical and three spiral ga/ax/es.The nnorthm e l l i p t i ~ l galaxies are separated by 39 arcsec,
mhlbtts a rather r~gularmorphology (Norfh is up, east to the left). Note the f i l a m t s in the corresponding to 16 kpc for Ho =
southem elliptical galaxy, which extend to the nwth and appear to be conne&d with the two 55 kms-I Mpc-'. Both galaxies have
spiml galaxies.
concentric isophotes in the innermost 7
arcsec. Further out the isophotes beearly phase of galaxy formation certainly tails about tidal interaction have to be come nonconcentric, i. e. the central
played an important rote. Thereafter, the investigated. This is the purpose of the parts appear displaced with respect to
the outer envelopes. Normally, the morfrequency oi tidal interaction decayed, observations presented here*
phology In the outer parts is more
but still today there exists a large
strongly disturbed than near the cennumber of galaxy pairs, and the questres. Therefore,it was quite surprisingto
tion arises whether they are in physical
We have undertaken a morphologlcal find that the galaxy pair appears very
contact or Just chance projections. A
high fraction of the brightest cluster lnvestigatlon of 70 elllpticat galaxy pairs regular at larger radii: the morphology of
galaxies exhibits multiple nuclei and ob- mainly selected from the "Catalogue of the envelopes of both galaxies does not
servations suggest that about half of Isolated pairs of galaxies" (Karachen- exhibit any sign of perturbation. The
these galaxy pairs are physical where tsev, 1972) and from the "Catalogue of regularity is further pronounced by the
both components are tidally Interacting southern peculiar galaxies" (Arp and luminosity profiles, which show no devi(Lauer, 1988). However, it is still un- Madore, 1985). For the galaxy pairs pre- ations from the r1I4-lawfor isophote radii
known, whether galaxy collisions in the sented here, the CCD photometry was
central parts of galaxy clusters lead to carrid out wlth the Danish 1.54-m telemerghg of galaxies. Small groups of scope (AM 2244-651) at ESO and the
galaxies, where the relative velocities of 1.23-rn telescope at the German-Spanthe galaxies are normally substantially Ish Astronomical Centre on Calar Alto,
lower than near cluster centres, are the Spain (MGC 4782/4783 and Arp 321).
Typlcal exposure tlmes were between
preferred environment for merging.
Such an environment could be Arp 4 min in I and 20 mln In V. Typical
321 (ng. l),
a group of five galaxies projected separations of both cornpowhich all have simllar redshifls. The nents of a galaxy pair are one or two
morphology of the southern galaxies half-light radll, or 20 - 5 0 arcsec, corsuggest that t h y are in physical con- responding to 10 . . .20 kpc.
According to their morphology, severtact, In the southern Jllptlcal galaxy a
tidal tail extends to the north and seems al obviously interacting galaxy pairs
to be connected with the companion were selected for spectroscopy to determine their kinematics. All spectrospiral galaxies.
The presence of tidal tails and major scopic observations presented here
halo distortions Indicates efficient tidal were carried out with the ESO 3.6-rn
interaction. Normally, relatively low ve- telescope. The B&C spectrograph was
locity differences and small impact pa- equipped with grating No. 26 which
rameters are required to lead to effi- yields a spectral resolutionof 0.9 hpixel
cient, observable tidal effects. Many ex- and covered the wavelength range be-40
40
20
0
-20
amples of interacting galaxy pairs can tween 4600 and 5500 A. In the slit direcRIGHT ASCENSION[ARCSEC]
be found and the fundamental question tion we choose binning 4 to increase the
Wises whether these physical associa- SIN, resulting in a final spatial resolution Flgure 2: This CCD image shows that both
tions were formed together or whether of 2.3 arcsec. The slit width of the long galaxim NGC 4782 and 4783 haw nonwnthey are recent chance encounters. Be- slit was 1.5 arcsec and during all obser- centric isophotes. At mdii larger than 15 arcfore an answer can be glven, many d e vations the seeing was better than 1.5 sec the morphology &ppea# very regular.
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Flgure 3: The kinematical date Iw NC3C 4782
hr p. a = 709 In fhe upper part, the peculiar
shape d the -1
velocity Is shown. A slightly U-sha@ radial Wocitycurve is indicated
I n ~ I n n e r m o s f 5 Thevelacltydk~ .
pb#slwr (7owermrtJ
Itwe&ses ftom the centre

of the galaxy towards the east by a Irvgre
amount.

larger than 15 arcsec (Madejsky et al.,
1990). The regular morphology of the
envelopes suggests that the encounter
has taken p l w recently (2 x 1O7 yr ago):
the stars forming the outer envelopes
had not yet enough time to lead to
changes of the lumfnoslty profiles.
The kinematical data show no rotation
in these gables (see Fig. 3). Further
spectra have been obtalned for other
long-slit orientations, but no rotation is
present at any slit orlentation. However,
all spectra show a drastic increase of
the veloctty dispersion wlth radius. The
slight increase west of the centre can be
expldned by contamination from the
neighbwring galaxy, while the drastii
increase on the other side is red. Contaminadon from the neighbourlng galaxy
cannot account for this Incmm9. If the
obsenred radially increasing velocity
disperstons in these galaxies are due to
dynamlcal friction, the strength of tidal
interaction can be estimated. Based on
the assumption that in thk high-velocity
encounter the gataxy centres can be
described in analogy to solid bodies
while the envelopes behave like stbky
bodies, we find that the galaxies lose =
20% of their original M i energies
durlng the time of maximum Interactlon.
The m n g deceleration of the galdes,
however, Is not suffident to lead to
merging of both galaxles slnce they
have still e very high three-dimendonal
vetocity difference. This scenario is
based on the comblned photometric

and kinematical data, Further evidence
for tidal interactions Is given by the d b
turbed morphology of a radio let which
is centred on the southern galaxy NGC
4782 (3C278). The eastern jet bends
towards NGC 4783 (Baum et al., 1988).
Another exarnpte of interacting galaxies is AM 2244-651. The gdaxles in AM
2244-651 are separated by 30 arcsec or
Q kpc in projection. From the east component a large tidal tall extends to the
south (see Fig. 4); Its entlre length
amounts to more than 20 kpc. Since the
tidal tall is composed of stars,the length
gives an estimate of the time elapsed
dnce closest approach. A minimum
time of t = 2 x 10" yr is required to form
the tail if the stars escspe with a velocity
of 100 kms-'. A substantial part of the
tail most probably is formed by escapIng stars, i,e. they will be lost to the
galaxy. h the west component, halo distortions am not easily detected. They
are only seen at much fainter sutfgce
brightwss levels and they appear much
more d W .
The mason fw the different morphologies presumably Is the different
kinematical behaviour of both galaxies
[see Fig. 5). While the east component
rotates rapidly, the wed component
rotates slowly. Stars In the rotatlng east
component havlng accidentally a velocity vector paraIld to the Miof the other
galaxy respond violently to the timevarying potentiat (the "perturblngn
galaxy in this case is on a prograde
orbit) end form the tidal tau. Stars with a
velocity vector antiparallel to the perturbing galaxies' orbit ( r e m e ) experience only small tidal effects. The
mean radial velodtles of both galaxies
are approximately the same, suggesting
that we are viewing almost perpendlcular onto the otbital plane of the galaxies.
Further kinematical daia for the east
component with silt orientation pependicular to the line connecting both
galaxy centres, are displgyed In Figure
6. The galaxy shows no rotation along
this axis. The velocity dispersion Is obvlously asymmetric. At one slde, the velocity dispmion deaeasw to 100
kms-', at the other side the decrease
lev& off at a rather high value of t6O
kms-'. This high value is most llkely due
to the tidal Interactlon and exempliftes
the strength of tidal effects even such a
long time after the most effkknt tldal
interaction. Up to now we have only one
spectrogram for the west comwnent.
Further kinematical data are required for
various stR positions to modelthe velocity ftelds after the interaction. If the complete i n t w d kinematics of both galaxies were known, their relative orbits
muId be determined approximately. Detailed kinematical data are necessary to
probe the tides in interacting galaxies.

Conclusions
The two exampla of interacting
galaxy pairs presented here are h many
respscts complementary. The first par
NGC 4782 and 4783 Is characterized by
a very high velocity differen#, recent
closest approach (2 x lo7 yr ago) and
absence of i n t m d rotation. The tidal
interaction results in a disturbed but stitl
rather regular morphology.
In contrast, the galaxies forming the
second pair AM 2244-651 presumably
have a low relative velocity and the time
elapsed since closest approach fs at
least ten times as long as for the first
palr. The east component of AM 2244651 rotates rapidly, resulting In an
asyrnrnetrlc halo dhttion. The central
parts of both galaxies are rather regular,
because they were not affected strongly
by the tidal elfects. Furthermore, since
clmest approach, i.e. since the moment
of maxjrnum perturbation, ths central
parts of bath galaxies had enough tlma
to return to quitibtiurn -use
the dynamicat time scales there ere sharter
than the time elapsed dnce closest approach.
Similar relations between morphologlcal and kinematical properties are also
found for other galaxy pairs not presented here. Unfortunately, there are
many pameters which are not known
a priori for interacting galaxbs and the
different parameters may influence the
ongolng interaction in a sirnllar way, i.e.
they often cannot be separated observationally. Important paramebrs are the
relative vetocitles of the galaxies and the
distance at closest approach. Wtwn
these psrametm providethe conditions
for efficient Interaction, the internal
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Figure 4: While the mwphdogy or both
galwles in AM 2244-85iIs mgular new the
cenmt, fhe mvalope of the e a r n galmy
sthew a large M d tell (20 kpc In pmj%effW.
m d ~ s m c elretween mgalawy centres Is
30
(9 k~ h PrOlectIonl*

Figure 5: 7he kinematical data a h @ the line connecting boM g a k y
centm d AM 2244-651 show that fhe easf compmnt rotates
rapidly. The genmtim of a large tidal ta# as o b s e W hem requirws
such rapid roEatim

Flgure 6: W M m t l c a l &a for the eastern galaxy dA
W
l 2244-651
pepndIcuIar to the long-s#i orientafion of F ~ u m5. 7 h gal8xy
shows no rotation along thk &tatlon.
The velmity dispersion
deereeses a4ymrn&dmIIy, m b t y a consequence of ifw ti#

Infmtim.

kimmatlcs determine the sbength of tidal interaction. When rotating galaxies
are on prograde orbits, the interaction
may lead directly to merging,
As shown, the morphology of interacting eltiptical galaxies contains
considerable Information about the internal structure of galaxies. Only in a
detailed morphological and kinematical
investigation of Interacting galaxies we
can determine the different parameters
in order to disentangle the various dynamicd processes. Only then can we
construct encounter smnarlos and

know how Important are encounters In
the evolution of galaxies.
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Galaxy Populations in Medium Distant and Distant Clusters
1. Introduction
Observations of medium distant and
distant clusters are of fundamental importance for the study of (a) the evolution of galaxies, (b)the evolution of clusters (c) the geometry of the universe.
Considerable efforts have been made
in the past decade to understand the
questions of galaxy and cluster evolution, galaxy and cluster formation but
these questions are still open. Demonstrating the evolution of galaxies and
clusters should be decisive for observa-

tional cosmology. Comparing galaxies
and clusters of galaxies means to investigate their morphological, photometric
and spectroscopic properties. The
specific observations of distant clusters
may also give information on the geometry of the universe. For example at z
0.7-0.9, whether a cluster had time to
form depends on the Intensity of the
corresponding peak In the initial density
distribution, and also on H, and q,.
To detect evolution requires the comparison of similar clusters at various distance intervals. This means to define a

-

local (z50.05), a medium distant
0.3-0.4) and a distant (r > 0.5)sample of clusters and to investigate their
photometric and spectroscopic properties.
We know that there is no detected
evolution of the first ranked galaxies at
250.4. On the other hand, the ButcherOemler effect, i.e. the excess of blue
galaxies in medium distant clusters in
comparison with nearby clusters, is indicative of evolutionary phenomena within
the last 5 Gy.
The dynarnical time of galaxy clusters
(2-

the Unlverse by appli~ationof the Tolman test.
The sample of the GC3 project is now
well defined. Most candidates were
selected from the Abelt catalogue of
southern clusters. Prominent structures
detected near the limit of thls catalogue
should be at m0.2-0.4. Other candidates close to z = 0.4 were visually
searched on CTlO 4-m plates. About 50
per cent of the candidates that we have
obsewed look Ilk8 real clusters. Most
observations were done during test
hours of the N77 and EFOSC 2. We give
here exampIes of observed clusters and
the redshlfts that we have found (unpublished). These clusters are from the supplementaty Ilst of Abell et al. (candidates
too distant for inclusion In the mdn catalogue): S 0067 (r 0.35), S 0400
(2-0.321, SO508 (r30.32), SO516
(a = 0.27), S 1115 (z= 0.34), S 1138
(r 0.36). An image of S 0067 obtained
with EMMl is shown In Figure 1. We
have begun the photomaric reductions
uslng the INVENTORY mntexl of
MIDAS on one of the SUN workstations
of the Astronomy Department at La Silla.
We note in passlng that the above clusters are rich enough to be good candidates for a speciflc search of gravitational arcs or arclets (cf. Key ProFtgure1: d full #eld Image of the Whmcluster S OOB7 atf 0.35obtained with FMMI and a gramme of Fort et al., page 11).
k t w n CCD. EMlWl is mounted at a Namyih foeus d the h(TT. 7he TTM is 7.5 x 7.5a m i n .
me GC6 projject started one year ago.
-large
ti!etddEMMI The objective is to obtain photometry
EX~OSUM
time IS IO rnln in R. Rat fielding w achieved wieng
sky flab.
allows to see the W u s tnotphobgk of clrwfem and their environmenl. The lim& of the and a reasonable number of spectra
dusters can be well defined as wsll as the change In eddws of the objects as a function of the
clusters at
O.G.This red&tam to the m t r a l con den^.
shift range has been selected because
this is the limit at which spectra of normally bright galaxies can be obtained In
is of the order of the Hubble time. It ters in their environments. This means a reasonable amount of time. At this
follows that clusters should be dynami- in particular that there is a pmsibi- distance rich clusters containat least 10
cally young. If the dynamical age and lity for testing whether clusters are to 15 galaxies brigMer than Vm22.5. Our
environmental effects are Important, linked to filaments or targascale search for distant clusters started with
Gunn's cluster candidates and with a list
galaxies in various clusters may not be structures.
Muttislit spectroscopy Is the basic obtained from visual lnspectlon of 4-m
observed under similar conditions. Thus
the first step before attempting to estab- tool to derive stellar information on the ptates. The observations Were made
Ilsh an evolutionary link betwmn clus- galaxies of various coburs and to check during the commissioning petid of the
using a 1 0 0 0 1000
~
TH CCD camters at various distance intervals is to for cluster membership. With EMMl and
obtain extensive informationon a variety low-noise CCDs it will be possible to era. At this distance our Identification
multiply by a factor larger than 2 the rate droppd to less than 20 per cent. In
of clusters in the same redshift range.
number of spectra at a gtven exposure fact most of the observed candidates
time (with respect to the 3.6-m) and to look like filaments. It is not clear whether
2.The Programme
get spectra of some galaxies away from the technique of identification begins to
The project is to observe 10 clusters the cluster cores. Thus we expect to fall at this redshift or the strudure of
at 22-0.3(GC3 project) and 10 clusters study posslble variations in spectral high density regions at that time was
at z-0.5-0.6 {GCB project). We wlll de- types and eventually to follow same fila- mostly fllarnentary. An example of a disrive the luminosity functions, denslty ments a few arcminutes away from clus- tant Gunn cluster (2=0.57) is shown in
variations and subelustering, colour dis- ter cares. Our main project, however,is Figure 2.
Cluster-finding at faint ievels is not an
Mbutlons, colour-magnitude diagrams, to study the populations in clustets and
and gradients of cdours wlth respect to search for some leadlng parameters easy task. The contrast with the
to the cluster centre. Having a whenever differences are found. For ex- background depends In a complicated
homogeneous sample is very Important ample we wtwtd like to know whether way on the mean colour difference befor testing the existence and universality the raw clusters containing quasars tween the cluster and the field. Thus the
of the Butcher-Oemler effect. Moreover, have the same galaxy papulatlons as visibility of a cluster varies and gets
wlth the venue of the large field of EMMl the compact, rich clusters, or those with generally worse with increasing redshift.
it is now possible to measure colours powerful radio sources. The GC3 and If one wants to do the work by objective
out to rather large distances from GC6 samples will be used to derive criteria, it is necessary to make a deep
the centres and thus to study the clus- some information on the gmmetry of sunrey and to extract a machine-gener-
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For clusters at redshifts of 0.3-0.4,
the (B-V) colour index can be used to
make a first selection hetween "passive* and 'active" objects because, at
is redshii, it is sensitive to the 4000 8,
break amplhde (B Is below, V is roughly
above). The main result Is that the 6-V
colour distributions present large variations from cluster to cluster. In particular
there are clusters with no ButcherOemler effect and clusters with a very
large blue poputailon (compared with
nearby clusters) as well.
All colour histograms can be d e
scrfbed by using 3 populations: a red
population (6-V z 1.4-1.5) which corresponds to old-populated galaxies, a
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COLOR (0 - V)
mure 3: ?"hedi8trhtims of the B-V #bur indexes In two &/urn dlstani &tem ??we
his@mrns ahow that the ~E&IIW of Me active popul~tiwrverkas fmm clusier b elusW 7hm
am clustm In wh/ch the active population is very Wue whereas h ofhm it is mast& ydlow.

the observations of distant clusters. The
MT, a swing of 0.9 to 0.8 arcsec and a
sampling of 0.15 arcseclplxei made the
separation of falnt stellar-like objects
from galaxies rather easy up to R = 22.
To achieve good photometry in R and I,
and obtain a spectrum far In the red,
It was important to use the THCCD
because It has low noise and no fringing In I.
Resub on these clusters are still
very preliminary. A colour-magnitude
diagram of the cluster at z- 0.75,
cleaned for stars and foreground objects, Is presented in Figure 4. It shows
that the R-l colours of red objects are
somewhat bluer than if there were no
evolution and that the blue-to-red ratio
la of the order of 1, both properties
suggesting that evolution has been detected (see dso in Fig. 4 the rather low
4000 8( break amplitude in the spectrum
of the first ranked object). However, the
interpwhtlon cannot be so crude for at
least two reasons. First, the estimate of
the real extent of the contarnlnation by
background and remaining foreground
objects without multislit spectroscopy is
0
0.5
1
1.5
very uncertain, and, second, we do not
COLOUR I?-1
know if this cluster is reprewntative or
very pecullar, as it was detected by the
figure 4: A dour-tnagnkude diagmm of a duster at z 0.75. We Iind that the blue fraction of
objects is WIY hi@?and that the red objects am slighHy bluer than in the abenm3 of evolution. pmence of an 'Itradsteep
~ h e s eresuits should be tdan with w e , ~n particular h u s e the aontaminat~by fie~d 'adto source.
The trends presented here may be
objects k very wrcew2rrln. In the left corner Is the 4000 d break of the first nnked object.
guldetines for a larger programme. Observing falnt clusters of galaxies to investigate morphological and photometearlier, possibly In high density peaks of degree of activity later would corre- ric evolution was one of the objectives
the initial density distribution. In other spond to a stow growing fluctuation. of the wlde-fidd camera of the Hubble
words,a cluster wlth a high population These are the general ideas at this ob- Space Telescope (GTO Observing programme, October 1985). Frontier results
of elliptical galaxies may have had high servational stage.
activity In the past, burning most of the
The use of the MT, EFOSC 2 and a should be within reach of the NIT and
gas, while a cluster found with a high Thornson CCD are very Important for EMMl wlth a low nolse CCD.
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High-Resolution Imaging of Globular Cluster Cores
N. WEIR',G.PIOKV* and S. DJORGOVSKI'

' Division of Physics, Mathematics, and Astronomy, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA
Diparfmento di Astronomia, Universith di Padova, Italy; and €SO

Practically all of ground-based astronomy can beneftt from improved
angular resolution. Whereas specialized
techniques exist (e.g., speckle) or are
being developed (e.g., optical interferometry), they are often limited in field
size and/or by the available signal level.
A significant fraction of optical work relies on CCD irnagwy of fields of several
arcmin, and wHI probably continue to do
so for quite some time. Recent advances in telescope technology (the
ESO NlT being Ute foremost example),
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careful selection of telescope sites, etc.,
can do a lot to Improve the seelnp. But
once the hardware is firmly In place, and
the data are taken, the only way to Improve the resolution Is by some Image
d ~ n v o l u t l o ntechnique. Posslbly the
best among them Is the Maximum En-

obsevatories. Here we illustrate just
such an approach to data taken at ESO
as a part of our 3udy of globular cluster
cores. There is hardly a more cmwdd
scene than the vmy centre of a postcore-collapse cluster, such as
M30 =NGC 7099.

tropy Method.
A combination of good seeing data
and a powerful and relfable seejng deconvolution technique may achieve results from the ground which were once
believed to be reserved for space-based

The primary scientific motivation for
our study is the discovery of colour and
population gradients In the clusters
which show the characteristic postcore-collapse morphology (Piotto, King,
and Djorgovski, 1988; Djorgovski,

Old and new images of the collapsed core of M30. and their MaxEnt restorations. The field shown is about 13 arcsec square, with north at the
top and east to the left.Clockwise from top left:(8)An R-band image obtained in 1.2 arcsec seeing at the ESO 2.2-m telescope, from P i o h et
al. ( I $88). MaxEnt deconwlution of the image shown in (4. (c) An I-band image obtained in 0.5a r c s seeing at the ESO N I T Note the
excellent cwrespondmce between the stars resolved In tha reconstructed image (b) and this one. This comparison establishes the reliability of
the deconvdution method. (d) MaxEnt deconvolution of the image shown in (c). The effective "seeing" in this image is about 0.t -0.2 8rcsec.
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Piotto, and Wng, 1988: Bailyn et al.,
1989). The gradients are always in the
sense of becoming bluer inwards, which
is the opposite of what may be expected
from seeing and crowding effects, and
they occur In post-core-collapse, but
not in King-model-type, clusters. This
effect was confirmed by Djorgovski,
Plotto, and Mallen-Omelas (1991), and
Djorgovskl et al. (1991). Detailed star
counts (which are of course limited by
the seehg near the cluster centres Indicate that the primary cause of the colour
gradients Is the difference In radial dis-

tribution of red giants and subgiants,
and horizontal branch stars. It is also
possible that there is an increase towards the centre of some population of
faint, blue objects, perhaps blue stragglers (Auriire et al., 1990).
Since the phenomenon Is clearly confined to clusters with the post-core-collapse morphology, It Is likely a consequence of stellar Interactions during and
after the core collapse. Apparently, dynamical evolution of star cIusters can
physically modify their stellar populations. Theoretical attempts to under-
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stand the orlgin of gradients have been
unsucxessful so far (Djorgovski et al..
1991). Binaries seem most likely to be
part of the ultimate explanation of this
phenomenon. The process may also be
important for the formation of binary and
millisecond pulsars In globular clusters.
In any case, the key to understanding
thfs phenomenon must be in the nature
of stellar populations near the cluster
centres. This calls for a substantial increase in angular resolution.
To perform our image restorations,
we have implemented a shdt which

utilizes the Gull-Skjlllng (1989) MEMSYS-3 package of routines for maximum entropy (MaxEnt) reconstnrction
of arbiiary sets of data. The new MEMSYS-3 code, and our extensions to it,
represent a significant improvement
over previous MaxEnt implementations
(Weir and Djorgovski, 1991).
A recent application of this system
Includes restorations of €SO images of
the mysterious obi& R136 In the core
of the 30 Doradus nebula (Weir et al.,
i491). An especially useful feature of
this software is that It allows one to
solve for a restored image at subpixel
spatial scales, if the SM is high enough.
Thls abHity facltitates the detecfion of
very high resolution structure in the restored image which otherwise migM not
be apparent due to the large pixel size of
#e original data From simulated images and double blind tests, we have
never found the method to introduce
Structure at subpixel scales when it did
not a ~ t u ~ lexist.
l y To restore to such
levels, one must be able to adequately
Interpolate the point spread function
(PSF) at the subplxel level. We typidly
use a PSF determined by the stellar
photometry programme Daophot, which
achieves a three U r n higher than nominal sampllng estimate of the PSF by
forming a composite of stars from the
image of interest.
The pictures in Figure 1 are of images
obtained (a) on the ESO 2.2-m telescope in
1.2 arcsec seeing, Ib) its
mtoratlon, (c) an image obtained on the
NTT in 0.5 aresec seeing, and (d) its
restoration. Thls data set provides an
excelleat means of assessing the power
and validity of our deconvolution
method by providing us with an estimate of "the tnrth" (the NIT image) by
which to judge the rest~mtlonof the
poorer quality data (a). We were pleased
to find very high cop~espondsnce.Virtually alt of the maxima in restomtion @),
even those which may appear on the
surface to be ringing artifacts or noise,
actually have counterparts in the inde
pendently derived image (c). The faint
f u ~ or
y filamentary structures in @) are
typically how the algorithm represents
two or more fainter point swrces which
it is unable to clearly resolve in the orlginal data. We can thus reliably detect
stars at teast a magnitude fainter than
was*possible in the unprocessed data.
From our determination of the power
and accuracy of the first restoration, we
are able to estimate the degme of resolution and rellabillty in the deconvolutlon
of the MT data. We estimate that we
are able to reliably distinguish and resolve binaries of equal Intensity down to
the separatlona of 0.2 amec or lower
throughout the Image. The oblong nature of some of the objects in (d) indi-
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cates that we are beginning to reach
some fundamental limits in resolution,
probably due to our Inabiljty to form a
pmcise enough estimate of the PSF for
all parts of the image. The PSF has been
determined in the outer parts of the
2!5x2!5 image where the crowding is
still quite severe, and the profile of fhe
brightest and most isolated stars can
Mll be contaminated by faint objects.
Nonethdees, virtually all of the maxima
detected in (d) are easily identlflahle
(with the pmwr stretch) in image (c).
The principal benefit of deconvolution is
in deblending the most crowded
groups, to gain a better indication of the
number and location of objects In the
Image.
The next step in our analysis Is to
construct colour-magnitudedlagms In
the cluster centre region, and compare
them wlth those at larger radli. The
pbtometrlc results of MaxEnt restoratlons have long been known to be
blased In the downward direction. We
have found that this degree of bias can
b8 reasonably modeled through Mont~
Carlo slmul~ons,providing the posslbility of statistically corredng for this
effact In the Image. We preferohowever,
the following approach. Glvm that
MaxEnt does an excellent job of object
ddectibn and separation, we use the
restored image as a hlgh-resolution
"finding chart" by which to locate and
obtain first estimate of the position and
flux ofall objects In the Image. Next, one
feeds these estimates into a least
squares PSF flttlng package, e.g., Daophot or Romaphot, to obtain unblased
steltar photometry fmm the original lower resolution images. We have only begun to experiment wW this hybrid approach, but the results appear qulte
prornlsing.
Whlle we will not be able to achieve

the resolution possible wlth speckle

methods for Mght objects, we do not
thlnk we have yet reached the maxlrnurn
possible resolution attainable via dlrect
imaging and subsequent deconvolution:
in fact we are still largely limited by pixel
size. Because of the large field of view
and tong integrations possible with direct Imaging, we bdieve that sophisticated new restoration methods have
real promisefor providing resolutionand
depth previously thought achievable
only from ovtslde the earth's atmosphere, perhaps at the level of 0.1 arcsec for a broad range of objects.
This work was supported In part by an
NSF graduate fellowship (PIW), ESO
(QP), and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
and NASA grant NAGS-1173 (SD).
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IAU Working Group on Photography
On October 29-30, j990, the IAU
Working Group on Photwraphy (within
IAU Commlsslon 9: Instruments) met at
the ESO Headquain Garding. It
was the second time a meeting of this
group took place at ESO; last time was
in 1978 white the ESO Telescope Division was still located at CERN.
Much has happened within the field of
astronomicat photography during the
past 12 years. CCOs have taken over at
many tele~copesand to some It may
perhaps appear that photography is on
its way out of astronomy. However, this
is certainly not yet true. Photography Is

still unequalled when wide fields are obw e d at high spatial rmolution, 1.s.
whenever areas covering more than a
few thousand pixels square are involved. Moreover, the ease of storage
and data retrieval from photographical
plates should not be underestlmtgd,
while the possibility of future digitalIration of sky surveys (to provide easy
computer access to the information) is a
most Interesting development. It shwld
of course also be kept in mlnd that not
all obmatorim have the necessary
means to aoquira state-of-the-art
CCDs. For them, photographic obswa-

tions will t i l l continue to be an important activity for quib some time to

come.
The 1990 WG meeting, which was
moved from Nice to Garching at the last
moment for technical reasons, attracted
about 40 speeidists, mainly from
Europe and including a substantial complement from Eastem Europe. The dlscussions centred on a variety of subjects, in particular t h extraction
~
of informatton from photographical plates.
Tlwre has been important progress in
the accuracy and speed of microdensi-

tometry, and image "manipulation" in
the photographb laboratory allows us to
see weak and/or extended structures
which would otherwise not be visible.
The big Schmldt telescopes In the
world continue their surveys of the
northern and southern skies which will
provide present and, not the least, future generaUons of astronomers with
the posslbillty to learn about the past
behaviour of objects with newly disoovered, peculiar properties, Several
"durchmustmng"-type projects are
based on these surveys and provide

extensive Ilsts of selected objects for
detailed studies with larger telescopes.
The Organizing Committee af the
Working Group decided to study how
this group can best be continued;
photographic methods alone may become too narrow a dellrnltatlon in the
future, The WG will meet agaln at the
IAU General Assembly In Buenos Aires
next year and expects to take the corresponding decision there.
H. M. WEST, ESO

Lithium in Chromospherically Active Stars
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1. Introduction
The abundance of Lithium in stars is
perhaps one of the least understood
problems in Astrophysics. Contrary to
most other elements, Li is not produced
in the standard way by stellar nucleosynthesis; rather, it is believed to
have largely been created at the very
beginning of the Universe. An accurate
measure of the present Li abundance
can thus provide stringent constraints
on models of the Big Bang. Unfortunate
ly, Li is a very fragile element and its
isotopes ~ i and
'
~i~ are destroyed by
nuclear reactions at temperatures higher than 2.2 x 106K and 2.6 x lQsK,
respectively. Since most of the stellar
interiors are at temperatures higher than
this, Li is confined to shallow surface
layers. It is not surprising that a number
of mechanisms exist to mix the surface
Li to the hotter interior, thus changing
the present abundance of Li with w
spect to the primordial value. To make
things even worse, there are also a
number of mechanisms (nuclear spallation reactions by cosmic rays, production in novae and in red giants) that can
potentially increase the abundance of Li
on time scales comparable to the age of
the Galaxy. For all these reasons, it is
extremely important to understand the
mechanisms that lead to ti depletion in
stars or to a possible Li enrichment of
the interstellar medium during the galactic evolution.
The "classical" picture of Li depletion
in late-type stars was put fonrvard by
Herbig in the mid-sixties {see Herbig,
1965). He noticed that field stars of
spectrat type F8 to G5 present a very
large spread in the Li abundance (more
than two orders of magnitude) and that

the largest Li abundances were = 3.0

sion. This is typically not observed.
(these are logarithmic values on a scale
There were also problems on the
where log n(H) = 12.0). These values theoretical side. Standard models of the
were similar to those found in 1-Tauri interior structure of stars show that the
stars and in meteorites. Herbig also bottom of the convective zone in solarfound that Li depletion increases to- type stars has a temperature signifiwards later spectral types. It is very rare cantly lower (r 2.0 x 10%) than the
to find large L1 abundances In stars tater minimum temperature needed to dethan G5. Typically, K stars do not show stroy Li7 by nuclear reactions (= 2.6 x
a measurable Li line.
10%). Since the lithium we obsewe is
The easiest way to Interpret these ob- mostly Li7,some mechanism other than
servatlons was to suppose that all stars simple convective transport is required
(at least those of Population I, see later) to provide for its depletion. The larger
were born with the same Li abundance convective zones of K stars are exand that Li was progressively depleted pected to penetrate deep enough to
In late-type stars under the action of allow nuclear burning of Li, but in the
convective motions that brlng surface Sun, and in general in all late F and G
material down to deeper layers. LI is dwarfs, some extra mixing is definitely
more rapidly depleted in cooler stars required. Several possibilities have been
which have deeper convective zones suggested: turbulent diffusion below the
and hence hlgher temperatures at their conktive envelope driven by conveebase. Herbig's interpretation is at the tive overshoot, mixing induced by radial
origin of the well-known use of the U line differential rotation, "evapdration" of Uas an age indicator for solar-type stars, rich surface layers through stellar winds,
a notion that has commonly been and others.
Over the past decade great advances
accepted for nearly two decades. f here
were however a number of "disturbing" have been made in the study of Li abuneffects that, although usually neglected, dance in stars. In particular, new highshould have cast doubts on the sim- quality observations of open clusters
plHied classical picture. For instance, a (for a review, see Boesgaard, 1990)
substantial number of early F stars were have revealed the existence of a "dip" at
known to have a low U abundance, .= 6650 K In the U abundance of all
much lower than the Initial value of clusters with ages greater than = 1oa
about 3.0. Slnce these stars have very years. In the dip, the Li abundance is
shallow convective zones, R Is not clear reduced by at least two orders of maghow they could have been deprived of nitudes, while it is "normal" both a temthelr U. Moreover, If L1 abundance in peratures higher than = 6900 K and in
solar-type stars were related to age, one the temperature range 6300-6100 K
should observe a tight correlation bet- (while decreasing sharply at still lower
ween Li abundance and other indicators temperatures), The dip has also been
of age, such as surface rotation or chro- identified in observations of F stars in
mospherlc Ca II H and K ernis- the field. The reasons for this peculiar

behaviour are not clearly understood. which has been the subject of the longSuggested mechanisms include diffu- term programme carded out by us at
sion under the actlon of gravity, dltutlon ESO over the past three years.
caused by mesldlonal circulation, and
2 Obsenring Chromosphedcally
rotationally induced turbulence at the
Active Stars
base of the convective zone.
WrH.I regard to Population II stars, a
Several year5 ago we carried out
real breakthrough has been the discov- some U observations of F, G and K stars
ery of a high Li abundance in old halo In the fteld using the Coudh Echelle
stars having effective temperatures be- Spectrometer (CES)and Rdcon detectween = 8300 and 5600 K (see Spite, tor at ESO. The alm of that programme
1990 for a recent review). Not only Is L was to relate the observed ti abundpreserved In these old stars, but its ance to other age Indicators such as
abundance appears to be remarkably rotation and chromospherlc Call erniscanstant for JI halo stars over this tem- sion. Beslde redlscoverlng the usual
perature range. The approximately con- pattern that U abundance rapidly destant value is 2.0, a factor 10 less than creases towards lower effective temthe initial cosmic vatue for Population I peratures, and that late F and early G
stars. It has been suggested that the stars present a large range of dlflerent U
lower metallicity (and hence shatlower abundances, we found two interesting
convective zones) of Population II stars results (Pallavicinl et al., 1987). Flrst,
may have allowed them to preserve the that a hlgh U abundance In F8-G5 stars
original U produced in the Big Bang. If Is a necessary, but not sufficient condiso, the primordial U abundance is a tion for the star to be young: and, secfactor 10 lower than previously thought, ond, that them were a few K stars in h e
and Li abundance has progressively in- sample that showed an unusually hlgh Li
creased to the present value during the abundance.
lifetlme of the Galaxy.
With regard to the second point, a
These and other recent advances quick Inspection of the literature
have not yet solved the Li problem, but showed that several K stars reported to
at least have shown clearly that the have the Li line (including those in our
"classical" pictuw was oversimplified. sampte) were chmrnospharically active
Lithium can be depleted by a number of stars known or suspected to be RS CVn
different mechanisms, and parameters binaries. These are close binaries typiso far neglected (such as metallicily and cally formed by a hotter component of
rotation) may actually play the dominant spectral type F or G and luminosity class
role. Observations of U In RS CVn V or IV and a cooler component of specbinaries and other chromosphaicdly tral type close to KO IV. They are characactive stars have also provided unex- terized by an extreme d e g m of surface
pected results that are not easily inter- activity at optical, UV, radio and X-ray
preted in the framework of the classical wavelengths. It is generally believed that
theory. In the rest of this paper we will the high surface activity of these stars Is
focus specifically on U observations of due to thdr rapid rotation and the subchromospherically active stars, a topic sequent generation of surfam magnetic

fields by a dynamo process. The
evolutionary status of RS CVn binarles
has been a matter of debate for some
time, until Popper and Ulrich (1977)convincingly showed that RS CVn systems
are evolved post-main sequence objects. t l therefore is not expected In
these bjndes, except In those few
cases in which the brightest component
is a rnaln-sequence F star.
For these reasons, we thought that a
systematic survey of RS CVn stars In the
Li region might be worth doing. The
primary m r c e for our programme stars
is the list of chmospherically active
stars of Bidelman and MacConnell
(1973) which is based on emission in the
Call H and K lines In low-resolution objective prism spectra. Since this list uses
only one indicator of chromospheric activity, it is likely to include a variety of
active stars In addhion to genulne RS
CVn binaries. A second group of sources in our sample comes from the list of
active binaries of Strassmeier et al.
(1988) which comprises many catalogued RS CVn binaries. Finally, other
programme stars were taken from current lists of southern RS CVn candidates. In total the sample comprises
more than 60 southern stars of spectral
types G and K and luminosity classes V,
IV and Ill. Several inactive stars of various spectral types and luminosity
classes were alsa observed for comparison.
The observations were carried out at
La Silla during several observing runs
(Nov. '86, Dee. '87, Jan. '89, June '89
and April '90; the run of June '89
through the courtesy of Dr. luca Pasqulni). In all obsewlng seasons we used
the Coudd Echelle Spectrometer (CES)
fed by the 1.4-m CAT telescope. The

short camera and a CCO detector were
used. The nominal resolving power was
R 50,000 and the S/N ratio was in all
cases greater than 100. The spectral
range available in the U region is 50 A
and was centred at 6708 k The U I
unresolved doublet at 6707.81 A is
close to a Fel line at 6704.44 84 The
spectrum of the KO IV comparison star
6 Ed In Figure 1 shows clearly both Ilnes.
However, since most stars In our sampte are rapld rotators (with V sini greater
than
10 km/s), the U llne Is usually
blended with the Fe llne at 6707.44 A. A
correction must be made for the contributlon of the Fet line. The available
spectral range allows also observations
of the Cal Ilne at 6717.69 A and a
number of other Fel lines that can be
used to estimate the metallicky of our
stars.
Figure 2 shows the spectrum of the
catalogued RS CVn binary HD 81410 =
I1Hya (Sp. K1 Ill) which shows a strong
Li I+Fe I blend. The equivalent width of
the blend is 113k5 mA, of which we
mimate that only 37 d can be attrlbuted to the Fel line. In other RS CVn
stars the LI blend Is not so strong, but
still anomalously high for the spectrat
type. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of
the well-known RS CVn binary HR 1OW
(HD22468, Sp. G5 IV+KlV). In spke of
the complications Introduced by the
SB2 nature of this system and by its
rapid rotation, it is obvious that the U
blend is present with an equivalent
width of 85k8 d,
of which only = 25%
can be attributed to the Fel Ilne. Flnally,
in several active stars in our sample, the
U1 llne is extremely strong, even
stronger than the Gal line at 6718 A. An
example Is the K2 Hlp star HD 219025
shown h Figure 4 for which an equivalent width of 430k10 d was measured
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for the UI+Fe I blend, almost a factor 2
larger than the equivalent width of the
Gal line.
The results of our survey are summarI& In Figure 5 where we plot the derived Li abundances versus effective
temperature (filed symbols). We also
pIot for comparison (open symbols) the
results previously obtained by us for a
sample of fleld stars (see Pallavicinl et
al.. 1987). The comparison clearly
shows that a large number of cool chromospherlcally active stars in our sample
show excess U abundance with respect
to typical stars of the same spectral
type. This conclusion is reinforced by
the comparison we have made wlth a
random sample of K-type giants observed wlth the same instrument. Only a
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couple of stars in the latter sample
showed a detectable Li line. Also evident in Figure 5 are the extremely large
U abundance derived from a few stars
In the sample.
Roughly, nearly two thirds of our stars
appear to have an anomalously high Li
abundance, including five stars for
which the U 6708 A Ilne is stronger than
the Cal line at 6718 A. For four of t h m
stars, the extremely strong (and pmbably saturated) Li 6708 8( line g i m U
abundances comparable to or even
larger than the initial cosmic abundance
of U in Population 1 stars 0.e. r
3.1 -3,2). For the vast majority of the
other stars in the sample, the derlved Li
abundances are not so extreme, but
they are still large for the spectral type.
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Figure 5: U abundance w. effective temperature for the chmmosphw~llyactive stars in our
sample and for the stam In PaNavkini ei at. (1987). Note the excess U abundam for most stam
in our semple.

In particular, most K stars have U abundances log n(Li) ranging from = 0 to 2,
and only a small number of them show a
very weak or absent U line. This contrasts with what is typically o b w e d for
K atam.

3. Search for Rotational Modulation
Before trying to explain why Li is presewed in many K-type active stars, we
should test the hypothesis that we are
observing a genuine abundance effect.
Giampapa (1984) has suggested that
surface actkrlty in stars may significantly
affectthe strength of the U line. This llne
Is a .factor 20-40 stronger in sunspots
(owlng to the lower ionization of U in the
cool spots),and about a factor 2 weaker
In plages, with respect to the undlsturbed solar photosphere. If simllar enhancement and reduction factors also
apply to stars cooler than the Sun, and if
these stars are covered by large spots
as has bwn Inferred from photometry,
the Li line may become enhanced, independently of true abundance effects.
This posalbility can be tested by observing a rotating star at different phases.
Simultaneous optical photometry Is
necessary because changes of the U
line wlth phase could only be detected
for a highly Inhomogeneous distribution
of active regions over the steltar surface.
We carrled out thls test In December
1987 at €SO. We monitored four stars
nearly simultaneously in the U I line m d
In broad-band UBV(RI), filters. The
photometric observations were carded
out over a two-weak period immediately
preceeding the spectrowpic obsewatlons. We used the SO-cm €SO telescope equipped wlth a single-channel
photometer and standard UBV(RI), fib
tern. The spectroscopic obswvations
were c d d out over 6 consecutive
nights using the CES fed by the 1A m
CAT. The Instrument setup was the
same as the one used by us in all other
U obmrvations. The four stars monitored ware HR 1099, W Men, A6 Dor
and IL Hya, All are well-known "spotted"
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4. Towards an Undemtandingof
the Li Excess
The negative result obtained above
shows that the observed U excess in
many K-type glants and subgiants with
active chromospheres must be due to s
real decrease of U depletion for these
stars. But what are the reasons for this
lower depletion?
An interesting possibility has been
suggestedby Fekel st al. (1087),I.e.that
chromospherbally active stars showing
a moderate or strong Li line may have

evolved from late A or early F-type stars
with shaltow convective zones. These
stars would not have time to substantially deplete thdr ti whiie on the mainsequence. Thia interpretation is attractive, but it is not completely Wishing.
Only stars sufficiantly mmlve, say with
masses larger than = 1.5 &, have subphotospheric convective zones so thin
as to prevent a significant ti depletlon
on the main-sequence. For lower-mass
stars, the observations of the U dip in
clusters with ages greater than
10'
years show that Li depletlon on the contrary may be very efficient. For stars d
still lower masses, Li is depleted owing
to the increaseddepth of the convective
zones. The masses of RS CVn stars we
not well determined (in many cases we
have only lower limits or the mass functions): however, it seems that the
masses may cover the entire range =
1-2 Mo. Since a Li excess is observed
for the majority of the active stars in our
sample, It appears unlikely that dl t h w
stars are on the upper side of the
allowed mass range and that only the
few stars with no detectable Li have
masses lower than =. 1.5 Ma
There is another property of t
h active
stars In our sample that is systematically
dwerent from what is typically observed
in quiet stars of simitar spectral type.
Thii is rotation. Virtually all active stars
In the sample have in fact a rotational
velocity well in e x c m of what Is usually
obswved for K-type stars. This is not
surprising, since our sample has been
selected on the basis of surface activity.
If the activity is of magnetic orlgin, and
derives
from
dynamo-gemrated
magnetic
fields
(as commonly
accepted), a cornlation should be expected betwwn rotation and surface
activity.
At first sight, the relationship observed between rotation and U abundance for the stars in our sample could
b interpreted as simply due to an age
effect. The active, more rapidly rotating
stars are younger and hence they had
not enough time to deplete their surface
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stars and were also known from our
previous observations to have a strong
U llne.
The derived light cuwes show a clear
photometric variation for all stars with
arnplltudes of = 0.05-0.1 magnitudes
In the V band. The ephemerides derived
from the photometric variations were
wed to determine the phases at which
the spectroscopic data were obtained.
Figure 6 shows the resutts of the spectroscopic obsewations for two of the
monitored stars. We have plotted, as a
function of phase, the measured equivalent widths of the LileFel blend and of
the Ca I6718 A Hne. No significant vdatton of the equivalent widths with phase
was observed for ,any for the four stars
in splte of the fact that dgnlfieant photometric variations were observed at the
same time.
The uppw llmits we derive for the
variations of the t i 1 equiv~llentwldth
(less than 5-10%) are much s d l e r
than what had previously been suggested on the basis of the solar analogy.
If we assume that the enhancement of
the equivalent width of the U I Hne in
starspots is about the same as for the
Sun, the derived upper limits imply a
spot coverage factor of onty a few per
cent, much smaller than that derived
from the photometric variations (=
15-25%). It is dear therefore that the
enhancement of the U line in the spots
of these stars, If present, Is certainly
lower than for the Sun.
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Figure 6: Equivekurt wldth~of the UI 5708 d and d the Ca 1 6738 A lines vs. phase lor the spotted stars IL Hp and W Men.
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Li, In agreemerrt with the prescription of
the 'ciassical" theory. However, thwe Is
evidence that many stars in our sample
(particularly the RS CVn binaries) am
evolved post-maln sequence objects
with ages of at least 109 years. A few
stars in our sample may be very young,
but this is not true for most of them.
Note also that for close binaries there is
no causal relationship between rotatlon
and age. An RS CVn star rotates rapidly,
not because there was not enough time
during main-sequence evolution to stow
It down by stdlar winds and magnetic
fields, but rather because tidal lntsraction prevented an efficient braking by
locking the star rotation period to the
orbital period.
Wvely, one could expect that more
rapid rotation should Increase U depletion by facilitating the circulation of surface Li to deeper layers (see, e.g., Boesgaard, 19QOj. However, recent catculations by Pinsonneauk et al. (990)
I suggest instead that there may be an antim b t i o n between rotatlon and U depletion, h the sense that stars that have
lost more angular momentum, and
hence rotate mow slowly, should have
suffered more U depletion than stars of
the same spectral type that have only
spun down by modest amounts. Pinsonneault et a[, base their conclusions
on detailed calculations of the rotational
evolution of the Sun up to the present
epoch. They show that the surface layers of the Sun (at r z 0.8Ro) may have
been braked more efficiently than the
interlor, thus causing differential rotation
In the radial direction. Transport of
angular momentum leads to rotationally
induced mixing which reproduces the U
depletion observed at present In the Sun
(we remind that the L1 abundance In the
Sun Is log
= l.O,I.e. two orders of
magnltude lower than the "primordialH
value for Population I stars).
According to the model of Pinsonneautt et a]., we can speculate that
the absence of efficient braking in tidally
o w p l d RS CVn binariee may have prevented the onset of a strong radial differential rotation, and hence of an Miclent rotationally induced mixing. Li
therefore should be m preserved in
rapidly rotating stars than in stars of
similar spectral type that have suffered a
greater loss of angular momentum. The
amount of Li depletion does not d e p d
on the rotational velocity per se, but
rather on how muchthe rotational velocity has changed during stellar lifetime,
i.e. on the amount of angular momentum loss. A star rotating rapidly at the
present epoch (either because R is
young or because tidal interaction has
prevented Ioss of angular momentum)
should have preserved most or a large
part of its original U.
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The conclusions of Pinsonneault et al.
depend on the assumption that no signifbant coupling by magnetic fields exists in the stellar Interlor. While this is
likely to be so for the Sun, it is unclear
whether the same also holds for magnetically active stars. Unfortunatdy, It is
difficutt to test the model by Pinwnneault et al. by looking dlrmly at a
correlation between U abundance and
rotation. Any spread in the initial angular
momentum distribution would severely
affect the tightness of t h ~
correlation.
This difficulty is even more severe in our
case since our ample of chromospherically active stars is likely to Rclude objects that differ not only in the
initlal angular momentum, but also in
mass, a@ and rnetalliclty. A plot of U
abundance vs. rotational velocity for our
7. Clearly, the
sample Is shown in Flg~re
sttuatlon is very confusing and no obvlous correlation appears to exist. Hawever, the plot reinforces our prevlwts
conclusion that on awmge the stars in
our sample ahow both hlgher LI abundances and hlgher rotational velocities
than a random sample of inactive stars
of similar spectral types (dashed area at
the lower left corner).
Roughly, we can distinguish three
broad regions In the diagram. First,
there is a group of very late stars that
appear to be 'nwmal" in the sense that
they are all depleted of ti and have
abundances less than log n(Li) = 0. In
our limited sample, both slowly and
rapidly rotating stars appear to be present among them. A second group of
objects is that at the top of the diagram.
They have a very high U abundance,
comparable to, or higher than, the cosmic "primordial" value of = 3.0. They

tend to be fast rotators, but in this case
too there is a broad range of projected
rotational velocities. Finally, in the middle part of the diagram there is a broad
region of active stars, which on average
have both higher U abundaraces and
higher rotational velocities than inactive
stars of the same spectral types; they
show, however, little dependence of U
abundance upon rotation wlthin the
group itself (at most, thwe may he a
stight tendency of the more rapidly
rotating stars to have also higher Li
abundanoes).
At present, it may be quRe unsafe to
draw conclusions. However, we can at
least attempt some plausible interpretation in the light of the considerations
above. The st- at the bottom of Figure 7 may be the Imassive ones.
Their progenitors on the main sequence
had sufficiently deep convective zones
to allow efficient burning of ti, independently of rotation. Since they are also
older, they had enough tIme to deplete
U during their main-sequence lifetime
and/or may have already entered the
past mdn-sequence U dilution phase.
The stars in the middle group, which
have preserved a substantial but varying) amount of U m
y haw done so,
either because they were rather massive
(and then originated from late A or early
F stars with very thin convective zones):
or, if they were less rnasslve (in the
range 1,2 to 1.5 Mg). &use they are
rotating rapidfy and henoe have suffered
less differential rotation mixing. A distribution of initital angular momenta may
contribute to the scatter in the Li amd a m vs. rotation diagram. Finally, the
stars with extremely high Li abundance
at the top of the diagram are almos?

certainly very young objects that have
recently artivd at the main sequence or
are approaching It. The spectra of these
sfars h Ute U region resemble very
closely those of the rapidly rotating K
stars In the Pleiades as well as those of
naked T Tauri stars. Moreover, two of
these stara (AB Dor and PZ Tel) have
already been shown on kinematic
grounds to belong to the Reiades moying group.

genitors, together with little angular ing carried out by us; the results are
momentum loss during the evolution of expected to prwlde essential clues for
these tidally-locked rapidly rotating the understanding of Ll abundance in
stars, may qualitatively explain the lower chromoaphericaIly acthe stam.
ti depletion. It is not easy however to
disentangle the various relevant effects
in a highly heterogeneoussample as the
present one, which may also contain References
young, rapidly rotating single stars.
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Our survey has shown that chromospherically active K stars have a deflnlte
U excess with respect to inactive stars
of similar spectral type. This excess
cannot simply be an age effect, since it
Is also present in many RS CVn binaries
and other suppasedly evolved stars. R
cannot be due either to an enhancement
of the Li line by large cool spots since
obsewatlons of a few stars at differant
phases have shown no rotational moduMion of the U tine. We have suggested
that a combination of thin convective
zones in their main-sequence pro-
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Carbon Stars
Carbon stars (C stars In the following)
are characterized by a surface carbon to
oxygen ratio (C/O ratio) greater than unity (detected by the presence of strong
molecular bands of CP,CN and CH) and
an excess of heavy elements (presence
of ZrO molecular bands instead of Ti0
bands, as seen in M giants, and presence of enhanced atomic lines of Sr, Y,
8a), as well as a huge mass loss.
Those stars are located on the poorly
known asymptotic giant branch (AGB) of
the H-R dlagram. This branch constitutes the locus of Intermediate mass
(0.8 5 M/Mo s 8) stars in which hydrogen and helium bum alternately In shells
around an electron degenerate carbonoxygen core (Iben and Renzinl, 1983).
These stars are also characterized by
the occurrence of thermal pulses. After
each thermal pulse, the carbon and the
s-process Isotopes, made in the convective helium-burning zone, can be
brought to the surface of the stars by
convective dredge-up. Therefore, it Is
believed that along the AGB, a star
evolves from spectral type IW (1.e.

C/O < 1) to S (C/O = 1) and finally C
(C/O > 1) when it experiences more and

abundance depending on the depth of
the convective envelope in this phase,
itself depending mainly on the effective
more thermal pulses.
The presence of the unstable s-ele- temperature and metdlicity of the star.
ment technetium in the spectra of some Observations In main-sequence stars
C stars (Peety 1971) is a clear indication generally show that the abundance of Ll
that an Intense nudeosynthesisis taking correlates strongly with the effective
place In those stars and that the fmshly temperature, in the sense of lower abunsynthesized material is brought to the dance for decreasing temperature (from
surface.The exact mechanism by which F to G-K dwarfs). But, if phenomena as
this processed material comes to the semiconvection, diffusion or mass loss
surface, as well as the condltlons pre- are also actlve in this phase, the surface
sent in the pulses, however, are not very U abundance will be reduced even
well known. Therefore, It Is of prime more, either by exposing L1 to energetic
importanceto study the U In AGB stars, protons, or by removing it from the star.
as the great sensitivity of this element to During the ascent of the red giant
the physical conditions makes it a good branch, the convective mixing (first
tracer to constrain those conditions pre- dredge-up) dilutes the surviving U with
vailing in the stellar atmospheres.
U-free material from the Interior. After
this process, the expected surface
abundance of U is at: most 1/30 of the
Lithium
initial abundance in the stars, that value
Lithium is a fragile element, easily depending on the initial mass of the star.
destroyed by proton captures in the
In general, the observations of red
stellar envelopes at temperatures higher giants am not In agreement with the
than 2.5 1OB K. tn fact, in main-sequence theoretical predictions: either the U
stars, ti only survives in the outer 2 to abundance is higher than predicted, as
3% (In mass) of tbe stars, its surface is the case for m e G K giants (Brown
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-liar
nature of IY Hya was discovered in the #urn d this programme.

et al. 1989) and for weak G-band stars,
or, in the majority of glants, it is lower. In
AGB stars, the sumsstve dredge-up
episodes wlll stlll decrease the Lt abundance at the suflace of those stars. As
an example, Kipper and Wallersteln
(1990) found a mean value of log
N(Li)==- 0.5 for a sample of SC stars.
However, the existence of AGB stam
with Li abundanm hlgher than 1.5
(Boesgaard, 1970) shows that things are
not so slmple. More surprisingly are the
few AGB elther S or C stars showlng
U abundances about two orders of
magnitude hlgher (Boesgaard, 1970)
than the cosmic log N(Li 3.1 abundance. This enormous abundance of U
(log N(U) = 5) Is an evldence that those
peculiar AGB stars, called super U-rich
stars, might produce thls element in
their Interiors. Different models have
been proposed to explain this fact, the
majority of them being based on the
Idea of Cameron and Fowler (1971):
under mrtaln circumstances, which remain to be defined and modelled, some
of theSHepresent in the envelope could
be Injected Into 'He-rich zones. If the
temperature of these zones exceed 4
lo7 K, some of this 'He is transformed
into 'Be. The '69 wlll then capture an
electron to give 7 ~but
, this must occur
after 7 ~ has
e been transported by convection to regions where the temperature is such that the reaction7~i(p,a)'He
Is slow enough for LI not to be completely destroyed. The application of
this mechanism to AGB has been proposed by Scalo and Urlch (1973): they
assume that, as a consequence of thermal pulses, the convective envelope
penetrates into the He-burning shell. In

-

-

-

that case 9He rnlght be transformed In
7~ and thls isotope, by conwctlve mixing, transported to cooler and outw regions where the 7~e(e-,v)7LI
can occur,
After a certain number of pulses, the
star becomes enriched in U.
Another possible scenarlo (Sackmann
et at., 1974) is the hot-bottom burning:
some hot nuclear bumlng at the base of
the convective envelopecan induce surface enrichment of U, folowlng the
same sequence of reactions as quoted
above. Although both models are able
to produce U h the proportions whlch
are obsmed in super U-rlch stars,
these models, however, lack the requlred self-consistency concerning the
treatment of the oonoomltant nuclwynthesls and convection. Also,
mass toss, which Is very Impoflant in
those stars, has not been Included In
those calculations.
As we see, theory is not yet really able
to explain the existence of super U-rich
stars. Improved models are thus required which should satisfy those obseervatlonal constraints. In the same
way, new obsewatlons should be done
to try to better define those constralrrts.

which has the property of being a
homogeneous flux-limited sampte of
galactic C-stars and which gives some
c haractet&tics of the stars. Secondly,
we hope to discover new super ti-rich
stars, as well as to determine the real
percentage of such stars among C stars
and, If possible, what other peculiar
characteristics those stars share,
The observations at La Silla were
made uJng the CES on the 1.4-rn CAT,
with an RCA CCD. The speetd range
covered was about M, 6680-6739 A
and the resolving power was 45,000,
giving a resolution of 0.15 A. This
wavelength range glves access to the
U I doublet llne at h 6707.8 & as well as
to the Ca I llne at h 6717.7 A. At La
Palma, the observations were made
wRh
the
2.5-tn
INT
CCD.
~
~
~
*
~ with
l
~
~ The
l spec*
~
tral range obsewed was 280 around
the U I, doublet and We resolution was
0,45 Bk At Calar Alto, we used the 3.5-m
telescope with the double spectrograph
and a CCD. The resolution achleved
wan about 0.4 A. For most of the spectra, the S/N ratio was higher than 100.
Untll now, about 80 stars were obsewed at La Silla, 120 at La Palms and
80 at Catar Alto. In Figure I , we show
the spectm taken at La Palma of 3 super
U-rich C stars, one of which was dlscover6d In the course of this programme
(IY Hya). The very large Hne of U is
c l d y vislble. For comparison, we show
In Figure 2 the spectrum of another C
star, V Aql, which has a much weaker Ll
Ilne. Note the hlgher resolutton of thls
spectrum, which was obtained at La
Silla.

Determination of the Lithium
Abundance
As clearly shown by Gustafsson
(1989), the analysis of cool stars such as
C stars is one of the most d i c utt things

to accomplish In spectroscopy. This is
mainly due to the fact that modet atrnospheres of C stars are hlghly sensitive to
composition, that the spectra of those
stars are overcrowded by atomic and
molecular lines, preventing a good determination of the continuum, and that
the parameters of stars {effective temperature, gravities, microturbulence,
CNO abundances, .) are generally not
well known.
This means that 8 one wants to
We have started a programme of ob- achieve the be& determination of the Li
servations d ti in a large sample of C abundance in C stars, synthetic spectra
stars, both at ESO and at the obser- are really necessary. We calculate those
vatories of La Palma and Calar Alto synthetic spectra in the LTE approxima(Spain). Our aims are twofold: first, we tion, using a grid of models of atmawant to determine the abundance of U sphem for C stam of Gustafsson et al.
in each star C/O ratios, mass loss. . . (private communication). This grid conThis is why we have preferentially de- tains models in TM from 2500-3000 K In
voted ourselva to study stars from the steps of 100 K, log g = 0.0 and solar
(
F
a
0).For a glven effeccatalogue of Cbussen et al. (1987) metallicity (
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Rgure 2: Spectrum of Me C star VAq1 taken at La Silla with the CAT. fhe equivalent width of
the lithium line, ne,IcuIated by infegmtingthe synthetic spectrum, is 300 d.fiis seems to
imply m abundance l a m than expected from the standard themy of nucleosynthesisin AGB.

the temperature there are also several
modelswith different values of the ratios
CINIO. The spectral region synthesized
Is between 6685 and 6725 A This spectral region contains the doublet of A1 Iat
M 6696-6698 A and the Ca I line at A
6718 A. The theoretical fit to these lines
was used as an Indicator of the metalllcity of our stars although it is expected
that the rnetalllcityof these intermediate
mass stars does not dlffer too much
from the solar one. Neither Al nor Ca am
expected to be destroyed in the atmosphems of the AGB stars, thus [A,W
Fe]= 0.0 must be true in our stars. This
is verlfled In galactic stars,at least until
FdilS -0.5.
When possible, we derive the effective temperature from the J-K index
Mhewise, Its determlnatlon is done
from the spectral appearance itself. The
uncertainty In the temperature Is therefore of the order of 200 K. but this does
not bring a very large error in the LI
abundance determination. The adopted
gravity Is log g 0.0 and the mtcroturbulence Is generally taken as 3 kms-'. The
major problem in the derivation of the Ll
abundance is In fact the knowledge of
tha C, N and 0 abundances. A few
studies haw been made in some C stars
(see Gustafsson, 1989), but unfortunately the errors are as large as 0.25
d ~ x This
.
allows a very large m g e of
varlation. As the model atmospheresare
very senslthe to those abundances, this
is the largest uncertainty In our derived
U abundance. Indeed, in the wavelength
range we use, a variation of 0.05 dex In
the C abundance does not give any
notlceabb differences In the spectrum,
except for the U line, so that another
value of the U abundance Is needed to
fit the o m e d s p w m . As n matter
of fact, a change of 0.05 dex in the C

-

abundance induces a variation of 0.3
dex h the U abundance. We are therefore obliged to admit that our error in the
Li abundance must be about 0.5 dex,
when all the sources of uncertainty are
taken into account. This seems to be the
best one can do presently. Indeed, Kipper and Wallersteln (I990), in their study
of 1
1in SC stars, obtained a comparable
error.
We show in Figure 3 the obsewed
spectrum of WZ Cas, as we11 as the
synthdc spectrum we find as the best
fit. One can see that, even if then is a
relatively good agreement, not all of the
lines are well fitted. We think that thb Is
mainly due to a lack of accuraq In the
atomic and molecular data. The derlved
U abundance for this star is log N[U)
5.3 f 0.3. Mare quantitative results
wlll be published soon In Astronomy and

-

Astrophysics~

Chemical Evolution of the Galaxy
In addition to the consequences for
nudeosynthesls and stellar evolutlon,
the fact that m e AGB stars have such
extreme abundances of U Is perhaps
more Important by their IrnpllcatIons on
the galactic evolutlon of the U abundance. Although there is stl a great
debate on that subject, it is often
claimed that the pregalactic (1.e. from
the Blg-Bang) abundance of U was
about lag N(L1)..I2.1. This fact seems to
be confirmed by the obselved U abundance in very met&-pwr (unevolved)
F-stars of the gdactlc halo. Since the
actually observed maximum Ll abundance (in the Interstellar medlum and in
Pm-main-Mquen- stam) 1s log Nw)
3.1, it is evident that a machanism of LI
production, c~mplemenhyto the Big
Bang, Is required to explaln Ulls In-

crease of the U abundance h the course
of the life of the Galaxy.
Several models of chemical evolutlon
of the Galaxy have shown that, if one
takes into account the asbation, the
well-known galactic mechanism for U
production (i.e. the bombardment of He
and CNO nuclei by galactic cosmic rays
In the fntmtellar medium) is not enough
to explain such an increase in the abundance of ti from the pre-galactic value
(see e-g. Reeves et al. [1990] for a wider
discussion on the topic). The proposed
mechanisms are of stellar origin: novae,
supernovae or red glant stars, but unill
now only the red giant stars (AGE C
stars) are firm candidates, In fact, they
are the only objects in whlch there is a
clear observationalevidence of stellar Li
Fu*more,

an

of

of Li &undmm in unevolved
stars suggests how the abundance may
have grown wlth the met&lllcity:log N(Li)
.= 2.1 at FdH] 5 -1, log N(U) = 2
.3 at
Fe/H] = -05 to log N(Li) .= 3.1 at the
present time (near solar metallicity). This
behaviwr with metalllcity suggests a
continuous and slow Increase of the U
abundance in the gataxy. This fact Is
more compatible wlth the AGB evolutionary lifetimes than with those of the preSN II or novae. Given the usually long
characteristic time for the appearance
of the nova phenomenon, a sudden increase of the U abundance at late
epochs in the life of the galaxy would be
expected. On the other hand, In the
supernova scenario, me would expect
the opposite: i.e. a strong increase of
the U abundance at very early epochs.
Neither of these facts are observed.
However, even in the AGB stars Li
productionscenario, there are stlll many
questions to be answered: Will all the
AGB stars become super Li-rich stars,
or is it rather a random phenomenon? In
the former case, what Is the range In
stellar mass for pmduction? What is
the amount of Li produced and what

E
2

S
m,

nwre3:

W!$~EWGTG~(A~~~~::&~)

snn

lit (&hed
to
d&y& Li
s p m m (&/dllne) of WCas.
a d d n ,is
= 5.a
equl~amt
width computed wifh fhe synthetic spectnrm
is 4 d.

percentage of it redly ssurvlves and Is
ejected into the interstellar medium?
What is the charactwlstic life-time for
AGB stars' U production scenario?
These and others are some of the questions we would like to answer wlth our
observatlonat and theoretical studies of
U In AGB stars.
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Saturn's Bright Spot
0.Hainaut, ESO
A very large, white spot has recently
appeared on the giant planet Saturn. It
Is probably a great storm In the planet's
atmosphere, which has been initiated by
upwelling of clouds from the lower layers into the uppermost regions. The
spot began as a small, white feature In
Saturn's northern Ilemisphsre and has
since developed rapidly so that it now
appears to completely encircle the
planet's equatorial regions. "Great
White Spots" have been seen on Saturn
in 1876, 1903, 1933 and 1960 (see below), but the present one seems to be
the biggest of them all.
At this moment Saturn Is situated in
the southern constellation of Saglttarlus
and Is therefore best observed with
southern telescopes. It has been monitored at the ESO la Silla Observatory
since early October. Most of the obswvations havs been made with the €SO
NlT (both EFOSC 2 and EMMI) and later, with the ESO/MPI 2.2-m telescope.
As Saturn Is a very bright: object, the
maln problem was to avoid saturation of
Ule CCD. This was solved by using very
sholt exposure tlmes and/or narrowband filters. Tabb 1 gives the observational data. lsophotal contours have
been plotted, and transfemed to the
cwrdlnates system of Saturn (using a
perspective scale grid as described In
Ill). As this planet has a strong dlfferential rutation (the period varles from 10
hrs 10 min to 10 hrs 50 mln, depending
on the latitude), the longhude definition
Is not an easy problem. The "System I"
[2] was chosen; I Is fixed to the equatorial belt, and its perlod of rutation is 10
hrs 14 min. As the spot is located in that
region, thls system Is rather well suited.
The longitudes were taken from the Astronomical Almanac 19gO [3].
For each Image, the isophotes of the

region of latitude between -30" and
+30" are plotted in Figure 1. The limbs
of the planet and the position of the
rings are also indicated. Saturn presents

an important limb

darkening, which
affects of course also the spot's
isophotes. This effect has not been
corrected. The visual observations repotted in the IAU telegrams (# 5109,
51 1 1 and 51 15) are also plotted.

Development of the Spot
The new phenomenon was first reported on September 25, 1990 by astronomers at the k s Cruces Observatoly In New Mexico, USA, as a white spot
at northern latitude +1P. It was
watched by many amateur astronomers
in various countries as it slowly grew in
size to about 20,000 km on October 2.
Further observations determined the
spot's rotation period to about 10 h n 17
min, that is somewhat slower than the
surrounding atmosphere.

During the next days the spot became
longer and longer and by October 10, its
length was approximately half of
Saturn's visible diameter. After that it
continued to expand and on exposures
made at ESO from October 23 onwards
It encircles the entlre planet as a bright
equatorial band, At the same time, several new intensively btight spots have
been JgMed inside the larger feature;
they are now belng followed with great
interest. There is no indication yet that
the phenomenon has started to fade

away.

Earlier Spots
New spots on Saturn are not so common: only a few dozens have been obsewed from the Earth during the past
200 years and only about ten of them
were enough contrasted and lasted long
enough to give good positional measurements 141. Most of them were quite
small (5000 to 15,000 km), brown,

TABLE 1 : Selected OBse~~atEons
Date

Hour (UT)

Tdescope

10 01
10 02
10 03
10 04
10 08
10 10
10 16
$ 0 17
10 19
10 21
10 21
10 23

22:49

t

Instrument

Filter

Exp. tlme

EFOSC2
EFOSC2

U

0.5s

U
Hell
Hell

0.58

Sll

Is
158
10s

19:36
05:44
02:18
MI: 00

M:40
00:OO
00:04
02:47
00:OO
23:45
00:Ol

NlT
NlT
N'IT

Nll
2.243
2.2-m
2.2-m

EMMI-B
EMMI-B
EMMI-R
Adapt.
Adapt.
Adapt.

--

NU
NU
NU

Is
Is

10s

Comments: ' Visual obsanretlon reportad in IAU Clrculara U: Johnson fitter. - Hell: N e w h d
wound 4686 A Sll: Narrow b n d centred around 8732 k NU: Nanow band Dentred amund 3875 k
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yellow or white, and they lasted for only
a few rotations of the planet. Sometimes
a spot may last several weeks or even
more 15]
The largest ovals are much
smalter than those of Jupiter [7j. Most
of the oval spots of Saturn are anticyclonic. regions, only a few am cyclonic
Four of the eatlier spots are referred
to as "Great Whie Spots", but none
appears to have approached the enormous size of the present spot. We are
therefore witnessing a very rare event.
The first known Great White Spot was
detected in December 1876 by American astronomer Asaph Halt in Washington D, C. and the next one was found in
June 1803 by EE. Barnard with the 40inch refractor at Yerkes Obwnratosy,
near Williams Bay, Wisconsin. The third
and fourth were both found by eagleeyed amateurs; in August 1933 by Will
Hay In England, and In March 1960 by
J.H. Botham in South Africa. All of hhese
spots were seen in the northem hemisphere of Saturn: those in 1876 and
1933 at about the same latitude as the
present one, while the two others were
further nwth at +4W (1903) and +58*
(1980).

[a.

m.

What is a "Great White Spot"?
Detailed observations of the giant
planets Jupiter and Saturn have been
made since the Invention of the astronomical telescope h the early 17th
century. The "meteorological"studles of
their atmospheres took a great stride
fotward during the flybys of the Pioneer
and Voyager spacecraft, from whtch
accurate measurements were made at
close distance.
R has long been known that the "surface" of Jupiter shows many more
bands and whirls than that of Saturn:
this is now explained by the presence In
the W r n i a n atmosphere of a high layer

of aerosols [small solid particles) and
haze (liquid drops) which hide the vlew
of me patterns of s t m s and turbulence below.
The five Great White Spots have
appeared wlth mazlng regularity, about
w ~ o eevery thirty years, that is with the
same period as the orbltatal revolution
around the Sun. M o r m w , these spots
have all developed near the moment of
Satumian "mid-summer" In the northern
hemisphere, when the insolation
(amount of solar energy rmived) Is the
greatest posslble here. It Is therefore
obvious that the emergence of large
spots in the north must be triggered by
some mechanismthat Is dated to heatIng of the atmosphere.
Most planetary astronomws agree
that the Great Whlte Spots are upwellings from the l o w atmosphere, where-

Figure. i: Iwphotal contows d:#sequatoM region of Saturn. The hphotes have hem
f r a n s f d to the Systtwn I of modnates (top and rfaht seal@. The bottom scale Is graduated
In kiiometw for the equatw. The big dot indimtes the &ral m i a n posltlon. 738 limbs of
theplanet and the poswdn of the rings have been indimted. The W'CBI
seelng was amund 19
or75mkmdosetothesobmpornf.

by large ctouds move upwards and become visible when they penetrate the
uppernost, hazy layers. They rmrnble
the towering cumulonimbus clouds often seen in the Earth's atmosphere.
However, the lifting mechanism is
not yet known; one possibility is that
their upward motion is due to the release of heat by water condensation,
perhaps in combination with strong
updrafts from sublirnatlng ammonia
grains.
The spats become longer as the
clouds are carried along by strong
winds in the upper atmosphere. Eddies
and whirl patterns undoubtedly develop
because ot the different wind velocities
at different latitudes, but due to their
smaller slze they are vety diicutt to
observe from the Earth. This may imply
that the spots, perhaps in particular
those which have emerged more recently, are actually gigantic storm centres,
just like the Giant Red Spot on Jupiter,
that has now been visible for almost 400
years.
Since the Great Whiie Spots on
Saturn last much shorter, In the past
cases at the most a few months, it will
now be very Interesting to follow the
new one during some time to learn exactly how it disappears. Observations
are therefore continuing at ESO as well
as at other obmatories.

ngum 2: This plcture of Saturn and the &!ant Whlte Spat was obtained with the ESO New
Tdumkgy Telescope on October 16, lssO at UT 0 hrs 0 mln. /tis a I-sec exposum through a
6-nm-wlde filter, cantred in the blue spectral region at 468 nm. North is approxImatdy up and
East Is to the left.The seeing conditions were mediocre (- I. 1 a m m d ) , and the false-mlour
reproduction shown hem has been subject& to computer prmessingby D. Baade at the ESO
Headquarters, according to an advanced aIgmWIthm,
developed by 1, Lucy; this has rasulted In
a sharpening to about 0.4 arweeonds. To "flatten" the Image, the original imge was
subtracted hwn the "sharpened",so that e n sm/I details become well visible. Dn this date
the smt had a double stnreture, it exfended to the equator and hed almdy grown signMcantly
in length. The varlws atmospheric bands are also wall visibk.
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N E W S ON ESO INSTRUMENTATION

EMMI Through the Last Tests Before Entering Regular Use
At the end of September 1990, a new
HP A900 computer dedicated to the

control of Instruments and to data
acqutsltion was installd at the NIT. It is
Ilnked to the existing A900 whleh continues to take care of the telescope and
tfie adaptor operation. Following this installation, the EMMl control software
was furkher debugged and tested. The
user interface was installed for the first
time: It is based on a new concept and
makes use of different menus and forms
displayed on the RAMTEK and selected
via a mouse. The overall control system

performed in a reliable way but a
number of improvements to make the
system more robust and easier to use
were suggested by the first obsefvem
and wlll be implemented early in 1991.
Some 14 nights and days were Intensively used for technical and astronomical tests and for training of the technical
and astronomy staff of La Sllla.
In addltion to the observing modes
described In the September issue of the
Messenger (No. 81, p. 51) two new ones
were successfully tested: the highresolution echelle in the red arm (resolv-

ing power 28,000 wlth 1 arcsec slit) and
the on-line dit punching device. The installation of the echelle requires the dismounting of the standard grating unit,
an operation which takes a few hours
and has to be planned in advance. The
slit punching machine (PUMA3) is
mounted on a x-y table in the instrument
itself. Thin plates can be inserted In the
different positions of the aperture wheel
(up to 4 available) and slits of 7.5 x 1.2
arsec can be punched on the plates at
positions measured on a direct image
taken earlier with the same instrument.

The quality of the data obtained in both
mcdes appears excellent. We wlll report
on the detalled results with this configuration in the forthcoming issue of the

Mmeng%r.
On November 10, EMMl entered regular use by vidting astronomers.
H.DEKKER and S. D'ODORICO, €SO

A New Low Limit in the Readlout Noise
of ESO CCDs
In the framework of the EMMl tuning
before it started regular operation, a
speclal effort was made last October to
optimize the read-out n o b of the two
10242 pixels, Thomson M31158 CCDs
now in operation at the red and blue am
of the instrument with two ESO-buPt
VME-based controllers. Due to higher
tolerances in the line voltage at La SSila
the maln power suppliers of the CCD

controllers had to be modifled to euppress plck-up noise. Further adjustment
of the CCD clock's timing further improved the rejection of spurious noise.
It was finally possible to reach at the
telescope values around 3 e-/pix nns in
both the blue- and the red-arm CCDs.
This Is the lowest instrumental noise
ever achieved at ESO and a wide range
of astronomical observations (essential-

Who Needs
Nebular Filtres?
Bruce Balick, University of Washington,
Is htterasted In solicltlng an order
for Intwbence flltea in imaging and
spectroscopy (for order separation) of
galactic nebulae. These fllters are qui@
expensive, but significant dlscwnts can
be obtained if multlple f l b w are
ordered together. It is suggested that
lnteresfed parties wntact Bruce Balick
dlrectly at the following address: Astronomy FWI-20, University of Washington, Seattle WA 98195, USA (Bltnet:
BALlCK@UWAPHAST).
ly those which are not source or sky
photon noise limited) will benefit from
the improvement.
S, D'ODORlCO and R. REiSS, ESO

Results on the Testing of Ford Aerospace and Tektronix CCDs
In the second hat of 1990, two new
types of CCDs were tested in the detector laboratory in Garching. ESO received
6 204S2-front-illuminated CCDs from
Ford Aerospace (15-micron pixels). The
actual testing was carried out in collaboration by ESO staff and Mattln Roth of
the Munich University Observatory. The
best devices of the lot have QE curves
typical of thick devices with a peak value of 42% at 700 nrn and read-out
noise of about 10 e- without any optimization effort. They have also 3-4 hot
columns or major traps. Test of three
additional devices delivered by Ford Is

Celestial Mechanics
S.A. BALON, ESO
At the beginning of this year I had the
pleasure of installing the first Mikron milling wrnputedxed machine In the Astroworkshop on La Silla.
We had atready made Optopus plates
with thls machine for a long time in the
mechanical workshop at Garching
Headquarters (see The Messenger No.
31, March 1983, and No. 43, March
19861, and during the long period of
testing the machine has demonstrated
its gocd qualities.
After having received our Instructions,
the personnel at the Astroworkshop on
La Silla is now able to take over this
work from us. According to G. Avila who

going on wlth a view to select one CCD
for astronomical tests at the telescope
in 1991. In relation to the lntroductlon of
the large CCDs at the telescope, an
upgraded software on the CCD controllers has also been tested, It makes
possible to freely define windows of Interests in the CCD image. Undesired
pixels ate skipped already durlng CCD
read-out and therefore the read and
transfer time Is reduced. A windowed
format, when possible, also makes the
use of the IHAP data reduction system

much faster.

ESO has also received three back-

illuminated 512~-TektronixCCDs with
27-micron pixels. These CCDs are of
very good cosmetic quality and of high
efficiency over the useful spectral range
(40% at 400 nm, 60% at 600 nrn and
10% at 1000 nm). A read-out noise of
13 e- has been measured in the first
laboratory tests. The La Silla staff is
currently preparing the installation of
one of these CCDs at the CASPEC
spectrograph.
S. DEIRIES, S. D'ODORICO and
R. REISS, ESO
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follows closely the functioning of Optopus, the results contlnue to be as Impredve as before.
At the mechanical workshop In
Garchinp we obviously had to replace
the prevfous machine with a new Mlkron
in order to ensure compatibility and permit the possibility of an exchange of
programmes between Garching and La
811a. As the mechanical workshop in
Oarchiw has only one mllling machine,
we have chosen one whh a greater
capacity than the previous one, whlch
altows us dtsplacements by 700 mm In
X, 500 mm In Y and 500 mrn In 2, thus
enabllng the manufacture of larger
parts. The mpablllties of this Mlkron
WF510 "FNC 3 5 8 machine are Identical to Its predecessor with a few new
features:

- Programme Input during machining
-- Helical
Programming of chamfets
Interpolation (enabling manu-

-

-

facture of larger diameter, external or
internal screw threads)
The standard cycles which already
exlsted are retained (Heldenhain) but
we have cyctes unique to Mlkron
Milllng of pockets with varled wntours allowing us to m t n the Islands
Scaling factor 0 to 100 enabling us to
enlarge or reduce the forms or figurgs
of gmetrlcally Identical holes.
The control enlarges or reduces
shapes or drlltlng pattarns of slmilar
geometry by a scaling factor.
Shifts from point zero, but aIso coordlnates system rotation, a feature
which did not exist on the prevlous
machine. If the milling or drilling
patterns are repeated at shifted posltions, there is no need for reprogramming, you only spdfy the offset. If a
milling or drllling pattem Is rotated on
a clrcular arc, you programme a cawdinate system rotation.
Programme teat: programming assurance through test run without
machine movement

Joran Rarnberg (1906-1990)
Already In 1933, Jbran Ramberg
jolned as Research Assistant the
newly established Stockhotm Obswvatory in SaRsj8baden at the time
an institution under the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. He remalned at the Obsewatory at different posts from 19118 as Assmiate
Professor and from 1960 as Professor untll 1963, when he tsok up
duty as Assistant Director of the European Southern Observatory. In
1968, he became the Technical DIrector of ESO and m i n e d in this
position until his mtlrement in 1971.
Through this, Rarnberg very actively
contributed to the Rrst development
of ESO.
J6mn Ramberg's research In these wwe made at the Haruard Obashnomy mainly dealt with the sewatq Branch in Blmmfontdn In
structure of the Milky Way system. Swth Africa. Ramberg's investigaThe method he used Is based on the tions reached a distance of 6000
determination of the distances of light-years and are still u n s u r p d .
stars through a combination of spec- They showed that the stam, also
tral analysls and photometry. As both those at a relatively high age, are
the obswving and the data reduction strongly concentrated to the spiral
wem very time consuming, Ram- arms that are lined up of gas and
b r g ' s work had to be limitedto deep dust in the Milky Way. rills result Is
sunreys (as far as the telmmpes In remarkable because It cannot be fulSaltsjbbaden could reach) in selec- ly explained by existing the~riesfor
ted amas. In his thesis, Ramthe orlgln of spiral arms in rotating
controlled and calibrated this me- stellar systems.
thod by o h w i n g the two nearby All of us who have had the pleasure
star clusters, the Hyaofes and P r a b of knowing Jlirsn Ramberg as Mend
and colleague, have admired his unHps.
As a side-result, he discovered two tiring energy and deep engagement,
white dwarf stars in the Hyadss. This his meticulousness in both reeearch
was the first time that these extreme- and instrument construction, and his
ly compact objects, which represent self-sacrificing work making astrone
the end phase of the development of my and its achievements known to
a star, had been fwnd In a star clus- the public. We have always enjoyed
ter a discovery impomt In deter- his perfect readiness to share his
mining the ages of these stars. T h knowledge and his experience. His
deep surveys also requlrd obsenra- demise leavesbig emptiness behind.
tions from the Southem Hemisphere;
P.0.UNDBLAD
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-

-
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- Programme checking with graphics,
simulation of the machining:
(a) display of blank
(b) views in three planes

(c) plan vlew with depth display
Id) 30 view
{e) magnify.
The Mikron machines on La Sila and

Garching have demonstrated excellent
performance and this has enabled us to
manufacture not only the Optopus but
also to participate In the manufacture of
"EMMI", the extraordinary Instrument
mechanically deslgned by H. Kotzlowski
and described by S. D'Odorlco (see The
Messenger No. 61, September 1990)

and with which R. Buettinghaus and myself have been working for almost one
and a half years in the Garchlng
Mechanical Workshop.
As the dawn of the VLT approaches,
we are well equipped to deal with the
Instrumentation of tomorrow.

News About Adaptive Optics
After the successful initial test of the 8.5, The new sensor appears to be
adaptive optics prototype system on the quantum noise limited.
In a second test an infrared wavefront
3.6-m telescope (see The Messenger
No. 60), a second test run was per- sensor was applled to the adaptive sysformed from September 26 to October tem. fhls sensor was built by the Obser2, 1990. The aim of this run was to test vatoire de Parls and LEll-LIR in Grenotwo improved Shack-Hartmann wave- ble, where the 64 by 64 InSb detector
front sensor configurations, a sensor for array has been developed with a readthe visible wavelength range, equipped out nolse of 450 electrons. Although the
with an electron bombarded CCD (EB- system transmission was not yet fully
CCD), and an infrared wavefront sensor. optimized, the servo system,locked on
~ 2.5,offers very good
The EB-CCD sensor was developed a star of r n =
by the Observatoiw de Paris. The ES- prospects for the future. For this sensor,
CCD, which is still in a prototype phase, the llmiting magnitude still has to be
was manufactured by LEP (Philips) in determined, but it has already proven to
France and allowed to push the limiting be suitabie in the closed-loop system.
The above-mentioned test run was
magnitude for wavefront sensing in the
visible to approximately m, = 11.5, a aimed at purely technical features and
substantial gain compared to the old fine-tuning of the prototype system. A
sensor which was based on an inten- science-devoted run with the adaptive
sified Reticon and only reached m, = optics system followed from October 24

to November 5. For the first time, 6
nights have been exciuslvely devoted to
the scientific exploration of adaptive optics. The set-up and activation of the
system has now become a nearly
routine operation, and for the team of
astronomers from Observatoire de
Paris-Meudon it was possible to concentrate fully on the sclence aspects of
their observations.
A second similar science-devoted run
is planned for January 1991 before the
system will undergo a major upgrade. In
early 1992 it wlll be available again with
a deformable mirror with approximately
50 actuators and an increased bandwidth of 25 Hz to possibly 40 Hz (at 0
dB). This wlll allow diffraction-limited
observations at the 3.6-m telescope in
the K-Band and posslbly the H-band
with good seeing. Although it will still be
a prototype, we will attempt to make It
more "user-friendly". It may then be
offered to the ESO community in late
1992 for a limited number of programmes.
F. MERKLE, €SO
F. RIGAUT, Observatuire de Meudon

MIDAS Memo
€SO image Processing Group
I.Appltcation Developments
Graphics

This picture shows improved Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors They can be installed
simuItaneously an the protot).pe system optical bench. The EB-CCD based S8nSw Is shown
on the right side with the lens array mounted In the alignment stage in front of the cylindrical
detector housing. The infrared sensw with its small cryostat is shown on the left, Here the light
enters from below via a relay lens and a folding mirror.

-

The MlDAS graphlcs package has
been subject to a number of questions
during the course of this year. Although
In principle one can obtain all Important
Information from the MlDAS User Guide
(Volume A, Chapter 6), we would like to
summarize here briefly the available
functionality.
The MlDAS graphics sub-system
enables you to vlsuatire (plot) all data
structures in MIDAS: frames, tables, descriptors and keywords. To do so, obviously named plot and overplot commands have been Implemented, In general these commands have a well defined syntax.

To retrieve e.g. plxel intensities or
coordinates from plotted data or to examlne spectral features the user can run
the general GIFVGCURSOR command.
The graphics cursor b dso used In several other applications like flux determination, computingthe centre of s-l
lines, tine identifications, etc.
The graphlcs system uses default settings which In most cases make sense.
These plot settings include: axes labelling and format, line width and type,
symbol size and type and many others.
All these setting parameters are stored
in the MtOAS system and can be inspected and changed uJng the command SHOW/PLOT and SETPLOT, respectlvely. The user can also specify
how nice the graphlcs artput should
look. Thls layout t determined by the
SETPLOT parameter PMODE It can
vary between rather simple (PMODE O
or 1) or more elaborate to produce a
high quality (PMODE = 3).
The graphics system is primarily designed for of-Hne data reduction. Hawever, a number of general purpose commands for drawing axes, lines, symbols
and text, c o m b i d wlth the PMODE 3
settlng, make the system very suitable
for the pmductlon of publication qualii
plots. On thls page, as an example,
you see two versbns of the same
plat produced with PMODE 1 and
PMODE 3.
Graphics output can be asslgned and
sent to alt display and hardcopy devim. Wlth the command ASSiGNI
PLOT the user can determine the output
devioe in advance. The command
SENWPLOT sends the graphics wtput
fib (if created) to any of the supported
graphics & v i m . A Ilst of all graphics
devices supported can be fwnd in the
MIDAS User Guide, Of particular interest is the possibility of producing M I W
graphics on Postscript print-. Besides
the increase in quality the postscript
graphim fib can also be combined with
other postscript documents. This offers
the possibility of full integration of the
MIDAS graphics output into postscript
documents typeset by e.g. TE% or
LATEX.
Uke all systems, MIDAS Is not perfect. Regularly new features and mmmands are Implemented. In order to stay
up to date about MlDAS it Is useful to
read the MIDAS NEWS frequently (dm
expwlenced users) and to have a glance
at every newly issued MIDAS manual.
But this is obvious .. .,we hope.
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2 Archiving
Systmatfc ArchMng of MT data will
start from the beginning of Period 46.
fMs means that NlT data will be available d i r d y from Garching, to the observing team only during the proprietary

period of one p a r , and to other astronomers after this period. The delay
for avallabllty at Garching wit1 normally
not exceed three weeks after obsewa-

tion.
The summary of each observationwill
be stored in the Archhe Catalogue as
soon as possible after the b w a t b n ,
normally durlng the day or at least during the week following the o b m t i o n .
It wlll be d b i e to query the Archive
Catalogue directly from
SHla, uslng
the Starcat programme Installed on a
Sun workstatkn. It is expeded that the
observer will check the contents of this
catalogue dudng hls obsmwtion run,
and report the anomalies and errors he
detected to the amhe80 account at La
Sllla or at Garchlng. Note that Starcat
can also be used fmm La Sllla to get
Information about many other astronomical catalogues, including 25 mllIlon stars in the Quide Star Catalogue,

3. Personnel

llw Image Processing Group deeply
regrets to announce that Susan Winter
(Lively) has left us for the south of

France due to personal reasons. Swan
has been handling tho MIDAS
documentation and distribution ensur-

ing that everything ran smoothly. Her
knowledge of TEX and LATEX made it
possible for us to maintain nice looking
manuals wrftten In good English. She
not only took w e of the manuals, but
also of the technical ed[ting of thg Promedings of the Data Analysis Workshops. We wlll miss Susan not only for
her technical skills but also as a good
mllesgue and we wish her all the best.

4. MIDAS Hot-Line Sewlca
The following MlDAS support sewices
can be used to obtain help quialy when
problems arise:
EARN M I D A S @ O ~ I
SPAN: ES0::MIDAS
FAX.: 49-89-3202362, attn.: MIDAS

HOT-LINE
Tlx.: 528 282 22 eso d, attn.: M I M
HOT-LINE
Td.: +49-89-32008-450
Users are also invited to send us any
suggwtions or comments. Although we
do provlde a telephone servlea we ask
users to use it only in urgent cases. To
make It easier for us to process the
requests properly we ask you, when
possible, to submit requests in written
form through &her electronb networks,
tellefax or telex.

Comet Levy Detected by SEST
A. Winnberg,-SEST,ESO
On September 27 the Swedish-ESO
Submillitnetre Telescope (SEST) tracked
Comet Levy (1990c). Its receiver system
was tuned to 266 GHr (
=
I
1.I3 mm)
where there is a spectral Ilne of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) created by a transition between the third and second rotations] energy levels. The result after an
Integrationtime of 4.6 hours is shown In
Figure 1.
The spectrum was registered by the
acousto-optical spectrometer and its
attached on-line computer. The frequency scale has been converted into
radial velocity relative to the centre of
the earth. At the time of observation the
comet was at a distance of 1.I astronomical units and was receeding
from the earth at a speed of 42 krn/s
heading for its perihelion. The intensity
scale is in units of antenna temperature
corrected for atmospheric absorption. A
gaussian curve has been fitted to the
observed line profile. Its amplitude of
0.1 8 K corresponds to roughly 7 x t Om2'
W/m2/Hz in physlcal unlts. Its width is
about 2 km/s which reflects a gas expansion velocity of the order of 1 km/s.
Radio spectroscopy of comets is irnportant because it can give us information about the compositbn of the nucleus. When the solar radiation heats up
the surface, the so-called "parent
molecutes" evaporate and expand from
the nucteus. Further out they are eventually dissociated by the solar UV radiation and the resulting atoms and radicals are later ionized. All these secondary species radiate in the near infrared,
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Figure 1: Spctrum of Comet Levy (1990cJat a frequency of 266 #Hz fi = 1.13mmJ showing
the rotational line J = 3-2 d hydrogen cyanide (HCNJ. The frequency scale has been
converted into radial velocity relative to the centre of the earlh. The intensity scale Is in units d
antenna tempemturn corrected for atmospheric absorption. A gaussian curve has been fitted
to the line profl/e. HCN Is be/leved to be me of the many compounds which are evaporated
dlredy from t h suflace of the nucleus. Further out In the coma, HCN Is photo-dissociated and
li is probably the main sourcs of the cyanide radical CN.

in the visual, and in the UV regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The parent
molecules, however, radiate only in the
milllmetre and submillimetre ranges because this gas Is extremely cold (approx. 30 K) due to adiabatic expansion.

This central "parental cloud also is
quite small (approx. 100 km) which
makes its emission difficult to detect.
HCN is probably the main parent
molecule of the radical CN, which emits
very strong bands in optical cometary

Figure 2: mls photo of Cumt Levy (IQsOc), one of the brightest comets In recent yews, was obtained with the ESO I-rn Schmidt td8sCOpe on
September 14, 1990. Observer: 0.Piarm; photographic work: H.-H. #eyer: /la-0 + GG385;32 mln.

spectra, The J = J-0 rotational Itne of
HCN was claimed to hdetected far the
first time in Comet Kohoutek (1973 XII)
by Huebner, Snyder, and Buhl. However, this detection could not be confirmed by any other group and subquent searches in other comets were
unsuccessful. The line was unarnbiguoudy detected In Comet P/Halh by
three observing groups using three diiferent radlo telescopes in 1985-86.
(BockelBe-Mwan et d., Schloerb et al.;
Wlnnberg et d.). The J = 3-2 Ibe of
HCN (the J 2-1 line lies at a frequency
with strong atmospheric oxygen absorption) was then detected earlier this
Mar in Comet Austin by a French and an
Arndcan group. The present observation is the first suecessfu! detection of a
comet by SEST and it has been conf i r m by two other telescopes, Let us
hope that $EST can contlnue to contdbute to cometaty s p t m w p y .

-

Change at the ESO
Schmidt Telescope
After a period of nearty 20 years In
charge of the ESO Schmidt Wesoope,
and after the successful completion of
the taklng of plates for the ESO Southern Suweys, Hans-Emll Schuster will
hand over the reins to 80 Raipurffi, staff
astronomer at La Sib. Dr. Relpurth wltl
take up his new operational responslbilbs as of January 1, 1991, so
please dlrect all Schmidt-related questions, enquiries, etc. to him after this
date.

(continued from page 2)
Interestingly, in terms of atmospheric
stability La Sllla was found to be better
than previously thought, with a measured median "seeing" of 0.76 arcsec.
Paranal is b&hr with a mean of 0.66
arcseconds, but of even greater importance Is the fact that the number of clear
nights of exceptional quality (seeing better than 0.5 arcsecond) Is about 2.4
times higher on Paranal (16% of all
nights) than on La Silla (7 %).
the atmospheric mnditions on Paranal wlit allow the VLT to take full advantage of its unique Imaging and spectmcopic capabilities so that fainter and
more distant objects can be ohwed
tban wRh any other telesmpe in the
world. Moreover, whm the VLT Is
Supported by "adaptive opticsa', it will
produrn images that are almost as
Sharp as If it were in space. In the *InterfwmeMcnmode, when the light from

Announcement of the 3*6ESWW-ECF

Data Analysis Workshop
ESO, KarlSchwatfschlId-Str. 2
Garehjng, Germany

AprIl22-24,1901
The aim of the Workshop Is b provide a twum far d l m d o n s of asbmomical
softwaretschnlques and algwithms. It lo held annually during the sprw (AprlVMay)and
centres on a dlffmnt m o m i c a l area each.tlme. DM to available space, wlclpation wlll be limited to 80 people. At the last Wwkshop sewd pople could not be
accommodated and we themfore recommend that you send In the wrmpndlng
participation and accornnbodatltlon forms well b&re the deadline.
topic for the 1891 Data Analpis W d h o p will be analysis of direct Imaging
data, The acientlflc w o n of the meeting will conJst of three W o r n esch statling
w h a a i n talk followed by -tation
of papers of 5-10 m l w dmt10n. The last
day k reserved for general wer meetings for MIDAS and ST-ECF.
The tentative agenda is:
AnaIysh of Direct lmaghg Data
April 22: 14.00-18.00: Digital Filters
April 23: 9.M-12.30: Image Reatomtlon
14.00-1 7.00: Dseomposmon techniques
t 7.00-1 8.00: Eumpem
Cnmmlttee
April 24: 09.00-1 2.00: MIDAS W ' 8 W i n g
12.00-13.00: European !=ITS Committee
14.00- 17.30: ST-ECF users meeting
Conttjbutlons on algorithms and twhntqw, e.g. removal of comic ray events on
ED'S, digital transformations, deconvolutim, decomposition d images and Atblng
te&niques are &pecUly welcome. We encourage people to present t h l r work In
these areas even a tt Is only Ideas. After each Introductory talk, we will have a m
informal discussm where such cantributlons ean be made. We also plm to have a
m t w se&on where people C B premt
~
short eonaibutlons. Proceedrsgs ol the
~ i d f i -ions
c
wlll M publish&.
The sckntifieorganizing commItt88 indudes:
P. Qrosbal (Chairman)
P. BemnvH
LB. Lucy
5. D ' O d w b
0. Baada
R.H. Wamels
Contact address: S
m of
Image hrrcesalng Group
Europcban Southern Observatory
Kart-Schwanschild-Str. 2

R-6046 w h l n g , Gennany
EARN: DAW@DGAESO51
SPAN: ES0::DAW

the four 8.2-m telescopes is combined
coherently (in the same phase), the resolving power of the VLT la further inw e a d , so that even finer details can
be a m . U n W optimal circumstances,
it should be possible to achieve a m o lution of 0.0005 arcsewnds. This would
correspond to imaging 1 metre objects
on the surface of the Moon.
Because of the extremely low atmospheric water vapour content in the Paranal region. probably the driest a m on
the Mace of the Earth, this site is also
highly suited for astronomical obervations in the i n f d and submiltimetre
wavelength regions.
The decislon to place the VLT O b r vatory at P m a l impiles that m e
years from now ESO will a p m t ~two,
-rap
hically separate observatories
in Chile. In order to ensure the optimal
functioning of both unlts, It wlll be
necessary to adjust ESO's set-up In
Chile.

The efficient running d the La SHla
Observatory. on whkh so many European astronomers are dependent, will of
course continue to have high priority,
but It [sexpected that a certain streamlining wlH have to be made of the operations there.
The next step In tho VLT programme
will be to decide about the exact configuration of the four 82-metre telescopes
and their endmum. Several major wntracts will be slgned with European Industry during the coming year, for Instance for the construction of the
mechanical structure of the giant telescopm and also the bulldlngs which will
MltW
be erected on Paranal.

me

Councit elected Professor F
m Pacini (Florence) as new President and
Mr. Henrik Grage (Copenhagen) as

